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F4EFACE.s 1

theseriew Soviet Studies in the reychology'of 1.:earning and Teachibq
,

thematic$ ig,a collectip of translations from the. extepSive Soviet.

literature'of Sti.past twentyrfive Years on research in the psychology
,

of mathematical instkuction. It also includes works on methocieof

teaching matheiaLcs direCtly influencea'foy the "pechol6g1,Cal research..

The seriel is the result ore joint.ef'fort'by the:School Kathetatics

4tudy Grotp at Stanford University, the Department of MatheMatics
. ./

EducatiOn at the .Unive4rsity .of Georgia, and the .SUrvey.of Receat'East
,

European Mathematical Literature at the UniversieSr ef'Chicago. Selected

.papers and books consi'dered to'be of'value to the Amer,ican mathematics
,

educator.have keen translated from the Russian And appe4r,.in this

Ast

series for the first time in English.

ResearCh achievements in psychology,in the United States are

outstandingiindeed., Zducational,psyehel;?, however, occupies,only'a

.
small fraction of the field, and nntil recently little attention has

been giv'en to'research'in the.psychology.ofclearning and teaching
,

particular school subjects, ,

.

,

,

, .

V ,

The situhtion has .been quite different in the So1,4et Union. In
....* ,

viev of the reigning social andspolitical doCtkines, several branchea

of psychology that Ire highly demeloped in the U:S4 have scarcely been
,

, 'investigated in ,the Soviet Union. On the other hand; bcpause of,the
A

,,-Soviet emPhasis on education and its 'Snriction inethe state, research in
.

educational.psychology has:been given considerable,mora and financial.
support. 'Conseq4ently, it has attracted many brea8v e and talented

/*
scholars whose co4ributions 4-lave been remarkable.

Even prior to'World-War II, the.Russians.had,made great strides in;

educational psuhology. ;,The Creation in 1943 of
\

the Academy of Peda-

gogicaI Sciences helped to 'intenAify the research efforts and programs

in this field. Since then the Academy has become the thief educational

research and'development center for the Soviet Union. One of the main

, aims of the Academy is to conduct research end to train research,scholars

.4

.

A study'indicates that 37.5% bf'alrmaterials in So'fiet psychology

, published in cne year was devoted to education and child psychology. See

Contemporary Soviet Psychology by Josef"Brozek (Chapter 7 pi Pres n -Da'

Russian Psychology,yergamon Press, 1966).
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in general and" spec iilized education, in,eduqational psichology, and

in methods of teaching various school,Aubjects.

The Academy of'PedagotiOal.Sciences of the USSR. comprises ten

research institutes in Mosco0 and,leningrad. Many of the studies .

reported in this seri& were conducted at the Academy's Institute of

General and Polytechnicalp pucation, InsLtit t of Psyc hplogy,.#nd
A

Institute of Defectology,:the last.of ich is concerned with the,

special psychology and educational tec niques for handica4ed

The Academy, of Pedagogital Sciences has 31 metbeig and 64.

.associate memberse chosenfrom among dIstingui'eted'Soviet scholars.,

scientists, and educators. Iis pei-manent staff includescmpre than
. .

650 research'associates, who receive advice and cootleration from an

Additional 1,000 scholars and. teachers. The.research instituteb of

-the Academyhaye available 100 "base" orolaboratory schools mid many'

othcr schbols in which expèrimçnts are co nducted. Developments in..

foreign'countries are closely ollowed bf the Bureau for the Study of-
.

FO7ign Educational ExVerience and Information.
/

. \, ,

.

'. The, Academy has its own publishing house, which i1suas hundreds of
. .

0 J ,

books each year and Ouolish ft. the collections Izvestiya Akademil
, . ,

/

Pedagogicheskikh NaUk RSFSR LPfdleedings of. the AcademY of Pedagogidal
.

- -, . .P

Sc(iences -.of the RSFSR], the-monthly tovetskaya Pedagggika [Soviet

Pedagogy]; and the bimonthly.. Vopropy Psikhologii Nuestibna of Psychology].

*Since 1963, the 4cademy.ha§ been issuing,-collection entitled Novye
c .

Issledovaniya v Pedagagicheskikh*Naa plakh eti-ReSearch in the pedagogical
. . t

...,
Seiences4 in order to disseminate information .on current research.

, . A major diffe4nce between.the Soviet and American qonception of

'educational lVesearch is tliat Rus'Sian psychologists often use qualitative

rather than quant4ative methods of research in instruc,tional psychology
o

in.accordance-with the prevailing European tradition. Americhn readers
r . , -t '

may thus find that sometof the earlier Russiah papers do doi comply
,

exactly.to 1J.S.)standaTds ok design, analysis, and reporting. 0000aing
.,i

,

qualitati!Ve methods
.

and by working with smalf groups, however, tbe Soviets
- ,

_1... j.
have-been able to-penetpite into the chila's thoughts and Ca'analyze his. , s-.

mental processes. .To this end they have also designed classroom tasks

4.. an géttings Ior research and hae emphlized long-term, genetic studtes
$

of 1
1

arning.
1
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Russihn psychologises have concerned themselves with' the dynamics

of mental activity and with the aim of arriving.at the principles of the
,

ilarning process itielf. .They have investigated suchareas as: the

development of mental operations;'the nature and development'of.thougNt

'the formation of mathematical 'concepts and the related questions oi

( generaliz4ion, abstraction, and concretization;.the mental,operations

of analysis and synthedis; the development of spatial percption; the

relation between memory and thought; the development of logical reasoning;
4 s

,the nature of mathematical skills; and the structure and special features

).
of mathematical abilities.

In new approaches to educational research, some Russian psYchologists

have d eveloped cybernetic 'and statisticSi models and techniques, and have

made use of algorithms, mathematioal latic and information sciences.

Much attention has' aldo been given,to programmed/instruction and to an

examination of its pdychological preblems and its appilcati4i for

greater individualitation ±n learning.,

The interrelationship bet4'teen instruction ana.ochild development.ig

a source of gharp didagreement between 'the Geneva School of psychologists,

led by i.aget, and the'Sov,iet psyehologists, The Swiss, uryCklegists
,

ascribe limited significance to the role of instruction in the develap-' .

ment ofoa child. According to them, instration is subordinate to

,

specific stages in the development of the child's thinkinostages

manifested at certain age levels and relatively in ndent of the

conditions of instruction.'
,

As representatives of the materialistic-evolutionist theory of the

mind, Soviet psycholpgists ade'ribe a leading role te. initruction. They
F

assert that instruction broadens the potennial of.development, may

accelerate it, and may exercise infl uence not cnly upon the sequence of

the stages bf'd velopment of the child's thought but e4a upon the'very

character of-t e stages. The Russians study,development La the changing

1
conditions of instruction, and by varying'these cenditions, they demonstrate

-how th nature of the child's develoftest changes in.the process. Ae a'

4 result, they are also investigating tests of giftesiness and are uping

elaborate dynamic,.rather than static, ind

See The Problem of Instruction and'Development at the 18th 4ternational

Congress of Psychology by N. A. Menchinsktya and G. G. Saburova; ovetskaya

PedagogAA 1967, No. 1 (English translatiOn in Soviet Edatation, July

1967, Vol. 9, No. 9.)



Psychological research has ha4 a.considerable effect on the

recent Soviet literature-on' methods of' teaching mathematics. Experi-
7./

. vents have shown the student's\wathematical potential to, bel greater
I

than.had been previously assumed. ConsequenttY, RuSsian pschologists

have advocatga'the necessity ofvarious Changes in the content dnd.

4hods of Vatfibmatical instruction and have participated in.designin&

the new Soviet,pathematics currieulum which has been introduced during

the 1967-68 academic year. *

The aim of this series 'is' to acquaint.mathematics educators and
0A

teaqbers with directions, j_deas, and.ac.complishments in the'piycliolpgy

of mathematical instruction in the Soviet Union. This series should

assist in opening up avehues of investigatibn to those wile ard interested

in broadening the foundations of their professiont.for it is gtnerallT,

recognized that experiment ana research are indispensable Yor improvirig

content and methods of school.Mathematics.

We hope that the volwaes in this Series'will be uped for study:

41#

f

discussion, and critical analysis in coursedterseminara in'teacher-
,

,training programs or ininstitutes for in-service teachers at Various

4 levels. .
*

.At present, materials have been'preparfd for fifteen voiumes. Each
/ .

book 'contains one or more areiciWunder.a general heading such as The

Learning bf Mhthematical.Concepts, The Stxucture cft Mathematical Abilities
*and Problem Solving in GWmetry. The ineroduction to each volume is

intended to provide some background and.guidance to its content.
. .

Volumes I to VI were prepared jointly by the School Mathematics.

Study Group d the,Survey of Recent East EurOPean Ma'thematical Literature,

bicth conducted unaef grants from the National Science Fo ndation. When .

0 j
the activities of the SChool Mathematics Study Group en ed in August, 1972,

4.14, the Departmenr of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia

,undertook to assist in the editing ,of the r'emaining volumes. We express

our appreciation to the Foundation grid to the many people and organizatiens

wki contributed to the-estdblisilMent and continuation of'the series.

6
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1.., Bracketed numerals in the text refer to tfie numbered
i ,

9 .

It

refenences at'the end of each paper. Wheresthere.are two 'figures,
.

,
e.g.J5:123], tbe second is d page reference. 41 references ae

tcyRussian editions, although tidls have been translated and

authors"' names.transliterated.

. 2. The transliteration scheme used is that of tbe Library .

of Congress, with diacritical marks omitted, except tliat i.p and A

afe rendered as "yu". and "ya" insteaA of "iu" and "ia."

3. Numbered footnotes are those in the original paper,

starred footnotes are used for editors' or'tianslatorIU comments.
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James W. Wlsoil Ana Jeremy Kilpatfick
&

-

Educationalzesearch IA the goviet UniOn has produceid a consider- '

able literatuZe devoted to pr9blems of instruction in mathematict
- * ' .

classe. The new school mathematics curriculum adopted by the SoViec

i

Ministry of Education in'l967 drew upon And reflected this'litekature.

The aiticles in ihis vOlkime all predate the new curriculum!and treat

a variPty of,rearnini problems encounteted` in mathematics 4ajsroems.

The lengthy paper by Shevarev, reports(avs4Les of investigatiims:

, -, ,0
.

.
.

,

d

.
pn'etudents' ekrors in learning algebra. The paper,.publilked JAI 3.946,

r

follows., fr06,his,earlier stuay of algebraic skinis [2]:: It uses a'
.

,

blend of psychOlogical fheory, observaticin of s udents in)classes,'

and anatypis of textbook material.,-4,4e study as restriCted to the'

J.
.

errors occurFing,wheesW4eAAS know a rule, arb able to applY it,'but
, . : , ,

, tevertheless act contrarY.to it. The better undersio661Linds of errors--. .

'errors due tO not knowing a rure or not knowing how to appl% a kixe;7n

, .. .,
.,

rrsule-7were eXcluded. .

1

,

,
.../.

Sheyam4ev, like many Sovigt psychologists; draws upen Pavlov for
- .

1 theyretical foundations. 'Algebraic el-pressions are operated,on by
.

rules learned,and used by t4e Student. ,As'these-,rules-becOme practiced., '

their conbcious recall-and applicatiori are diminishddl,and instead a
. .

,
.

. ,

, qi
M .

,

' ., Z connection is actualized. To Shevarev, algOraic skills'in students.

'ref i connection, whgreas the learning of skills begins witt3A.earning,,

,
.. .

-ft
a rule.- As the,ruIl is applied

.

and puactA.ced, a Connection evolves..
1

, e
f

t

The disttnqion and internlay between rttles and connectiO4 ts demorp

-

strated throughout Shevarev%s paper. Zrrors.ire-thh result. of'incorrect
,

. .

. . . , .

,

connecti9ns, anik-6 provides evidence 0,11 the source of these ificorTect .

, 2 3 ,
s l'

connections: .For example, studeni's often trethedd(x ) like x x .,
.

, ..1 A
A

,

..,,They actualized a connection by perceiying'geDeral characteristics'of the

.
- N. ., I

.

.
,

6.---"--.,expresdion buf ignoring same specific ones. Theegburce of the incoireCt
, . ,

,

t . ,
,..

..

,

4
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. .

0 the two types

ok RIM the a1geb;4 clasbes. The'studenta set-
.

of probleMs in the same lesson or same

jiI4'prActice. wa& provided for problems like

.cOnnection was shown to be the..sequence ey,imbalance

of problems in the,,t

do4 encountered liEkt

section, and con4derably

x
2

x
3

than for protl -

Incorrect chnecti,onsi leading teerrors were also analyzed'foc

algebraic expressiOs in ra4o,els and_for rational expressiond., Shevarev

. cOnfirmed,that the sacra 9f,eil.bvs was in the textbook presentation
4
andtlassroOm pfactices that followed from the textbook. One 4mportent

.podnt todg/that incbrrect connections were generated while stuaents were

correctly solvingaalgebra exercises.
.

Suggegtions for. ImproV,ing classroom practices incluaed the spud-
t

priate alternation of kinds of,problems and the inclusion of some

operative suggestions for studentf. The first deals with the structure
s

) and sequence of textbook materials. Shevasev argues that problems with

similar general charactetistics should be studied together so that:

distinguishing specific chafacteristics can be emphaatzed,. This leads
. .

Aaturally to Shevarev's notion of teaching operatiOe'rdies. .t is.nstural
go,

that.a complex mathematical operation becomes routine and algorithmic
,

with practice. Shevarev argues that teachers must guide this.process to

avoid thofformatiOn of iriborrect connections.
r

Gbn9bolin's study of pupils' comprehension of geometric proofs was

aimed expli0y at improvits the secondary school seometry textbook. '

The textbook-in Aise at the time (1954) was noted for ita"maximum brevity

of presentation," and the Pupilp had difficulty understanding the proofs.
16

60110bolin ,1,0onducted a series; of fnvestigatiOns in several schools fo

rasons for the lacksof comprehenibn and some waya to

Problem. Items Gondbolfn investigated tha,t were shown to
,

instruction included a.sort of completeness ofMnks in a

discover the'

overcome ;he

be,needed fn

chain of Feasoning, a schematic/presentation ot,material in a proof,
, .

ond a geneiralized understanding of geometric daterial. Suggestio s for
4.. ,

improving.the te book liere made.

4

){11
4
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4 4 .

At first glance,, this:study appears to be prima4ly*a complicated
, . 4 .

44..

analy

017
ais-of book materiai. ,t i3,i,,, howeyer. 'considerably'more. 'The

1

.

.,
,

.

iepeatedr0 goof rewr4ten..myeerittl u*Tith'stUdents led to the Identifi-
, ,

..

iation of ,s6ate .gehei-al thstructional conceptivr princiiles., The cbm-
,.. .

.,-

pieteness of linics in the-chain'of reasOning is a princiPle or, euidtline.
: .

. ..

by'which a teXtbOok can be.fevised bY 4:ts.authors or adapted' by teachers ._

who use it, The sOemAtic-presentatiOn of material in aProof seems
.

.

., ,. . -
,.

.J

parallel tolya's LI] advice oh devisiag a pin: It islih instruqtiohal

varlable,to be!used by teathers, And ef course ,the. idea, is pOtrestricted
.1., ., ,

.
,

. .,

v
.._

.

to thp particula'r matriaf:i'n..ihe textbook Gonóboklin was Using, - .

, a v s * f . v

.The.pliper by Shevcbenk4:i4 a treat-ise on .fie rationate for and metho#4"
.

.

, .. .
. , .

. , t a .A

of laiStruCtion in the history of TatheMatics in Sovietbaecondary schooli.
.

. ,

. . . . ,--- .- . .

. .

It isa.substahtial-review'Ot the SoviOtliterature on fhp use of the'

, hisarical.perspective as a,pedaiogiCal And motivatiOI:lal'device.,. %oitie

-,,

section of ,the reporlkis a series'oflesson plans on*hiStoricalf apprdaches

1.
to dertain mathematiCal topics.r The ektensive blbliography ia an inter'est-

Zng feature of the article. .

.
The paper by Bochkovskaya presentS an aftalytis'of three necessary

doAditions for preventing first,/ second, and.third grade stude

.

errors in salving.simple arithmetic problems. The paper addressed to

teachers and is a guise to instrudtion rather thin a research report.

Bochkovskaya proposesNhree conditions for an instruCtional syStem. First,

the problems should be ordered according to their content and structure

and the time between the introduction of certain kinds of simpler problems

should be reduced. 'Thus the first grade student caa study opaations by

being introduced to unknown addvid and unknown subtrahend problems (rather

than having them postponed until the second and third grades). Division

of objects into equal groups should prepare for division into equal parts.

Second, problem wank should develop the habit of selecting arithmetical

operations on the basis of the entire condition of the problem, no,t.

the analysis or qynthesis of separate parts. Third, the teaclier should

develop the stud nts' self-reliance in solving problems.

its

'24
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. . %

-A report of a teaching experiment, on'th6 intprweaving.of number .

--
concepts into ehg study of functional relationships:is.giVen:iy,Goldberg,.

who used a peries of questions to develpp the' properties of tL function
la I

A 4

4

. y. . kx in eigkEh gricci4 class&s. The qiestions eMbodtedfcertain number

, concepts auch as-positiVe versuSAbgative, whole numberEi yersua friactions,
.._ ..

.
, absolute values, and decrease versts increase. Goldberg found thaethe.. .

-
1

nse,ot number probfems in .the'ellevelopment of functional rela;tionOhip'

enhAnced both the knowledge of functlons and the knowledge 0T number
A .. ,

properties. ,Poldberg does not des,Cribe the traditipnal SUUdy.of7ftinction
,, .

against which his apptoach was CotparLP. , ' ' ' . "
, , 144

, ,
.0

A.short artidie'by Grudeno'y argnes.forithF "extensiile" use of un- -
.,

solvable problem& in mathematics teaching. Mile psychofogicarfoundaZion-.
. 91

0

,of his argument is taken from work by.Shevareyrdone same time after that
.

, 4.

repcirted in the first article of this volume, hpt dine as a direct
A

follow-up. An unsolvable problem ;Jill have a specific cotdition'opposite
,

.

to that,ofother problems having the identical general conditions. *Thus
s

the Unsolvable problem will Poin't up for the student any incorrect ass0-.),,

ciations he may have formed. .grudenov has used unsolvable problems as

a pedagogical device in d geometry textbpok and wOrkbOelt

,The final article,,by Marnyanskii,ccincerns the learning of a funcaon'
: Vconcept within the algebra course. the report of a series of explor-
*

t

.,..

atory studies it grades.,8-1.0. The, tcig.is-a fairly Comprehensive
* .4

analysis of one, approach to the dbncep.t.afunction-.

This collection of articles reveala.the universality of certain

problems of mathematics instruction. Although the Soviet curriculum

was quite traditional before 1967,,the art of analyzing pedagogical

problema was well advanced. The reader may find helpful techniques

of investigation and anairs, ns well as practical advice on instruction,
t,-in these' pdges.

xiy
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AN EXPERIMENT IN igpE pSYCHOLOGI,CAL

'ANALYSIS OF ALGEORAIC ERRORR#

, P. A. Shevarev

/ 4

.': Pupils' errori in solving Algebraic "problems" can be divided
-

into ihgee groups': Sometimes a pupil does not know the rule that

----must be Applied pr does not knpw it pretisel34 Sometimes he-knows

the rule wpll but still does not knowAhow to apply it. Finallf,

piece are gsses where a pupil knows the rule,-is able to Apply it,' .

but neverthel4ss acts contrary.to it. of'these,three cases, the last
A

Ts the most imiCriant and themost intetesting. We shall deal with

it in oUrowCork. In. the,first two cages, the basic causes of error

.are known; henceIrthe practical questions are'easily regolved. The

third inatance is differenti we have no satisfactory explanation of,
e'

'ttie causes of 'error. In thia connection, practical questions Of-how..
4

to prevent sUch'errors, and.what to do if, they have already oceurred,

also remain unanswered.
#

One Might assume that t;he source of errors qf thisvkind lies in

the. pupil's failure tóTecall the rule according to whidh he sliould

operate. &it it is not difficult*to see tnat this suppositien does
- ,

not full)* explain the causes of error. In the first place, why the.

pupil does not recall the corresponding rule.remains incomprehensible.
4

Second, the queStion of why the pupil maetl; precisely.this mistake,

and to other, remains unanswered. Third, recalling a rule, in general,

is not an essential conditic:m for correctly-solving a problem using
% 4

this rule.

It approaching the explanation ofserrors of the type indicated.,

one must vconsider several facts discussed-in another work-of.oUrs [1]

Let us cite theSp. fa4s. When a-pupil is solving an algebfaic Mprpbleint
#

e

1.

r

Published in Proceedings [Izvestiya]sof the Acadelv Peda-

6 ical Scienc.es of the RSFSR, 1946i Vol. 3, pp. 135-180. ranslated

-by A bert Leong.



of a type well knox& to him, he operaes in elrict ac ordance wit
1/4

definite ruled. From a'lbgical point of view, the process of'
f

problem solving'is d &lain of 'deduction's. In AlmoSt.all ca
ree

however, the pupil solving triese problems is not aware o aay rules

and, -in fact, makes no deductions. 'How is it possibl for a'pypil.
0 *

unAware of 'rules.mevertheless to act in fdll accor nce with them?

Without making -any dedUctions, hOw is it possible for him,to behave

as if hehad performed them?

Analysis'of dEite shows that'special and,distinc,tive combinati:ons
,

of intellectual processes play a'substantial role here. in' thp
4

.

simplegt case, a conPinaticIn of this t3ip4 conisists of,.two Components'.

The first is the recognitiOn. of the ieatures.of the algebraic-

expression (sometimes-only its'defirfed part), br of the featurea of

an operation j,useperformed. The,second'compoAnt is an orentation
-

toward per (2a-ing a definite'kind of operation.'

pose we are solVing a problem 6n multip ying the monomials,

.5a2b in which we'do not recall the,corresponding rules. In

this,case, the following occu-rs:

(3) Recognition that the algebraic expressions to be)
multiplied are motolials entails the rise of an orients-
tion toward the medtal, selectionand- specification of
coefficients.

(2) Recognition that these coefficients are expressed
(in the given case) by siffiple numbers entails the rise of
an orientatiOh toward recalling,the products of these nuMbers.

(3) Recognition that the number that aroge 'in the mind isic
the product of coefficients6stimulates an orientation toward
recording it on the right-hand side of the equation.

A

(4) Recognition that the product of coeffic4ents is writte
on the right side'of the equation prompts an*orientation tows
selwing and ppecifying identical letters in the monomials
multiplied, and so forth.

ere.

e.

,Simple combinations, similar to those just inAicated, ar frequently

united into a single whole to form complex combi ations. In our exampld,.

t e second anddthird combinations are almose always fused t gether;'' 1,

re ognition that the coefficients-are simple numbe,ra promp s an orien-

tatiolikoward both recalling and recording,the prodUct o these numbers
, .

Sometimes recognitiOn that vhe expressions multiplied a e monomials,

2



immegately produces an prientatl.on toward spe4fying both,coefficients

letters.
7 .,

Toidesignate combinatio;$ of the type indicated, siMple as Well

s camplex,. Fe suggested the te connectibn [konneksiya] . One'

)10
la note that,both gorrect'an incOrreot connections are posSilx

,
,

When we solve an aXgebigaic probleurby actualizing correct éonn c-
.

.

tions, our operations coirespond exactly ,to'those.rules govetning the

.giyen case. In elementary alge tbra cOrrect cdnneetions,udually arise .

from/operAions based on the recognition'of rules.. When'il pupil sbIes

an algebralcproblefoloi A specific type for the first timehe assimilates

dhe:genpral features of the 'expr9441.6n given him;.recalls the corresPond-
0

rule,and,perferms &series of deduction's by which this rule is.

liPT,s 9,cf to concrpe clayi.. -There arises 'in him:an orientation tyward
4

eXecuting a defl.nite intelleftual operation. * Recalling rules and°
4

performirik dedections, however,.disappear, d ringthe repeated solVing

of prOblemS,of' the same type4 Only the per.pheral links of the process

rellain; recogniling the general features of the given expression now

oiMmediatelY entails 4 orientation toward performing a definite intel-
,

lectual'operation.

'Every incorrect,connection also corresponds to a definite rule.

Rut the fule towhich an incorrect connection corresponds is a false

rule. Analyzing how incorrect .connectiOns arise is one of the main

tasks of oUr research, since these connections underlie errors of the'
A

kind indiCated above.

ZiTential and sufficient conditions for act I zing a definite

copnection are:

(a) perceiving the expression or performing operations

corresponding to the first component of this connection;

(b) recognizing the task that one can execute by actual-

izing this 'connection, although:recognizing this task is

sometimeth quite indefinite;

(c) an orientation toward performing this task by actual-
,

izing connections, that is, without recalling rules.

selecting work methods, we proceeded from the folkwing consider-

ations. We assumed that a broad application of experimental methods is

, not permissible in studying algebraic erro'rs.` In Ole first stage of

3
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*

.study, iso19(ted, small scale experiments cannot produce valpable
.results. Similarly, as t4e experiment revealed, observations of

tbepropesses.of,c1asswOrk anb of a pupil's.work outside class
re

give very sparse and incidental material. Th fore, we decided ,

first of all to perform a psychological'analys s of those error&

'found in assiements.

I. K. Novikov, dipctor,Of MoscoW secondary school Nb. 110,

kindly let us use the assignMents'of pupils from two parallel eighth'
e 4

grade classes. fich pupil did his assIpments in ihe same'nOtebook,

-.1
.1

which Was kept in school etween
4

assured,completeness.of'msterial.

"collective hotebookd' ricrugovye

assigmments--a circumstance that' .

In "sChoo1, fhe pupils kept speci

tetradil, in which all problems

.sOlved ,i.n,Ones and it home'were recorded in Oronoiogicalbrder.

The factsthatfone can'.establish by-studying these "collective note-%

books" helped substantially in determining the caUSes of e4rors in
f, a

sevitial cases.

We were able to discover the causes of oliiikkfew mistakes. To

understand the cau$es of errors madefin assignments, several special

conditions are essential, although not always present. Heacev there

is no,doubt that many oher causes of algebraic errors still exist
%k

besides thoae we uncovered. Letus make one more preliminary yeniaTk.

In analyzing errort, one may have different aims in mind. The task

may be only to explain errors, that is, to determine which facts and

replarities'already known underlie a given error./-In this approach,

mistakes that cannst be reduced to,facts and regularities already,

known must be set aside. But one can have another aim. In considering

the,facts already known that.may be the cause of error, one caeseek

indications'of facts and regularities still unknown. Not every mistake,
. )

of course, contains such indications.,!But,,in this approach, preCisely,

those misikes in which these indications cyl be revealed offer

greatest interest. 'The second of these two possible approaches seemed

more fruitful to us. We considered in advance, of course, that the

conclusion's to which this approach leads Will often have only hypo-
,

thetical significance. In what follows, we shall not stress the hypo-

thetical aspect each time, but one must always keep it in mind;

4
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N,made an* error of the following type:

Part I

In one assignmentveight pupils v(from twoiptrallel classes),

r ,

. Ns!

2n 2n - 1 .1) am +-2'n Zn - 1

c c
3 3 4- 2n

!

1

Instiaad of tiplYing the exp9nent of each letter b :file exponent

of'ihe fra 4.on , they added,the eximient td the ekpoents
, !

. . 0

of ithe-lettars.- rh ther words,' they de wmistake'af thp,type: -

'1

.
. 4 41

. ,` * "
+

.

Where $ and M are an nuMbera, lette s or,aigebraicexpressionSe

One might suppo e that the pupil who made this erior had

forgotten the corres onaing rule and h ro eded from a false rule..

This conjecture seema1 All the more probable, since the assignment in

which this mistake was made-had been given to the pupils on SepteMber
4

16. 'During the two preceding weeks, the pupils did not.solve a single

problemion ialting a.power to a new power, and, not one Complex problem

that involved the elevation of one power td another. Therefore, the

pdpils.' operations we'r.e deteimibed by the same knowledge and habits
1

that they 'retained frOmAhe preceding school year.

This assumption, however, is untenable., In the same ailaignment,

the pupils had to for:41ate, in writing, the rule for elevating a

power to a new ohe, anci all the pupils in queStion formulated it

correctly.ccrOne should'note that the problem in Aich the errof,was

made occurs O.rst in the assignment, and the task of,formulating the

rule occurs third.

The,notion may arise that the erroneous operation performed by

the pupils vas accidental, that is, was not connected with the features.

of the expression (a
M
)
N

.
But thianotion alto does not accord with

facts, 'If the Connetion were)missing and the operation were accidental,

then we would have a great variety of mistakes ,in solving the problem

indicated. .But, in fact, in solving this problem, none of the pupils

made any other error besides the ad4ition of exponents.

5
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Where isaSne tO seek the cause Of error? We h note that
, .

the PhpiIs who maae.the mistake did not recogniesi, of course, the .

rule for raising a paws.); to a new one. If,they wereraware of it,

they woUld have solved the problem correctly. At the/same time,

the o pieratioa performed was no dobbt connected with certain feitlirdi

of ehe expression (a
M

)
N
, Thus, it follows that the cause of error

was theactualization of ,an. incorrect connection. Its secczn4.conr-
4'

7 4., r
ppnent, epparently, was an orienta,ion for adding ex4pnents. ', 1r may

,

, be asked, how. did ithis cOnnectibn ara , and what was'aits first com...
4 pr a

vouRo. The two. questiods' are intimat y ..,connected. .

.
, ' A

. To resolv'e.these:queitidns, ±tt 1113 frrst aote'that a connection '

. Vertaining toVrohleis on multip lying.dFgrees.of thetype-ilalo
- -4

. 4 . ..

,

doubt ixistedin tile:udndskof all eighth/grade pupils.' As-ourlear4er

rdsearch showea4.[ithis.conne2tiot,alriady existed in,e,M.inds of

al? seventh grade pupils. The first component of this connection is

,the redognition of the defifiite features of the expression mentioned;

the second'is an orientation 'for add* exponene. In thiiNconnectio

one naturallylstpposes that the pupils inquestion sonfthow "confused
N

the pxpresaion (a
M

)
N
with a

M
.a, and, therefbre, perceiving the fiF

expression, performed an operation pertaining to_the second.

This qpnjecture correctly point the way to an:explanation for

the error. 'Indeed? some "mixing" of the Fox) instances undrlies the

error; one cannot understand it otherwise. But this supposition. Still

does nQt give a,full explanation; it dOes not indicate those processes

that ocgurred in the "mixing" of thecases mentioned above.. Ili par-
,

ticular,,it does not answer,the questions outlined above. One must

.4,40,
make this process concrete. *

-4-

By way of concretization, one can suggest the fol lowing: in

solving the correeponding problems, at first two completely correct

' con nections arose in the pupils. In one connection, the first com-
.

11)pm:int was .recognizing essential features of the expression (a
M

)
N

the second component was an orientation toward multiplying eXponents.

In the second connection, the first component was recognizing essential
4

features of the eXpression a
M
.a
N

; the second component, an orientation

toward adding exponents. But after the holidays as a result of

6
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a

) 0..
'forgetting, the first components od these conaections lost their

(

specific features and merged with one another, 'A. conripctiOn iiras

formed, the first component of which was recogAizing sev ral Tha-

tures characteristic of both expressions mentionea abb (the

'op.resence of two exponents, foi example). .als a result, aniorienta-
9

tion orAginally-connected with features of the second-expreesion

.arose'in perCeiving the first one..1

This assumption is supported by Op well-known fact that

siecifiC fe'stures fade first in the Proces; of 'forgetting. Hence,'

a.fusion of what was separate eailier may.be the, result.- One iiust

ad 4t. that forgetting, of course, played`a role iwtthe rise of the

incorrect connection examined. Nevertheless, this assumption should

be discarded as not corresponding to reality. .

In fact, if tice first.components of the'-two connectione, had lost

their specific features and were g.ombined, then what should be the

second component of the single connection which arose this way?

Apparently,'both orientations (for Adding and multiplylng exponents)
7 .

have equal chances of becomihe secold compobent. Therefore,

together with errors of the type'we analyzed (adding exponents in

raising a power to a new one), we should have had approximateky the

same number of" mistakes of the oppo'site type (multiplying exponents

in multiplying powers'of one lever). However, in the assignments

we studied, there was.not one mistake of the second type. And, in

general, we did not encounter errors of this type. Hence, the

incorrect connection in question was formed precisely whrle the pupil

was solving such problems, and not when he was dealing with problems

of both types.

Therefore:the assumption naturally arises that the incorrect

connection arose when the pupil was solving problems on elevating'a

parer to a new one. But this assumption is indivisibly linked with

three others:

(1) this connection arosL'when the pupil was solving

'the first-problems of this type (since connection, correct'.

or incorrect, generally arise in solving the initial.prob-

lems of a snecific type); therefore, in solving these first

problems, perceiving the digression (am)N entailed an orien-

tation toward adding expOnents;

7
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'

(2) this ineorTect 'orientation arose because the pupil
proceeded from"the recognitiat of adistorted rule (fo* ob-
viously, et the moment in question, nokther "reasons could
induce'this orientation); dist4rtion of thi rule occurred
because the pupil "confused" the elevation of a power to a'.
new one with'the multiplicatioa of powers of ohe letter;

(3) later, all those processes that would aye,inevitably
destroyed the ,incorrict ,connection thav'had ar 'and, at
the same tilne,, would have induceld the rise of a correct
connection were missing.

Let us ched, these last three 'absumptions with the'facts. First,,.

as our observations EihiAled, while a p.dpil was sokvinl his initial

problems on applying a sipple rule; cases of distorted recognition of'

this rule very'rarely occurred. Hence, the assumption that all eight , .
. .

.

pupilskunder consideration had procieded from a divorted rule in
: le

solving their initial,pyoblems hal!: littfl,e likelih9od of being true.

Second, at the school in question, work on algebra Was So prganized

that only in very rare cases could an prror pade bY a pupil remain

unnoticed, unrecognized, and uncorrected. At the same time, one must
'.0

consider ,that each pupil solved dozens of problemsIon elevating a

power toy,a new one. The supposition that a.significant percentage

of these problems was solved incorrectly under such conditions is

quite im obable. Therefore, even if the initial problems were solved

.incorrectly, in almost all cases, a large number of problems folldwed

that were solved Correctly. Hence the incorrect connection that arose

in aolving the initial problems could be preserved only as an exception..

Even if the erroneous capnection at first arose in all eight pupils,

'the probability that it would be preserVed in all of them is totally

negligible.

Thus, one must conclude that the last three assumptions, taken

together, are not in accord with the facts. But, as we already said,

,these three assumptions stem necessarily from the first basic supposition.

Therefore, one must admit that the first assumption also does not

correspond to reality; that is, the incorrect connection in question

did not'arise in solving problems on elevating a power to a new one.

Only,one possible conjecture remains: the connection we are

-examining arose while the pupils were solving problems on multiplying
4

L. 1
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1

powers of one 14tteA If so, what was the first component'of 'this

41- connection?

to answer is

ferences between t

featnres common to

expressions. Such

question, let us hote the similarities an4 dif-MN' MN
expressions a,0a and (a ) . Let us.Call the

*
b th expressions the general fea(ares ok those

coiamon leatures are the absenc of plus .suld M4Atus

signs on the base line and the gresence of two exponents. 'The feel:

tures peculiar to each expredsion,we shall call the specifip,featdres\
4,

.0
t. v IrPt',

of the.expressidon. The specgid feature of Ile first' expression is
, t

. -

the presence of two identital letters (bases)'onlkhe line; the sPecifid4

feature.of the second expression is the presende of only one such letter
. .

,

1
The connection wg are analYzing arose, as we said,,while the pupils

a

.

were solving problemS of the.type a
M
.a
N

. But in the eight purAs who

made the'mistake, it was Actualized in solving a problem of the type
aMN

. Consequently, only the general features of these two expressions
?.;

entered into the first comporient of the conneCtion.. If the ipecifAc

features of the firgi expression had also entered into ito then this
10 /connection would not have been actualized in perceiving the secon4

expression, which does not have thest-fTecific features.*

Thus, the first component of the connection that induced the error

we. analyzed was a recognition of the general features common to the
,

expressions a a and (a ) . 1.t.s second component was an orientation

Cli

for adding Oxponents. .When this connection was actualized in perceiving .

, expressions of the first type,.a correct result was obtained. But when

it was actualized in perceiving expressions of the second type, a mis-
..

take arose

However,.one must.modify what waS just said: In the same assign-

ment, immediately after.the problem in question, dame the problem:

M N M N

2 .

('4 5 6 1 3
- -y x 4x - -y x)

5 2

All the pupils irho made the mistake we analy4gd solved this problem

correctly; they correctly squared the powers of the given letters (five

times in Succession). Therefore, in these pupils existed A correct

,connection, of which the first comlionent was a recognition of definite

4

t-
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W*.

A

fehturga\o

orientati misltip,lxiftR dheresv....To unLeetand4thisfact;(/ e-w,

' 4 *
I,

.

*one must notfi that u rin poifteocaepies:a spgcial plea in...at
4, 0. 0, ..,-----,

elementary .gebr jourse,r Pupils,gre:actuainted with thisppera41"!'.'
tl , ist. . ..* 411 q ,

-tion much earlier ratan elevatihg a poWer Wilk nevi one. ,During thq
. : I, i

course, they selve,a large :limber 9f problems that,ental!cl the -''
. 1 ,

.

!
. '

squarlof monomials. In.particular, one:mustlexedute meny;edch ,

.

operations,/Osolving problems'on.squaringvhinoraaIs and polyptili'alati

4
..st

. .

In all II0bAbility, even in cases 4.0thpppg
M 3

0 a,correct j
_1 .--,

. connection was also actualizgd, since -N ip casgs'als Occupy g spgcial
f

t .

place (similar to zAses of squaring) 4mai1 Argebrecourpeut we-can
7.

say nothing definite About those casesere iii-lit.'expondnt equal's
. .

.

3 t ;#.1 N '.

6,and so forth. Possibly, a coitect connection was actualzed.then

At these cases. But it is possible the tpupils have already entered .

- .14 2 ,
expretmion ) , and, the second componen; 351r P

.?
13,

t I

ithe sphere of an incorrect connection. ,
. 1 f

1
.

Concerning this, two additional assumptions pertaining to the first
.

1,
. .

component of the-incorrecS connebton examined are possihle. Perhaps

.
.the recognition that N is,n4ther 2'-tiam.3 also entered' into the first ,

I 44,

component, tog/Cher with the perception .of general features charaier-k, .,,
w

tistic of the expressions ali&aN and (aMIN. Accordi4 to thg second

possible suppositan, the'recognition ihdt N is ,a letter or an exiorespion

in letters (and not in numbers) also entered into the first component,
(.

.
along with the recognition of the general features indcated.

Soon we shall need these ZWO asaumptions., but ily, for
..-

simplicity of exposition, wi e shall consider only the general features

of the expressions mentioned above. .We have established that the/
4 .

incorrect connection arose while the pupils were.de 1 g With preblems

on multi0.17ying powers of one letter. But we still do not how and

why this erroneous connection arose. ,A.pparently, it arose only when
,N

pupils, dealing with expressions of the type a
M
.a , recognized only

general (in the sense indicated above) features. They nevertheless
4

peformed the correct operation, that is, added exponents. And. this

means that, at pome stage of mastering multiplication of powers, con-

ditions existed whereby: (a) situations requiring the,pupil to reCtignize

not only general, but also specific features of exp.ressidops of.te type

10
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, f

a
M
.A
N
, were missing;-(b). whenever the pupil recognized only general

features of this expression, he nevertheless solved the problem
, I

correctly, that is, added exponents.

0 To understand how these conditions arose t let us examineithato

period o*time when the pupil was altiady acquainted with-multiplying

powers, but still knew nothing about dividing pOwers, at. raising/One .

power to andther. During this period, in solving problems on m ti-

glying powers, the quesadn'of,what Speration (pie must (or cL1)

perform is very often decided even before the perception.of. data.,

The pupil has just familisrizell himself with the rule for multiplying

powers and has been solang the corresponding problems in class.

,Hepws, the homework given him.will consist of

probiems on Multip -Sang powers. In'other 'words, he knows in.advan'Ce,

even before perceivingOata, thg1410-must add exponents. At the
4

same

time, the section of the textbook containing these problems is.entitled,

"Multiplication of Monomials." Aut. the pupil knows the rUle for
,

,

multiplying monomials; the rule stdtes that one must add expo 'Its of .

1
identical letters. Therefore, he again knows, before perceiv ns facts,

hewhat operation with exponents he shou

t
-perform. .Finally, a Pupil

must usually solve in succession seve 1 problems immediately following
..

one another in the'textbook. The pUial'knows that problems In the

textbook are arranged by section ,and by type. Therefore, after solving

the first problem on multiplying powers, he knows he' will have to add

exponents in the next probttm.

Thus, in all these situations, there is noPneed.to recognize those

features of an expression that Indicate one musit add, and tot subtract

or multiply, exponents. And these features, obviously, are the specific
,

features of the expressionthe pre'sence af two bases And the presence

'of a'dot between them (or the absence of any sign). In the process

,
of s'Olving the problem, of course, motives arise that prompt the pupil

to recognize certain features of Ire data. ,But these features are

either concrete features (for example, the fact that the base is

expressed by a letter and the exponent by a number), which do not
,

interest us now, or general features (the absence of plus or minus

signs on the line.or the presence of two exponents).

11
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Thus, in fact, we see that a stage of mastering the multipli-.

cation of' powers of one.basd exists in which: (a) certain impelling

motives; prompting the pupil to recognize specific features of an

,expression,,are missingt and (0) if the pupil.recognizes only genera;

Ifeatures of this expression, he will nevertheless perform the correct

-operation. If so, during this period cases occur, no doubt, where

this or that pupil solves a problem on multiplying expOnents without

recognizing the dpecific features of the expression indicated. At
a

the same time, if he occasionally solves a problem without recognizing

its specific features, ehe Chance that he will solve it the same way

another time is undoubtedly increased. As a result, the same incorrect

connection discussed above will arise. Its first component will be,
M

:16"recognition of only general features of the expression a .a
N

and'its

second component, an orientation towayd adding exponents.

While this explains how the incorrect connection arose during the

/4.'olution of problems on multiplying powers, it still does,not explain

why tir connettion was preserved when the pupill, having MrItered,the 9
%

multiplication of powers, after a while moved to the elevation of one

power to another. .0ne must think that the correct Connection arose

in,the pupils while they were solving problems on raising one power .

to Another, the first component being' the

features of the expression (a
M

)
N

al/ the

tation toward multiplying exponents. Why

recognitiOn of all essential

secondcomionent, an orien-
..

was this correct connection

not actualized while the assignment was being performed? On the

other hand, it would also seem that, while the pupils were assimi-

lating the elevation ofone power to another, the incorrect connection

in question should have been reconstructed and converted into a'correct

one. For at this stage of instruction, th' pupils were dealing not

only wIth expressions of the type a .a Haut o with the type (a
M

)
N

.

M N

/I

TherefOre, to perform the correct operation in the first case, the

pupilv it would seem,, should have noticed not- only the general, but

also the specific features of the first expression. Why was the
4

dincorrect connection not reconstiucted?

-To find an answer to these questions, we counted the number pf

prOblems in the texfbook,(by ShapOshnikov and Val'tsev) on multiplying

12
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powers and on raising one, Power to another. 4, considered only

elementary problemg. Forexample, we counted-three problems.on

multiplying powers in the Case of a2b3cm..AnOc2.-We tabUlated not

only problems found in the'special sections "Multiplication of

Monomials" and "Elevation'to a Power," but alio all tbe cases-where

the elementary problems on multiplying powers aRd on raiaing owe

power to another enter into more complex problems. Of course, the

number of efementarY problems entering into a complex one sometimes

depends on the method Of solvink the complex problem and on what

simplifications:ate performed after completing a given'operation.

W counted from that method of solution and those.transformations

containing the smallest lumber of elementary problems of interest to

us:- At the sametime, we also recognized that cases where.any pow.er

is squared or cnbed no dotibt form a sPecial.group. Therefore,' in the

-firSt,variant of our count, we excluded all cases in which a pupil
"

wait confronted with te task of squaring or cubing a.power. As we

indicated Above, it i quite possible, however, that not only do

these problems form a separate' group, but in general all cases in

which the exponent of the power to which one muSt raise a given'power

is expressed by..a number form a'separate group. Therefore, in _the

second variant of our count, we considered only.those problems th-,'

elevating one power to another in which'the exponent.of t1V ne Power

is expressed by a letter or by an Illgebraic expression. 'Of.the number

of problems on multiplying,powersn this variant, we considered only

4 those in Jahich one 'or more ga onents were expressed by a letter or an

algebraic expression.'
. .

tn the first variant, we 6btained the following results; the first

four chapters of the teXt contain no Jess than 620 problems on multi-
.

plying Rowers; in the fifth chapter, there are 58 problems on raising

one power to another, and.not one problem ono4ultiplying.powers4 in.

subsequene chapters, there is not a single problem.on,elvating one

power to another, but no less tilan 360 problemS on multiplying RaWers.

In the second Variant of our tabulation, the results were: in the first

four chapters, no fewer than 160-prob1ems onmultiplying powers; in the

fifth chapter, 39 problems on raising one power to another; in subsequent

13
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chAPters, not erne problem on either multiplying powers or tlevating

one power to another.

The order in which the pupils solved the problem:3 ed not fully

agree with the sequenct-which these prdblems were,arranged in the

textbook. But1, as we were able to establish, these deviations could

be disregarded. Moreover, the pupils of course did not solve all the

problems found in the textbook. At the same time, they solved several

problems not in the book. These two cA-cumstances could not, however,

substantially change the relationship between the numbers of problems

of variou0 types that our calculations revealed. Therefore, tIle

numbers mentioned above generally give a true,picture of both.the
*

number of pi.obleis of different types solved by the pupils, and the-.

order in which.these problems were solved.

Consequently, the description of the incorrectfconnection we have .

given could remain totally unchanged by these data. It could haVe been

modified and corrected if, at a definite stage of work, the pupils had

alternately solved problems on multiplying powers and on raiSing one

Ipower to another. Under these conditions, the pupils would.have been

,compelled to recognize not:_only general, but 4.,lso specific features of

expressions.. But, as the data show, alteration of the two types of

problems was lacking. At first the pupils solved probldms on multi-

' plying powers without solving problems pn raising one power to anothern.'

'The incorrect connection in question anise here. Later, without at.the

same time 4olving problems on multiplying powers, they solved problems

on elevating one power to another. Possibly, at this stage of work,

certain tendencies to reconstruct the incorrect connection in fact arose.

But these tendencies conld not appear or be reinforced, pince the*pupils

were not dealing with problems on multiplying powtrs. Finally, after a

long period of time, the pupils again solved problems on multiplying powers,

without dealing with problems on elevating one power to another. At this

stage, there again were no objective conditions that could have precluded

the po'ssibility of solving these probleMs by actualizing an,incorrect

ponnection. Therefore, ihe incorrect connection could remain unchanged

even here.

one must note that, during this t4klird period, the pupils dealt only.

with problems on.multiplying powers whose exponents were numbers. But,

14



as we already said, perhaps such Cases form a spectal. group and ard

not related to the incorrect dinnection in que4tion. If so, the

inorrect connection that arose.earlier not only could, but also

should remain.unchanged in this third.period. 0

Of course, after familiarization with problems on raisiqg one

power to another, it is quite possible that the incorract connection

formed 5Iuring the multiplication of powers was reconstructed irk several

pupils. .
This could be caused by a conscioua juxtapoeition of a

M
ea
N

and, (a
M

)
N and,by the.clarification of not oRly external; but also

semantic disti,nctions between them.
/

for solving problems were such that

sttuction nor force its-execution.

ut the conditions we described

they did not demand till/a recon-

\Therefore, towards tle end'of the
7

schbol year, the incorrect connecAon remained effective in seVeral

pupils. It appirently existed in those,pupils who made the miETike

we analyzed.

Our tabulation also answers another question: Why was the correct

connection,,which arose in solving problems on raising one power to

.another, not actualized in carrying out the assignment? As we have

seen, the numbet of problems the pupils solved on e,levating one power

to another was aeveral times less than the number they solved on

multiplying powerA. It is quite natural to suppose that the correct

connection was significantly weaker than the incorrect One under these

conditions. It is also possible that, during ihe holidays, the weaker

corrgct connection weakened to a greater extent than the iignificantly

stronger incarret connection. THtrefore, when the pupils in question,

returning to school after the holidays; encountered an expressiox of

the type .(a
M

)
N

, the incdrrect, and not ehe correct, connection was

actualized in them.

To understand fully the causes of the error tolerated by the pupils,

one should examine two esSential,questions: (1) Why didn't the pupils,

knowing the rule governing cases of (a
M

)
N

well, reproduce this rule in

solving the problem? (2) Why, having recalled it immediately after

solving the problem (when they had ti).' formulate this rule in the same

asSignmgnt), didn't they suddenly catch themselves, return to the prob-

lem, and correct the mistake?

15



N
We think that only one ansWer tan be given to the first-question.

N
One must assume that the pupils' perception of the expression ka

M

contained a feature which precluded the recall of the rule. The'

following considerations enable us to make this general Onppopition

coneiete. 'As we already clarified in our earlier work [1], a rule

is recalled only when a'pr6blem is unfaMiliar to us and, if only 'for
. .

an instant, the question arises: "What must be doneZP Zn the absence

of this question and tfle t'resence of a 'moment expresoed by the words,'

"I ktiow what must be done," the problem is solved by .adualleng

I, connections. In otber words,'recognizing that the task is familiar

produces an orientation tbWard solving this problem by_actualizing

connections. Thus, we obtain an answer*o thirst question posed
M N

above. In perceiving the expression (a, ) , our puPila had an impression

of the familiarity of this problem, an awarenese that'they knew how to

solve it. These features of the perceptibn.prompted an orientation to
A

perform the task by actualizing connections. Hence, the corresponding

rule did not become conscious, .:The task in fact was executed by

actualizing a connection.
v(

Let us proeeed to the second question: Why didn't the pupils,

when they had to formulate ihe rule for raising one power to another

in the assignment, later correct themlstake'they.had just made? One

must seek the anawer to this question'in the 'content of the first com-

ponent of the connection actualized in,solving the problem. As we have

established, its first component was the recognition'of only general
M N' 4L

features of the expression (a ) . The gpecific features of this

expression, by which it becomes a power elevked to a new power, remained
MN 14

unrecognized. This m
+ N

eans that, having written (a ) a the pupil

'did not recognize.that he was dealing With a problem on raisi cone.0

power to another. Therefore, it is fully'understandable why he did not

recall the problem just solvedafter formulating the rule for eleNiating

one power to another soon afterwards. He had no reasons for recalling

it. In the pupil's consciousness, the problem in question was not. .

related to the rule for raising one power to another, and vice versa.

. To conclude, our analysis of the error, we must investigate one'

more question that inevitably arises at almost every stage of analysis.

.16
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As we have seen, the causes for the rise and preservation of the

incorrect connection were '(1) the condiiions under which problems

on multiplying poWers f one letter were solved; the small

number of problems a pupil solved on elevating one power to another;

and (3) the order in which problems of bofh types wer solved. But
k

all these conditions Orere the same fOr all the pupils. Why did the

incorrect connection arise and persist in only eight pupils, and not
-

in all pupils of both classes? .
f

To answer this question, onemust note one important circumstance

that we have not considered yet. The recognition oT specific features

of an expression arises not on1y when the objective situatibn demands

it-, but also, sometimes, when we have a general orientation, habit,
- ,

or custom-of solving algebraic probledli consciously, :Ibis orients-
:,

tion may lead us to carefully perceive all essential features of the

"data," subsume'these "(lilts" undei a corresponding concept, and only

afterwards strive tq perform specific operatiohs. This orientation

already begins to be formulated'in'the very first stages Of studying

algebra, but it is still quite unstable at first'. It of course needs

reinforcement. Moreover, the stability of this orientation is more

significant in some pupils; in others, it has a tendency to fade

away if it remains unsupported in practice. Naturally, pupils in

whom it is more stable, in solving problems Ein multiplying powers,

will clearly recognize all essential .ftltures of the

the situation does not dem nd this awareness pf them.

correct connection arises rn them. Other pupils, in
,

of an orientation toward conscious solving is insufficiently high, will
,

data bven when

Hence, the

whom the stability

petform the multiplication of powers without this awareness under

conditio6 where compelling motives for recognizing all essential features
.41

of the expression a
M
-a

N
are missing. The incorrect connection in

questiorwill arise In.them.

In the asOgnments we studied, one can find another series of

errors whose causes are analogous to those of the mistake just analyzed.

There is no need to examine all t ese miStakes. 1.1e shall describe only

two of them.

A 17
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In one assignment, the puplls had to reduce the root

,to its simplest form. They had rarelyealt with expressions of

this type earlier. In the problems the *iis had solved,prior to

this as,nment, there were 430 cases of 4raeting roots of monomials

with a "plus" sign, and only 11 instances with 4)"minuS6 sign. In the

month immediately preceding_the assignment, they:Oolved 295 problina

on extrieting roots of mono4tils with s:"plus!' Osign;and not a single

problem on extracting roots from monomialsTath a "minute sign.

, Nevertheless, almost all.pupils gblved the problem perfectly.

Perhaps these pupils had recalled the rule pf signs 14g_ extracting

roots and acted according to this rule. It is possible,however, that

the correaponding correct connection already existed,in thqm..- But

two-pupils made mistakes. They wrop

-x7

In other' words, t ey made an error of the type

V% 1
-x

x
n

4
Apparently, they did not have a correct connection corresponding to

this type of problem. There is nothing surprising about this. We

saw that the numbex of euch problems the pupils solved was,generally

quite small, and that in the following month they did not solve such

problems at ail. There is also no doubt that they did not recall the

rule that would have shown them how to operate.

In such situations, the question usually occurs to us: Is it

possible, with the aid of a transformation we know, to reduce'the

0/iven expression to a type familiar to us? This question, apparently,

also occurred to the pupils. It was resolved as follows. The pupils

were able to extract a root.when a "plus" sign stood before a monomial,

18,
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and they knew they could do.this. But they didn't know how to operate

when a "minue-sign stood before a monomial, PPience; the thought oc-

. zurred t, them: transform the, eapression under the radical Sign so

that A "plus" sign cklould appear before it. They decided to "remoVe"

the minus.

This thought is not incorrect_in itself. Proceeding from it, ,one

could have performed the following, tranaformationS:

'34x2)3.x .

But this transformation did not, and could not occur to Our pupils

They, of course, were seeking something familiar and well known; and

thistransformation, despite its Simpliciti, was not familiar Wthemi,

(in the first part of,the textbook by ShapoShnikov and Vartsey', wa

did not find a single problem in whi'ch one had.to perform this trans-

formatipn to solve it). Hence the error was inevitable.

Why, hoviever, did the pupils perform precisely the incorrect

transformation indicated 'ab9ve and no other? The assuaTtion that

they had proceeded from. the recognition of an incorrect "rule" no

longer Arises.. If the pupils had recognized that astonishing "rule,"

according to which they in fact had operated, then they of course.

'would have immediately noticed its absurdity. Therefore, the supposition

remains that the error was prompted by the actUalIcOtlitu of a connection.

Considerations analogous to those we mentioned in analyzing the

first error 'show that this incorrect connection arose while performing

transfo tions of,the type

x-n
1

x
n

The first component of this connection was the recognition of the general

f6atures characteristic of the expressions x-n and -xn; its second com-.

ponent is an orientation toward writing fraitions in which the n4merator

is a unit and the denominator 114 a given expression without a minua.

It is not difficult to establish the dauses for the rise of this

incorrect connection. When the pupils were transforming the expression

x
-n

, they aliaays knew in advance, even before perceiving data, what

19
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operations they had to perform. Therefore, compelling motives that

would have demanded recognition of the expression's specific features'

were missing. At the Same time, if a pupil recognized only general
---

features, he nevertheless would solve the problem perfectly, since,

he did not have to solve any problims'having the same-geneLl features
0

and different specific features which.4a had to perform other

operations. Therefore, when problem on transforming powers with

negative exponents (found in a special section of the text).were

being solved, the'incorrect connection was bound to arise in several

pupils. Later the pupils did not-deal with.this kind of i)roblem at

all Hence, those conditions which might have led to the correction

of the incorrect connection were completely missing.

The cause of the error consists, however, not only in the fact

that an incorrect connection existed in the pupils. If the 'Pupils

had underAtood the expression and the,problem they were given (to

remove the miada), they of course would not have erred. They would

have eielcer hit upon the correct transfOrmations indicated above, or

left the problem unsolved. ,The incorrect connection existing in them

would have remained unactualized. ,Hence, the tause of error also lies

in the fact that an orientation toward solving problems by actualizing

a connection existed in these,pupils. In the cotbined operation of

both conditions, error was unavoidable.

Let us examine one more error of the, same type, with several

distinctive features. Five pupils, dealing with an algebraic fraction

of the type

8-12
a b

a
6
b
10

"reduced" it and obtained the fraction

a
4
b
6

43 b5

In other words, the exponents in the numerator and denominator were

divided by their common factor, and not subtracted from one another.

The pupils aced as if the numbers 8, 12, 6, and 10 were not exponents

of powers) but factors of the fraction's numerator and denominator.

20.
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In the same assignment, they were to reduce the fraction

b
y-1

b
y-2c

'or (in another Variant of the assignment) the fraction

aY

a
y -3a

The pupils who made the mistake indicated above solved this problem

correctly. Therefore, it is impossible,to explain the error the five

p4014s made by claiming that they did'not know the rule fot dividing

powers and had proceeded from a false rule. Thus, the Immediate cause

of error hete WAS also the actualization of an incorrect connection.

Its first compckent was recognizing that two numbers wIth a common

Yactor'stand in the fractionYs'numerator and denominator; the position

of these numbers did not enter into the content of the connection!s

fitsellkmponent. 'Therefore,'this connection we actualized whenever

the numbers were factora of;he numeratot and denominator. The second
-

component of the connection was an orientation toward dividing these

nuMbers by their common factor.

Mere is every basis to suppoe that this connection arose while

the pupils were still practicing the r4duction of arithmetic fractions.

In studying arithmetic, they of cours' did not deal with exponents and

prO4bablar had never even seen expressions containing ihem. AI that time,

therefore, wareness that both members of the fraction were products and

that one number stood in the numerator and the other ,in the denominator
, .

was sufficient basis for reducing the numbers entering into the fraction's,

structure. The fact that these numbers were factors of the fraction's

members could remain unperceived. The situation for solving the probji

lem contained no motives which would have demanded awareness of this

fact. At the same,time, if the pupil did not perceive this fact, he

still could perform the reduction perfe9,tly. Naturally, the incorrect

connection indicated could be formed in him under these conditions.

But, in s'tudying Algebra, the-pupils of course solved a great

many problems on reducing, multiplying, and dividing algebraic fractions.



Reducing powers of 'identical lepters in the fraction's numerator and

denominator enters into almost every problems, In these,probleMs, thel

pupils also had to reduce the coeffitients of,monomials forming the

members of the fraction, that is, to executtan operation which they

had performed in arithmetic. It would seem that, in the fiist place,

reconstructed under qiese conditions; the specific features of the
\\

the incorrect'conn tion whidh existed in the pupils should have been

factors (coefficients) should have entered into its first.component.

But this connection could no longer be actualized in reducing powers

of detters. Second, the correct connection, which pertains precisely

to reducing powers of letters, no doilbt should have arisen. Why was

the incorrect connection not reconstructed, and why did it seem stronger

than the correlone

io answer this question, let us note that the incorrect connection-

under discussion can be reconstructed only in the presence of one

essential condition. Such a condition is an alternation of cases of

the type

6a
o

3b
r

a
3

.

"a6

4

Of course, it is essential that each case be encountered often

enough. Under this condition,. the following processes will occUr:

(a)'the pupil will hotice that there are numbers,with a common factor

in the numerator and denominator; (b) he will note the position of

these numbers: if thay are.factors of the fraction's member, the pupil
r

will divide thet,by their toom,iit factor; if they are exponents., he
-AMP

will subtradt thelsmaller from.the larger. As a result, the incorrect

connection will be reconst ructed-and will 1.)e actualized only in cases,

of the first type. At the same time, a correct connection Rertaining

to cases of the second type will arise.

But in all the lwroblems contained in the first pligtOTphe text

by Shaposhnikov and Val'tsev, there are only eight c ses of the type

6
a

a3
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that,is, cases in'which exponents of reduded powers contain a common

factor. At the same time, thi number of case of the first type ir

rather large. Obviously, the incorrect connection could not be

reconstvucted under these conditions. On the contrary, conditions

favored its reinfordement,

Btit there no doubt that the pupils very often correctly reduced

exponen,ts of a single letter contained in the fraction's numerator and

denominator. In the first place, they were dealing with cases of the

type

a
5

a
3

that is,,with ca !s in which the expo:lents do not contain a common

factor. Second, they were dealing with cases in which:exponents were

expressed by letters. As a result, the correct connection for reducing

exponents arose in almost all pupils. Its first component was recogni-
.

tion of the following facts: (a) the fraction's numerator and denominator

are mono;aialsp(b) eadh monomial contains the same letter, which.denotes

'the bases of powers which are factors of monomials; (c) the exponents

are identical (the first variant) or dissimilar (the second variant).

If the exponents of powers are identical, the second.compeneht of the

connection is an orientation toward cancelling letters and their exponents,

(in the fraction's numerator and denominator). If the exponents are

not identical, the second component of the connection is an orientation

toward subtracting the smaller xponent from the larger.

' This connection can be a tualized in eXponents of any magnitude,

whenever exponents contain a common factor. But it cannot destroy

the incorrect connection in question, since the first component of both

Onnections differ sharply from one another. In particular, recognizing

that the numbers standing in the numerator and denominator contain a

common factor enters into the first component of the incorrect c)0.nection,

but not into the first component of the correct connection. Therefore,

both connections can coexist simultaneously.

This means that both true and false connections can be actualized

in perceiving an expression of the type

a
8

a
6
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If in perceiving this expression, the pupilnotices that the numerals

-8 and 6 are exponents or pawers, then a correct connection will be

actualized in hiM. If the fact ,that the numbers 8 and 6 contain a

common fattor strikes him first, then--in all.probabiliby--an.incorrect

connection will be actualized. Apparently,it was the seoond case

which was realized in the consciousness of the pupils who made the

mistake we analyzed.

In-summary, we atpume that the meaning of the results we obtained

is by no means limited to the narrow circle of errors examined. Therefore,

we shall try to list-the general Characteristics of what we discovered.

(1) Unxier certain conditions, cases Can,occur in which a pupil

solving an algebraic problem does not nbtice several essential features

of the data, but nevertheless arrives at perfectly correct results. In

all 'probability, such cases are also possible in performing many other

kinds of intellectual tasks (in arithmetic, spelling; and so forth).

(2) These cases are likely when the pupil knows in advance, evert

before an attentive examination of the data, what operation he must

perform. Under the conditions of a typical,school course in algebra

(and arithmetic)., pupils very often have such prior kbowledge of forth-

coming operations.

(3) When a pupil solves problems of a definite type in the manner

just described, an incorrect connection arises in him. Its first

component is recognizing only general features of the data with which

he is dealing. The specific features of these facts do not enter into

the content of the connection's first component. The second component

of the incortect connection is an orientation for performing An opera-

tion corresponding to a given type of problem. Thus, an incorrect

connection of this type is distinguished from a correct one only by

the fact that its first component is poorer in content than that of,a

corrtct cdhnection. At the same time, the scope of the incorrect
1

connection's first component is )broader than it should be,

(4) As long as a pupil is dealing only with problems of the type

in which the incorrect connection arose, he makes no mistakes. There-

fore the incorrect connection is strengthened more and more.
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(5) Sooner or later the pupil encounters problems of another type.

The data of these problemi: have the same general features as the first

type, but different specific features. Therefore, to solve these

problems, one must perform a different operation. However, as long

as the data of problems of the second Mae have th'e general features

indicated, the incorrect connection which arose earlier is.actualized

under certain conditions, even when problems of the second type are

being.solved. Error is the result of the 4ctualizatk the incorrect

connec

(6)Thrcourse, even if a pupil has an incorrect connection, he

does not always make a migtake under the conditions described above.

Quite poss.ibly, in dealing with problems of the second type, he will

notice the specific features of the data, recall the appropriate

rule, and operate according to it. In solving the initial problems

of a new type, he usually proceeds in just this manner.

(7) The condition for actualizing any'connection, including an

incorrect one, is a special orientation toward performing tasks by

actualizing Certain'connectiond or, in.otherowórds,'solving problems

without recalling rules. This orientation arises whenever the prob-

lem and its data.are perceived as something familiar. Since data of

the new (second) type of.probleM have the same general features as

that of the first type, an impression of familiarityean arise in

perceiving these.facts. This will prompt.an orientation toward actual-

.

izing connections.

(8) When a pupii solves prOblems of the new (second). type by

recalling rules, a correct connection is produced in him; the incorrect

one usually atrophies. However, a correct connection is strengthened

once.and for all, only if the pupil has correctly solved a sufficiently

large number of problems of this dew type. If the-number of problems

of this type solved is significantly less than that of the first' types

the_vpil solved earlier, an incorrect connection can be actualized in

the orientationitoward. actualizing conhections.

(9) Formation of a correct tonnection sometimes doejnotdestro y

the incorrect one. Such cases occur under the following condition:

(1) data of both types of problems correspond to the first component
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of a correL connection; but dat4Sof only one type.(we,shall call

it critical), to the first component of an incorrect connection;

(2) the pupil almost never solves, problems of this critical type,

bul solves many problems of the othy type;-(3) in solving the

second type of problav, the features distinguishing them froM the

critical type haVe(no significance and.therefort go unnoticed.. As,

a result,,a correct,Connection eMbracing boill types of problems arises

4 but, at the same time, the incorrect connection remains. Therefore,

when a pupil encounters data of the critical type, hoth correct and

incorrect connecti:ons can be actualized in him, depending on what

features of the data "catch his. attention."

4.0

Part II

4111

4-

The characteristic feature of the incorrect connections examined

above,rs that their first component is less full in content and

broader in scope than It should be. Also possible, .howtver, are

contrary instances in which the connection's first component contains

something whicll should not have entered'into it and which narroWs its
4

scope. Perhaps it is imPossible to calk thisoconnection incorrect.

'Whenever it is Actualized, it leads to correct.results: But it is

'not actualized in a series of instances in which it s4iould have,been,

actualized. In this case, problem solving can proceed'incorrectly.

Let us examine several factip which confirm these.suppositions.

In one assignMent, the pupilS were to simplify the foljowixig

fractions:

y a a4 (x y)
.9 5

x
a +.

ay
10

xa
1 y

a(x y)
15

Four puPils correctly solved the first two problems, but,not the'third.

Two of theSe pupils make no attempt to solve the problem; in their

nOtebooks, a blank space follows the expressidn given them. Two other

pupils tried to perfoxm the task, but these efforts led to groSS errors..
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One of them wTotel

% 4 5 4 5 4 5
. ,a (x.- y) ax -ay

15 15 15
a(x - y) AaX - ay .

1

At first the other wrOte:

a
4
(x - y)

5
a
4
cy y

5
)

)15 15
a(x y)

15
a(x y )

Then he erase&what he wrote and wt.nt on to the text problem.

Thus; none Of these four_pupils noticed Olgt the thirdproblem does

not differ essentially from the two preceding.oneslAthat here too

one.must reduce exponents of identical bases. f .

_At

A

According to our observations, after studYing the section ,of

the 'course entitled "Reduction of ,Fractions," all pupils reduce fractions

of the type

9 5
a y

10
ay

(we have in mind the first and second o the three problems mentioned
0

above) by actualiiing the corresponding connection1 . .Therefore, there

is every basis to suppose that these four pupils in question also

performed this task 'by actnalizing a connection. But apparently this

connection was not actuali'zed when they were dealing with the expression

4
(x - y)

5
a

a(x - y)15
0

This means that these pupils subsumed 6nder the connection's first
A

component cases of the type

a
n

but not (A)n

a
m

(A)m

where Alis any polynotial. Consequently, 'the feature tha't the power's

base is a letter, and not a polynomial enclosed in parentheses, entered

into the first component of the connection. This attrfbute, of course,

does not enter into a correct connection.
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Aaw did this narrow connection arise? TO answer this question,

we tab44ted the number of elementary problems on reducing fraCtions

contained in the fouith Chapter of the text by Shapoahnikov and

,Val'tsev. Wel considered elenientary problems on reOuction; that is,

we counted

a
6
b
2
c
3

3b2a c

* as containing three such problems. Later, we eliminated from our count

all instances in whiCh both reduced exponents equalled one. We assumed

that these cases were unique, and Chat their reduction proceeded in a

special way. However, even if we had cqnsidered these cases, the rela-

tlorfship between the numbers found would have remained the-sane.

The tabulation showed that in the section of the text entitled

"Reduction of Fractions," there were 28 elementary problets of.the.type

and only 13 of the type

an

am

Ar

(A) n

(A) m

Subsequent sections of this chapter,contain 81 elementary problems of

the firat'type, and only 33 of the second type. Thus, the number of .

problems of the first type is apProximately 2 1/2 times larger than

that of the seciand.type. There are almost no elementary problems on ,

'reduction in the remaining chapters of part one of the text. The rela-

tionship between the numbers of probIemg7OF-Bon-typeS-The pupils

actually solved, in all probability, did not differ essentially from

that obtained by counting the problems in thetext.

One must think that, while the pupils were solving problems from

Oftpter IV of the text, there.arose in theM correct donnection encom-

passing all cases Of reducing algebraic fractions.' The total number

of problems of the type
,

(A)n

(A)m



which-the pupils solved was quite sufficient for these problems to be

included in the connection. But, as we already said, in subsequent

chapters of-the first part of the text, the pupils rarely encountered

elementary prob-lems on reduction. In all these chapters, we could

find only about 10 such elementary problems. Furthermore, in all

these cases, one could solve a complex problem without reducing fractions.

Thus, during a rather lengthy interval of time occupied with work on

simple equations, the pupils did not deal at all with reducing algebraic

fractions. Hence, the connection in question (still not very strong,

of course) could suffer somewhat from forgetting. In the process of,

forgetting, the connection May undergo various changes. One.of these

changes is the shedding of several aspects of the data encompassed by
LA-7-

the connection's first component. Moreover, it is natural that those

aspects of the data with which the pupil dealt less should be shed first.

In .the case analyzed, the pupils dealt significantly less--as we saw--

with data of the type

than with data of the type

(A)n

(A)m

a
n

a
m

Before going further, let us examine one more similar case. In one

assignment, the pupils were.? solve 'the problem of simplifying

2 5 2 2
(x-y ) (x-y )(x-y )

4
.

In SolVg7th1 I problem, nine pupils made one mistake or another. In

most cases, it took the followigtg form:

2 5 2 2 4 5 '10 2 4 8
1(E-Y ) (x-y )(x-y ) = (x -y )(x-y )(x -y ).

Having performed this 'transformation," the pupils then multiplied the

binomials on the right side of the,Cequation."

There is no doubt that the pupils making this mistake totally failed

to understand, even partially or in a distorted form, the rule." for multi-

(' plying powers. At the same time, there is every reason to suppose that

29
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these piipile did not have a con ction corresponding to this rule. For

if a connection exists, it takes p t'in.the aceration whenever (a) a

given'expression possesses all the feetture ..yhich enter into its,hirst

component; (b) a task which can:be perforl#d by actualizing this connec-

tion is experienced one way or anoth.r;. d (c) an orientation exists

toward actualizing connections. All thes6 conditions existed in our 7

case. The algebraic expression given the pupils is totally subsumed

unaer the firstcomponent of a connection adequate to the'rule. The.

pupils were given the task of "multiplying," and the operations of most

pupils show that they Iliad this task in. mind. Finally, from the character

of ale mistake the nine pupils-made, it is clear that they had a general

orientation toward actualizing certain connections. Nevertheless, despite

the presence of all these conditions, the connection was not actpalized.

Apparently, the pupils did not have acohnection-which would have subsumed

the expression given them under the first component.

One must compare this case with another. In the same assignment,
.

immediately before the problem just discussed, the pupils were to solve

the following problem on mul;iplying powers:

7) -/

c
x + 8 6 - 2x

c

4

All the pupils solved this problem correctly. Moreover, there is no doubt

they solved it by actulitizing the corresponding connection, Par all

,sixth-grade pupils already solve problems on multiplying powers of one

letter without knowing the rule, that is, by actualizing a connection. 1

Comparing these two cases, it is not difficult to see that we are

dealing here with essentially the same case we encountered abAve. It is

clear that the pupils-i)oSsessed a connection which was aCtualized in the

problem an.am, but not in (A)n.(A)m, the letter A being any polynomial.

As in the preceding case, the feature that bases of powers are expressed

by one letter evidently entered into the first component of the connection

existing in the pupils. 'This feature, of tyrrse, does not enter into a

connection adequate to the rule.

To clarify the reasons for the rise of this narrow connection, we

again counted in the text the number of elementary problems of the types

that-interest us. We considered t,e problems contained in Chapters II,

See pp. 28-29.
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and IV of part one of the text. Whenever diffdrent methods of

solving a problem were possible, we considered the moSt economical

means. In most cases, it was the method the authors of the text no

doubt had in mind.

First, we counted ill problems of the types an.a131 and (A)n.(A)m

in the first variant of the count. / ed out tilat the chapters

indicated contain 604 eleientary prob ns f the first type, and 16

elementary pioblems of the second type.

Quite possibly, however, cases in wh the first powers of any

quantity are multiplied form a special typ in which special connecti m0

operate. It the problem we examined, the factors' exponents did not

equal one. Therefore, in the second variant of the count, we cons,idered

only those cases in which' the exponent af one or more factors does not

equal one (that is, "there is" an'exponent). flhe chapters indicated.

contain 332 problems of tile firsttype, and 7 problems of'the second

type. Furthermore, all 7 problems occur only in sections 4 and 5 of

Chapter II and are not encountered later.

Apparently, under these conditions there could have arisen a

connection for multiplying powers in whidh exptessions of the type

An , but not (Nn

(A)m

/ are subsumed under its first member.

Let us now compare the narrow connections which we have exposed.

It is not difficult to see that they are similar. Here and.there,

under its first component are subsumed cases in which bases of powers

are expressed hy a single letter,but not cases in which polynomials

enclosed in parentheses appear as the b'ase. The conditions for their

rise are also similar: in both cases, thi pupils were solving many

problems of one type, and few of the other; Hence, the assumption

naturally arises that a certain internal bond exists between Chesa two

connections, that a single condition, underlies their rise.

To make this assumption concrete, to decide whether or not it is

correct, one must examine a question With broader significarice. Expressions

of the types

an and (A)n

am (A)m

3



are both subsumed under the rule for reducipg fractioAs. Similarly,
- 0n 'lm

expressions of the types a
n m

and (A) .(A) are subsumed under the

rule for multiplying powers.

By the letter 11,,we mean any individual letter; by.A, any poly-

nomial. One can say that under each rule are subsumed'two types of

problems, whidi,differ in that individual letters enter into one

expression, whereas polynomials enclosed in parentheses enter into the

other. This feature also distinguishes many other algebraic rules;

problems of both types are subsumed under eaeh rule. The question is:

'if a pupil solves only problems of the first type, can a correct connec-

tion embracing both types arise?

To answer this question, let us see how new connections are'formed

in a person who knows elementary algebra well), for example, a mathe-

matics student. As an example, let us take a case in which a mathe-
,

matics student is solving for the first time problems on tomputing

determinants of the kind

lac 1
a. ad - bc,

where a, b, c, and d are any individual letters. In these cases, a- -
connection arises in him, the first component of which is recognizing

essentialleatures on the left side of the equation, and the second.,

component an orientation toward performing operations'whose result is

recorded on the right side of the equation. Under the first component

of the connection, however, are subsumed not only thosl cases in which

separate

If we givet.lie

1(a + b) (c + d)
(e + f) (g + h)

stand in a definite order between theevertical llnes.

ame student a determinant of the kind

he does not recall the rule, and writes

(a + b) (g 4-h) (c + d) (e + f).

Thus, although he solved only probIems the first t4e, he made a

connection encompassing the aecond type and, in general,.all problems

hp, computing determinants of the second o er.
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The question ise Why didn't A, narrow connection rather than a

connection adequate to the rule Arise immediately? It is not difficult'

to answer this question. The mathematics student knows that each

seParate letter he deals with in Bolting the algebraic "problem" can

designate any- algebraic eXpression, and vice versa. And this knowledge
Jo)

does not seem abstract and verbal to him at all. He often had to 7'

Substitute an algebraic expression for a lettei in one or another

formula and, conversely, replace an algebraic eXpression with a letter.

Hance, in dealing with separate letters, he-eso to speak--"sees" in tkpm

the designation of algebraic expressions, that is, heLalwaySi understands

th as such without any special considerations. 'And co4veisely, he :

ca4 always "see" an algebraicotxpression ae a special forma a

w itten, constituent "letter." "Therefore, in solving problenk.cif the

first type, he in faci has in,mind probleMs of the-second type. *id,

conversely, having encountered a problem of the second type, he

immediately identifies it with the first type. Speaking more preciselx,

in solving problems of the'first type, he essentially has in min& .

features common to all problems of computing determinants of the second

.erder. Hence, there immediately arises in him a connection adequate to

the rule pertinent here. When there is a generalizing -conception of the

problem's data; solving problems of one kind generally entails the rise'

of a ce:nnection corresponding'to all kinds of problems solved iccording

to the same rule. And at the same time, apparently, if w;-3)11ve only

one kind of problem, then a connection adequate to the rule oah arise

only in the presence of this generalizing conception of data.

Hence it follows that the nine-pupils who did not solve the pkoblem

2,5 2 2 2 4
y ) (x - y ) (x y ) did not_have a generalizing understandiiag

of the expressions an and (A)m, both when the connection far-,multiPlying_____

.--

powers waS formed and when'they had to solve the problem. The same can

be said about those pupils who could not reduce the fractikon

(x y)
5

(x - y)
15

Thus, both narrow connections are essentially. linked. At the same

time, it appiars that the rise of these connections has two causes:

p.
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(a) the absence of a generalizing conception of the expressions an and

(A)n and CO the more-frequent solving of problems.containing ekgressions

of the first.type; %a we have Shawn,' the second fact could generate

narrow connections only inthe presence of the.first one, and vice:versa.

Now we can answer one more question which naturally suggests itself

in the initial analysis of the errors indicated above: in dealing with

the problems

(x - y)
5

and (x
5
(x y

2
)(x y

2 4

(x Y)
15

S.

why didn't the pupils in question recall the corresponding rules, since

these rules were well known to them? When "pupil is dealing ph the

first problem, the essential condition for recalling the rule is under-

standing that the,expressions,(K - y)5 and (x -*y)t5 are powers of the

base (x - y). In other words, the essential condAion for recalling

the rule is the same generalized conception of the expressions (x - y)
5

15and (x y) 4.which was missing in these pupils. Apgarently, the same

can be said about the second problem.

Naturally, a generalized conception of the expressions an and (A)n

does not arise immediately. In those pupils wWo coukd not handle

problems on reducing and molltiplying powers of polynomials, this generalized

conception was still missing. It was already developed, apparently in

the other pupils in the same grades. Therefore, although all pupils

solved the same problems, narrow connections arose in only sone of them.

'Only in them was thi:conception of data, the essential condition for

recalling corresponding rules, impeded. In most pupils, on the basis

of a generalized understanding of the expressions a n and (A)
n
, either

connections adequate to the rule had already arisen, or the recall of

rules was accomplished while solving the problems.,

Thus, ati/r/ general conclusions can be formulated'in the following

propositions:

(1) While mastering algebra in school, a general ability to conceive

: each specific letter 4s designating any expression is cUltivated. This
. k

does not mean tliat pupils haiTing this ability neceSsarily think of a

separate letter precisely %designating any expression each time they

34
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see it. Usually this.conctption is missing, sinhere. is no need

for it. But the pupils of whom we speak are able to understand a

letter in this way when necessary. The sane can also be said of the

ability to understand anyexpression as a letter, that is, to replace

mentally this ewession with a single letter. 411

N

(2) Ik'S the facts mentioned showed, eighth-grade.pupils are far
4

from possessing this general skill. In all probability, this is

because pupils solved too few probldms on substituting whole eXpressions

for separate letters and vice versa, and too few problems in which they

,had to perform,mentally,these operations in order to solve more complex

problems.

(3) If pupils without this general skill solve problems of onlY

one type out of those subsumed.under a definite rule, a connection is

formed which is too narrow. Into its first component enter not only

features common to 411 kinds of probletS subsumpd under a definite

rule, but also certain specific features found only in that type of

problem with which dit pupils were dealing. Therefore; this connection

is not actualized in perceiving data of another type. At the same time;

,in perceiving such data, the pupils without a,generalized conception

of algebraic expressions do not recall the rule, since the essential

condition for recalling it is precisely a generalized conception Of

Part III

In the assignment given after studying the section "Irrational

Expressions," nine pupils (from two parallel classes) made identiaal

mistakes in removing factors_from a radical. Let us cite a typical

case. They were given the expression

3a
a

- ab §.171- --3-b- ab1 +
(77 +

5ab
16

The pupil correctly transforms the first monomial and writes

35
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In dealing with the second monomial, he mskei an error; he places

the factor removed.from the radical not in the denominator, but in

the numerator

2b 411-3- 2b 3b1.7e.

Tn'ece is no eXror in transiorming the third monomial; the p41.1

inserts the factor extracted from the'radical in the numerator, where

it should be

1

3b

But in removing factors from the fourth radical, he again errs; he .

places the factor remoVed not it the numerator, where it should stand,

but in the denominator .

I
....

a

54717
1177

.

4a a a
2

s

Thus, in performing4the same,operation four times in succession,_the pupil

excutes,it correctly twice, and twice incorrectly.
f

°IS it possible to believe that the pupil making all these transfor-.

mations,had proceeded from the recognition of rules? Obviously not.

Ar.this would mean that he alternately proc6Jed now from a correct rule,

'now from an ihcorrect one. This 0.uppositiolthas no possibility whatsoever.

Perhaps he recognized the rule in two caNes and then performed the ,

. transformation-correctly, but operated without recognizing the rule,

an d'hence erred in the other two instances. This assumption, however,

should also be discarded. Cases In which a pupil, solving similar probleus,

al,ternately recalls and forgets a rule are of course possible. Bt
they occur only in special cases. For example, if a pfupil solving a

problem without recalling a rule makes a mistake arid notices it, then

' he occasionally will remetber the 'rule in solving the next problem of
.

the same type. Similarly,. if a pupil encounters a more c9mplex problem

Of the same, type, after solving a series of simpler problems, he may

also recall the rule/ In MIAs case, such special conditions did nott,

''.1.ekist. The error made in transforming ty second monomial went unnoticed;
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transformation4pf the third monomial wavoffImpler, not more complex,

than the task perforted just before. One cannot find any other basis

for recalling a rule in executing the third transformation.

Hence, in all.four cases, one must assume that the pppil operated

by actualizing certain cothections, not by recalling a rule. First

.we shall consider those cases (the second and fourth problems) where

he erred. An incorrect connection was apparently actualized here.

What\are its components, and how did it arise?

the pupil had operated in strict accordance with rules, he would

have solved the second problem with the following chain of transformatiolis:

. bliTa = 2b 2b ....

2b

.0,

The pupil did not perform all these transformations. In-writing. He no

doubt executed th4 first one in his cinch The fact that the final

%redult contains NG; points to this. ,The pupil did not perform

the second and th4rd transformations mentally. If he had, the problem

would have been solved correctly.. Hence, one must suppose that he

"sisipped" directiir, from the representation

11.--.b Ak2 to the "resul 2b *--3b1:17.
9b

.i

Thus, one must seek the incorrect connection in the transition from ex-
..

trecting a root from 9b
2

, to writing 3b before the root. Analysis of

the second error yields similar Lsults.-

To establish the components of this correct connection, let us

first note that both incorrectly transformed monomials share one feature--

the same letter the,pupi'l removed from the radical stands in front of

the tadical.- Moreoter, whenever this letter stands under the radical

in the denomirnator, it stands before the radical in the numerator, and

vice versa. These monomials are

ablFga 5 a5band
a 16

As we saw, in operating with them, the pupil obtained the following

results'

5
2b 3b Aral. and ir:77

4a . a'
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That is, he put the letter removed from the radical in the place where

such a letter already stood before the radical. By io doing, the pupil

in both cases Otaced the factor reMoved from the root in a position

opposite to the correct one. Hence, two possible assumptions pertaintag

to the connection's components arise. 4

First, one can suppose that the second component of this incorrect

connection was an orientation toward recording the letter removed

from the root in the place where the same letter already stocid before

the t.
1.1.11.

ut could this connection arise? Let us note firsts that it

decisively contradicts both the hasic rules for extracting roots and

generally the charaCtet of all algebraic rules. Therefore, it could-

have arisen as a result of transformations based on recognizing rules.
1.--------

It was conceivable ihat it arose because ocian unsuccessful selection

of problems the pupil solved earlier, that is, that problems pre
dominated in which one had to write the letter removed.from the root

next tq the same letter standing before the root. But a count of the

problems the pupils solved
2
refutes this'aSsumption too. These probleme

contained only 18 caees in Which one had to write th'S letter removed

from the root next to the same letter standing before the root, and

34 cases in which one had to record it in'a position oppos e to that

of the same letter in front of the root. Thus, the first supp ition

no lorier arises; the pupils had no orientation oward writing t e

'letter extrActed from the root in the place where e same letter

stood before the root.

Another assumption s possible. It was conceivable that the

connection'ivsecond component was an'orientation toward recordinyhe

letter removed from.a root in a position opposite to that which ft

occupied under the root: Thissupposition, however, should also be

discarded. Such a connection could not arise as a result of operations,

according to rules, nor could it result from an unsuccessful choice

of problems .the pupi1solved.

2We used the "collective notebooke for this count.
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Hence it follows, first of all, that the pasition of the quantity

froin which 'the.pupil extracted the root had no significance for him.

He, qt,course, saw shere this quantity stood.: either in t4e numeratot

or the denominator. Aut ieb position did not detecmine the pupil's

operations. And this means that the feature'dharUcterizing the

position of the quantity from which the root was just extracted (9b
2

_

In this case) did not enter into the conneFtion's first component. .Its

first.component:waS recognizing only the fact that the quantity (3b in

ou-r'example) found in the mind is the result of extracting a root.

Furthermore, it llows that recognizing the pogition in which one

must write the factor ctracted did not enter into the connection's

second componeht. The seCond component ot the Connect on was an orien-

tation toward reFording the factor somewhere beforepthe ro

We shall try to clarify how a connection with insufficiently

defined components could arise.

before this assignment, the pupils had solyed a tufficient-nuMber

ofproblems on removing factors from a root for the rise 1.correct

Connections. About 120 such.problems were solved in all. Of these,

74
to

were on removing from the ro81 faCtois standing in the,4Uantity's

numerator (considering also.those cases in which the quantity is not

a fraction); ahd 46 problems on etcting from the root,fectors standing'

in the quantity's denominator.
3 The accuracy 'of the solutions was

carefully checked. Therefore, each mistake a pupil made was recognized

and corrected by him. Thus, there was nci reason for the llse of

incorrect connections; on the contrary, all conditions for the rise af

correct connections were apparently present.

Howeverone shou tote one important circumstance. When the pupil

solved his initial prob ems on removing factors from a radical, he of

course performdd all the intermegliate transfOrmations mentioned above.

They were especially necessary whenever the quantity under the root was

fractional. But the correct connection, whith permits a "skip" 'across

intermediate links, cannot arise in this method of solution. It begins

3As before, we counted "elementary" problem and cons&ere only

those casei In which the factors temoved'were expressed by lett rtil and

not npnibes.
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to be formed oilly:wh en an attempt is Rade tor the'first time to junp

directly to the final result Erom the perception of data (or from the

representation of their first transformation). For tte corr:ect

connection to be formed, the pupil must solve a sufficient nunber of

problemi of this type the short way. .

Hence, the conditions for the rise of a correct connection were.

less favorable than 'it seemed at fir st glance. Therefore, one must

. not consider alIA120 problems the pupil solvdd, but onlya certain

part of them, that.is, &lose problems the pupil solved by bmitting

intermediate links.' We do,not know prec4ely how,many problems he .

solved the short way. 'But apparently they' were insufficient for the

correct connection to arise,in him.

This does net mean that the other pupils of the same Class did

not have the correct conneCtion. For the spee§, of formilating connec-

tions varies fOrdifferent pupils. Besides, dome.pupils could pass
-

from a detailed to a shorter solution,sooner than others. Therefore,

Although the pupils all solved the saie problems, it is quite possible
0,

that a corredt connection arose in some, but not illothers.

All this does not,'however, resolve the questioon of the causei for

the rise of an incorre t connection. Suppose our pupil stili did not

have a correct conne :Where did-the incorrect connection. came from?

To answer this question, one'must remember that an incorrect connection

differs from a correct one only by its components', being less definite.

The first campOnent ot the incorrect cOnnection is recognizing a certain

quantity'as the redult of extracting a rept. The first component of

a correct'&nnection also contains the recognition of the position held

by the radical quantity from which the root was extracted. The second

component of the Incortect connection is an orientation toward recording
,

tht quantity obtainee"somewhere in front of the root." The second
4r.

component of the correct connection also coAtains an orientatIonitoward
4-

writing this quantity in the position where it stood under the root.

Naw if we recall that the assimilation of anytAng, in many cases, begins

piecisely with the mastery of the general, less defined features of

what is.being.assimilated, we are completely justified in supposing that

the incorrect connection'in questicim is only the first'stage of formulating

' a correct one.

40
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This supposition is,confirded by the following .cOnsiderations.

.
At a definite stage of assiMilating the operation in question, the

.

pupil attempts to perform the task the short way by,omittting inter-

mediate links The very'presence of tfiese effdrts show& that some '

kind of connection has already arisen in him. To develop ahd

strengthen a correct connection', repeated correct execution of the

task the short way is essential; b.ut tlle pupil is only making his

first attempt at performing it this way. Therefore, the connection

now existing in him Cannot correspond to rules. But at the same time,

its components Cannot contain anything missing from rules, or not

...resulting from rules, since the connection arose from detailedroPera-

tionSeaccording to rules. Consequently, the lack of correspondenCe

to'rules can consist only in that several features corresponding to

rules do not enter into, the content of the connection's components.

Let us make these general assunptions concrete. We shall analyze.

a case in which a pupil in the first stages of mastering an operation

solves a problem by the transformations indicated above:

ZbliT 2b 2b 151:: 2b 177ab 2b

31) 3b Ta
119114

(1) (2) (3) (4)

How is the third transformation performed? At first the pupillorites

.2b, then--convinced thati,51; defies transformation-2he records this

root in the same position as it was written in expresSion <21. Then

he draws a line and turns to the denominator ol the fraction in expres-
,

-

sion (2). He extracts the root from 9b
2

and.obtains 3b. In considering

this expression, he of course recopized that it wa. s obtained by

extracting the'root. An orientation arises toward recording it within .

the expression formulated (3). .Must this oriehtation contain the feature .

characterized,by the words '!record in the denominatOr?" No, this feature

may also be missing. The pupil has already finished writing the factor

standing before the fraction and the fraction"s numerator, and he is

aware that he has completed both, Before him is the expression 2b ,

tr

with a noticeable empty slot. At the same time, he cannot place 3b before

the,fraction, nor in the fraction's numerator; there is no place for it.
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Therefore, the operation will be performed correctly even if the

orientation in question suggesta,placing'the'quantity existing in

the mind somewhere in the expression formulated. Later, recognition

that 3b was obtained.from thetqnantity in the denominator apparently

becomes superfluous in these cases, Even if it,does arise, it doeg

not determine the content of the.orientation or oftehe subsequent

operation, for the oriehtation does nox contain the feature characterizing

the place for writing 3b. Cdhsequently, the rise Of a connection is

possible, under these conditions, with Vle 9llowing co4onente:

(a) recognition that the quantity 4istilleln the mind is the result

of extracting a root and (b) an orientation toWAFd regpAing this

quantity "somewhere" in.;u1 open slot in the expreision which the

pupil began to write.
4

. Of course, this is still not the incorrect connection discirsed

earlier which is the cause of error. Ihig is a connection which

arises.and is actualized whenever a problem is solved in detail. But

the incorrect connection actualized in an abbreviated solution arises

precisely from.it. This probably occurs as 'follows. Having solved

several problems on removing factorefrom a root, the pupil begins to

understand that several quantities obtained in intermAliate operations,
-

especially in exiracting roots, enter into the final result. In our

example, for ihstance, 3b is such a quantity. Naturrilly, a tendency

ariseg to record this quantity ImMediately in.the place vhsre iteshould
.

stand in the final result. In our case, for example, after the

expression

,2b, Ir.

was written and the root from 9b was extracted mentally, in the pupil

there arises a tendency,to write the'quantity 3b immediately before the

toot, tO omit the subsequent'intermediatedink

1V776
2b

-J1-;

This tendency can be realited only by actualizing .sole connec-

tion. Recalling' rules does not help here, since the rules indicated
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in the text pertain only to a detailed solution of a problem, not to

an abbreviated one. At the same time, there already exists in the
i 4

pupil a generalioriantation toward solving problems-of.a given type-

by actualizing Connections which arose in him while solving problems

in detail. However, what kind of conneciion cap be actualized here?

Apparently, only the one which arose in the detailed solution problems,

in the transition from extracting a root to recording the result of this

extraction. True, thiJ4'conliection shoStkundergo some change; instead

ofAll orientation toward writing the quantity "in some empty slot,"

an orientation toward recording it "somewhere before the root". should

arise. But this reconstruction is implemented by6itself, since Oe

?eature "before'the root" enters into the problem's content.i.The remain-

ing features of this connection are preserved; into its first component,

as before, enters the recognition only that the quanti* existing in

the mind is the result of extracting a root, and Into its second

component, recognition that it shOula be written "somewhere."

These are the results of analyzing transformations in which errors

were made. ,Let us turn to"those which the pupil executed correctl.

It will be recalled that he wrote these problems like this:

4

3a1(77 38
= 1; 1776 (first problem)

5s ab 17 (third problem).,1 3

Can one suppose that a correct connection, distinct froM the incorrect

one just analyzed, vas pctualized here?

Let us compare all four problems. It is not difficult to see

that-the first problem, performed Correctly, does not differ in

essence from the second, which the pupil executed incorrectly; nor

the third, performed correctly, from the.fourth, executed incorrectly.

Indeed, in the first.and iecond problems -- that is,

3017 and 2b1177
a 9b

re

the root is extracted from the fraction's denominator, and he'same

letter removed from the radical stands .before the root in the numerator..
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In th;Aird an fourth problems - - that is,

YL7 and 5
3b a

a b
16

the root is extracted from the numerator, and the same latter removed'

from the radical stands efore the root in the denominator.

Let us further re 11 that correct and incorrect connections, as

we have established, differ in that medbers of an incorrect connection

do not contain several features entering into the elements of a

correct connection. Therefore, Supposing that the pupil possessed a

correct connection which was Actualized in both cases, we assume that

both tonnections can exist simultaneously. Both the'less and the more
-

defined connections, however, hre actualized under identical conditions:
a

one time a correct connection is actualized in solving the first of
.

two identical problems; another time, in solving the second problem, an

incorrect connection is actualized. Such an assumption cannot,-corres-

pond to reality. For in the first place, it follows that a correct

connection is sometiMes adtualized and sometimes not under the Same

conditions. But this'would mean that it simply did not exist. Apparently,

the same can be said about an incorrect connection, Second, in

considering the'relaionship between a connection's components (distinctions

Andefiniteness),, it is impossible to understand how an incorrect'

connection can exist and function separately from a correct one
,

and not merge with it.

Ties, one must suppose that.this pupil had no correctiagettion;

there was only an incorrect one, whose structure and origin-liWievealed.

It is not difficult to explain how the pupil solved two problems .

correctly, despite the presence of this incorrect connection. The

incorrect connection's second member is an orientation pf an indefinite

character: "to-write the quantity somewhere before the root."

Apparently, when this orientation exists, the quantity in question can

be written in either the numerator or the denominator of the fraction

standing in front of the root. Moreover, there rg an equal chance that

it would be written in either the numerator or the denominator. This

equality ,of chance is precisely reflected in our pupil': in two
46.
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instances he wrote the quantity extradted from the radical in the

;fraCtion's numerator; in two casei, i1i the denominator.

Let us summarize the results of ouvanalysis and the conclusions

stemning from it.

(1) One must distinguish connections whose aCtualization forms

6.adiet:ailed solution from connections whose actilalization constitutes an

abbreviated solution'of a problem. In the initial states of mastering

a transformation, the task is executed in detailrlater, it is carried

out. in a truncated form. Thus, the chain of connections that arose

in the initial stages, does not remain unchanged. During the exercise
s

n

it is reconstructed, if not always, then in.several inStances.

(2) An abbreviated process of, solution:is characterized by the

fact gist several connections constituting a detailed process do not

enter into a. truncated one. However, the reconatruction in question

does not consist only of discarding several connections: The fise C*)f

new connections, Which "close" the gap fortied as4 result of discarding,

should occur at the same time.

(3) These newly arising, "closing" connedtions differ in origin

from the original ones.

The initial connections arise from performing a task by recalling

and applyiag rules. Although recall.and application of rules drop out,

the components of a connection are nevertheless defined by the ru1er/10'4°

content. The connection's first component is recognizing the expression's

featured indicated in the first half of the rule; the second. comptnent

is an orientation towatd'performing operaeions indicated kn the second

half. For examplei a short rule for multiplying powers states: to

multiply powers of one letter,'one must iad the exponents of these powers.

'The first component of the connection arising on the basis of this r

is recognizing that the given expression consists of identical lett rs

written side by side, without intermediate signs or divided by dots.

The connection's second componenf is an orientation toWard adding
. 0

exponents. Thus, the original connection develops from the process

of recognizing:and applying a rule. Moreover, the rule's content

enters wholly into theionnection's structure, if spacial circumstances

do not impede this. Therefore, when these circumstances are absent,

thb initial connection is always correct.
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By cOntrast, the closing" connection arises at the stage of

assimilating a complex transformation when it is already executed

without recognizing and applying,. a rule. Therefore, the closing -

connection cannot be the direct ptoduct of these propesses, but can

arise only by '!short circuiting" the chain of inttial connections:

the first comeonent of the original connection entering into this

shedding chain is the first component of the closing connect ion,

and the second component of the final connection eaering into the same

chain is the closing connection's second component.

(4)n the first stage of the rise of this closing connection,

its components may seem insufficiently defined, since-the components

of the Original connections which become components Of the new

c onnection cannot have all the features essential to the formation ot

a final, cortect closing connection. The detailed execution of a task

xxoceeds under conditions other than those for a truncated ont.

jherefore, several features essential to,the formulation of a correct -

new connection cennot_enter into closed links, hut only into the

discarded links of the process. II17these cases,.the actualization of,

a connection which is just arising (embryonic) can lealto errors in

solving a problem. Moreover, as long as this eMbryonic connection

%lifters from a correct one only by a,lesser definiteness of compohente,

,one must expect that its actualization will lead to correct results

in some cases, to incorrect ones in othets. In the cases we analyzed,

we found precisely this alternate execution of correct and incorrect

operations.

(5) Since a coriect closing connection replaces the whole chain

of original connections, each of which,corresponds to a rule, the

closing connection itself also corresponds not to a single rule, but

to a series of rules linked together so that each subsequent rule is,

related to the results of applying the preceding rule. .
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Part IV

Intwelve pupils, we found an error of the.following type:

(alf7 - b2 17)2 ab 2ab2 177 b2a.

In a,correct sqnaring we would have

a2,b 2ab2 rj
.

Apparently, the pupils who made the mistake, in dealing with the,

monomial dirr, squared only

in daling with the monomial

b
2

. In one of the preceding

problem of this type:

)7 but not

b
2
lir, thek

assignments,-

the letter, a . Similarly

squared only .riT but not

the same pupils.solved a

4 2 2 6. 1 3 2
+ 4x - -y x) .

5,

Of twelve pupils who made the mlitake indicated, tea either solved

this problem correctly or made an error unconnected with the one

indicated above. In whsttfollows, we shall consider only these ten-

pupils.
'A

First let us note that, in solving the second problem, the

pupils should'havelsquared the degree of one\letier or another five

tides. They did this correctly in all five instandes. Thua, a

problem of the type (n
x
)
2

, where x ifs. any number, was correctly

executed five times in an earlier arignment, but twice incorrectly

in a later one. How could this happen? Why did the pupils suddenly

err after repeatedly-performing the task correctly?

First of all, one must ke this question more precise. In sqdkring

trinomials, tlie pupils perf rmed elementary tasks of the type

(4)2 of course, by actua izing connections. They:had already.

solved 4 large number of problems on squaring binomials and on

multiplying binomials according to the formula (a + b)(a b) in

.the seventh grade. Elementary tasks on squaring powers alwayls enter

into this type of roblem. Consequently, there is every reason to

suppose that the corresponding connection had arisen in them already

in the seventh grade. After the holidays and during the first month
r.

of the new school year, it of course could Weaken somewhat. But not
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long before the assignment in which they had to square trinomials,

the pupils again solved a series of problems of'the tyPes indicated.

This undoubtedly enalled the'restoration of the connection;

The first cemponent of this connection, apperently, would be

recognizing that the' gAren "letter" is the factor of a monomial which

one must square; and the second component, an orientation toward.

copying letters with a,doubled exponent. In the first assignment,

in solving the problem

4 5 ,? 6 1 3 2
x - 4x + -y x)

5 2

this connectionAgas actualized five timSs4 in the subsequent assign-

msnt, in solving the probleia

twice it was not actualized. One cannot suppose that it somehow

vanished during this time. Hence the question naturally,arises:

why washg-it--not actualized Ire the second instance? Apparently, one

A must seek the answer to 'this question in the features of the second

problem. Butonly one of theee features is significant. In the

first probled, one had to square Onomials which did not:gontain

koots; in the second, monomials containing roots. Therefore, when

the pupil had to square the mo tial al7, the connection in question

was not actualized in perceiving the letter a precisely because

Irrstood after this letter.,/If a rati&nal facpr, instead of a
-

root, had stood in the mono4al, the connection would have been

actualized, and the pupil would have wtitten a
2

as the answer.
'

$imilarly, in the monomiaa b
217, the presence ofra7 aaused the

connection not to.be.actualized in perceiving the factor b
2

. The

presence of a root hindered the actualization of the/tonnection in

question.,

But this explanation of the error is still by no means final. To

obtain sUch an explanation, one taist establish Why and how the presence

of root in a monomial could der the actualization of a connection.

As our survey of the "collectivenotebooks" showed, the pupils did

not solve a single problem in which they had to square a square root
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before the assignment. Therefore, this operation was new and tin-

* familiato them, and they had no conntletion according to which

they could have performed it. Nevertheless, the pupils had at their

disposal knowledge essential to the correct execution of this operation.

They knew the definition according to which a number, raised to the

power n to give a, is called the nth rootof the number. a.

They also knew the identity V11/77)n a. Tiley haf already
%

memorized both at the very beginning of their work oNthe section
f 4

entitled "Roots," and later often had to recall the definition itself,

as well as the identity indicated. Squartng the i ots:67 andr under

thede,conditions apparently proceeded as follows: the pupils recalled

.. either the verbal fOrmulation of the definition of a root, or the

written expression Of this definition. Theyapplie4 the definition
rr

to the given case and obtained the corresponding result. One should

note that the definition played the role of a rule under these conditions;

therefore, in what.follows,.we shall simply call,it a "rule."

But why did the pupils recall.thislrule and draw the conclusion

procOeding from it? Can one say that the cause of all ehis was just

the aggregate of facts mentioned abbve: the absence of a corresponding
gr

correct connections on the one.hand, and knowledge of the rule, on

the other? One must answer this question negatively. In analyzing

other errors, we saw that the pupils who made these mistakes did not

have correct connections, but knew the corresponding rules, 'Never-

theless, t ey did not recall these-rUled. Consequently, for the pupil

to rec the rule,-a special orientation toward solving a problem by'

recallink rules is essential.' Our observations'showed that this

orientation arises whenever a pupil is dealing with a'problemillof a

specific type for the first time, bUt thinks he can,solve it with

the rules he knoWs. The case in question was no doubt subsumed under

these conditions. Hence, while perceiving/17 and ra- an

orientation toward recalling a corresponding rule unquestion4bly arose

an the pupils. But thi; orientation is directly opgpsite to the

orientation toward solving a problem by Aptualizing connections and,

without this second orientation, an actualization of connections

is im ossib . Hence it fellows that the connectiln which should have
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been actualized in-perceiving the letter a was not actualized.

prg ely because an orientation toward recalling a rule aiose in

pe ceiving OM.
ill

It is not difficult to be convinced that no other reasons were

i ificant here. Essential and, at the same time, adequate conditions

for actualizing a definite ,corSection are: (a) recognizing data

subsumed under the first member of the connection; (b) recognizing

.the problem to be solv0, 1 and (c) a general orientation toward solving

a'problem by actualizing connections. The first two conditions no

doubte*isted in our example. The pupils of course recognized that
4

the letter a entered into the s cture of the monomial, and that

this monomial had to be squar 'Therefore, the connection was not

SctUalized only.because the third condition was ssing, that is, an
0 -

A
orientation toward actualizing connections. Bu why didn't this

orientiltion arise? Squaring a monomial without roots was unque;itionably

a simple and familiar operation to the pupils; and, in these cases,

an orientation toward actualizing connections always arises if,there

no obstacles. In particular, it existed in squaring the,rational

trinomial indicated above. This t.4e, therefare, certain processes

linked with the perception ofY177 impeded its rise.\ But only one of

these processes could hinder it: an opposing orientation toward

11, solving a problem by recalling rules and making deductions.

Here one objection, at first glance-a substantial one,is Possible.

The pupil, of course, first squared the factor a and only afterwards

moved to the factoriT. But if so, then the akientation foward

N,recalling a rule li21Z'Aseith the perception' oe)(17,'apparently4 could

in no way aff'ect oper'ations withtthe letter a.

This objection prompts us to note several-facts which we did not

consider before. Various types of problems entered into.the assign-

ment, and the pupils of course.did net know in advance what kinds of.

problems they would have to deal with and in What sequence.- In

cases of this 'kind, a tentative perception of tlie algebraic expression

we are given always precedes the execution of any transformations.

There is no doubt that this tentative perception afio occurred in the

case just analyzed. Moreover, since the task to squareirrwas, as

we know, new and unfamiliar to the pupil, he of course paid attention

411%.
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to this 1V7 Therefore, the perception ofirpreceded operations with

the letter a, -and hence the orientation toward recalling the rule

connected with this perception could 'affect these operations.

Bowever, oux analysis of the error which interests us is still '

unfinished. The orientation toward recalling,rules pertained to the

factorlr ;One question is: how coUld it impede the rise of an

orientation toward actualizing connections in operations with 'other

factors, with the letter a? We think there is only one answer to

this question.: when the ptpi1 dealt with the'letter a
ko

t'his

orientation did not pertain to the factorr, but was related in

general to all operations hi was performing.

Quite possibly the content of this orientation was sufficiently_

undefined at the moment of its rise, that is, in a tentative perusal

of the facts. In other words, it is possible that the pupil aimed at

recalling at_iy. r2es related to the given problem; but the clear

character of the rules' featurs.didinot enter inro.the content of the

e orientation. The orientation of ceurse pertained to the factor1f7,7

but only liecause it was prompted by the perception of this factor.

Therefore, when the pupil transferred his attention to thelletteX a,

this relationship toy-34 completely disappeared.- Only an indefinite

orientation toward recalling algebraic rules remained.

However, it is possible that, at the'moment of its rise, the

orientation toward recalling & rule was more or less defined by its

content."' Perhaps the pupil aimed at recalling the rule expressed by

the identity CV-75n = a, or at leaat some rule pertaining t roots.

If so, when the pupil began operations on the letter a, the rienta-

tion had-lost its definiteness and, at the same timet its relationship

toliro Only the same orlentation toward recalling soMe algebraic

rules remained.

*But herean important new question arises. If the pupil had a

general orientation toward recalling rules while performing operations

on the letter a, why did he not recall those rules pertaining to
slk

the letter a in this case? Why-did he not recall the rule for

raising the degree of a monomial-, or the rule for elevating a degree

to a new degree? These questions, apparently, indicate, one Mere
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essential feature of the orienta4on eicamined. This was an orienta-
.

tion that was not activated 'while operations on the letter a were

being performed. It was a delayed [zaderztannayai orientation for

recalling rules which was actiVated only when the pupil turned to

To understand the source of this feature of the orientation

examin4d, one should note one regularity which occurs in
\
the solving

of algebraic'problems. Whenever possible, pUpils-perform operations

on deparate parts of the expression given them from left to right.

This means that they have a general orientation toward performin

operations in an effective order whenever mathematicarl rules do not

dictate*andther sequence. This orientetion unquestionably determ ed

the pupils operations in the case,just analyzed. Therefore, the

process of solution proceeded in the following manner.. In perceivin

1.17 (and then a )) an orientation toward,recalling a rule arose.

But the actual recall of this rule, and deduction from it, were not

realized, since these processes did not correspond to the orienloion

toward.performing operations from left to right. And this,means that
,

the orientation toward recalling rules was delayed. 'The pupil moved

to opera4ons on the letter a with.this delaied orientation toward

recalling a rule. The Orientation could not be rialized, Could not

proceed to the actual recall of rules. But it nevertheless delayed

the rise of an opposing orientation toward actualizing connections.

':One should assume that the orientation's delay Os not a simple

'interruption in realizing the 'Proeess that had begun. Apparently the

orientation'undergoes certain'qualitative,changes.at the moment of

dglay.

Let us summarize the results of our analysis 4nd make several

additional remarks:

) Under defined conditions, there is in us an orientation

towar recalling rules and making deduttitns from them. Dependitg

on circumsta :evidently Can have diverse characteristics.

At tiis it is a sp'ecific orientation:. into its content enters

a recognition of the typical features of an algebraic expression, arrd

of the rule which should'be reprodUced. This sPecific-orientation
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-does not lose its defined objective reference even when perception

, ceases of the expreasion to which it pertaids. The orientation'a

objeCtive reference enters into the content itself.

);la Other cases; it is a general orientation which also has a ,

It

defined objecave reference. Recognizing $he typical features of both

.the given expressidn andpf the rule to be reproduced does not'enter

.
into the-content of this orientation. HoweVer; aespite the indefinite-

.

nese of its content, this orientation nevertheless has a.defined

objective reference to the expression immediately percdiyed. '

Finally, a general orientation with an.indefinite objective

reference can occur. Recogpition Of the typical features of the given

expression And 'tle
0

rule one must recall does not enter into the/ -

content of this orientaaon. Nor does it pertain.to any aefini.6*

expression. There is only a spicial intellectual condition conducive

to recalling algebraic or ot,ber kinds of rules and to making.

deductions.

(2) We have already seen that an orientation toward solvi4 a

problem by actualizing connections ariseS under,defined conditions.

4 By analogy to what was,just said, one can imagine that this orientation

might have a 'de.finiteness different in content and in objective.

.2reference.
4

(3)' Characterped by a afinedobjective reference, an orientation

toward recalling, rules is incompatible with an orieneatian toward.

actualizing gonnectons pertainink to the same object, and vice versa.

However, the coexistence of,orientations pertaining to different

objects is apparently possible.
.0-

Chtkacterized by an undefined objective reference, an orientation

toward recalling,rules is incompatible with an orientation toward

actualizing connections. Similarly, an objectively indefinite.<

Orientation toward actualizing connections is incompatible with an

orientation toward recalling4ules. These orientations "impede"

one another.

(4) Delayed orrentations coexist with urgent ones. An urgent

orientationis immediately activated; a delayed one is'not activated

-until a definite moment. A delayed trientation, however, is not the,

5 3
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absence or disappearance of an or1entat1b. Although delayed,

the orientation continues to exist, that s, to affgct the coUrse

of intellectual processes; but its inflUe ce is expressed only

bor its ability'to impsde the rise of certain'processes.

(5) Oi.ientations toward recalling rules ana actualizing

c.onnections.already arise in a tentative perception of an algebraic

expressidn.

-46) Operations constituting the solution of a (number)

. problem are performed'according to the order of elements entering

into the expression (unless a rule of special circumstances

demand another sequence). An.orientation toward performing opera-

tions in'a definite order may delay the orientation toward-

recalling rules that arose in a tentative scan4ng of the expiession.

-444w
(7) A delayed orientation toward recalling.ruIes can impede,kt-

the rise of an orientation toward actualizing a connection. In
.

is case, theconnections existing in us are not actualized. At
f

.t e same time, the corresponding rules are_not recalled, since the

ientation toward recalling rules is a delayed one. As a result,

we domot perform the specific operation that Should have been

executed in the given Situation.

Part V

In our preceding work, we establiShed that special-combinationst,

of mental processes arise in all pupils during tWe assimilation of
o .

-elementary algebra. The first compontnt of each combination

recognizing.the general features of a specific part of the algebraic'

expression given us, or of an operation just performed. The seco

.componenis an orientatiot toward ptrforming an operation defined

by kind. We called these combinations connections.

The task of our wori, the resUlts of which we.now.summarize,

was to analyie algebraic erLors. The basic results of this work

can be formulated as follows:

! (1) In a series of cases." the error the pupil made resulted

from t actualization of an incorrect connection which existed in

him/4 solving a problem.
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.(2) Incorrect connections fall into several types aocording'

to their structure and to the*conditions fors,theic rise. We were

able to discover three types. But it is possible that other types

of incorrect connections also exist.

(3) The first type of incorrect.connection is characterized

by the fact that a épecific feature hat should have entered into

its first component, does not.. With such a connection, therefore,

a 'articular operation which--according to rules--should be

performedin relating facts of another kinde This connection can

arise when a pupil, solving proplems of a definite (first) type,,

knows what operation he should perform even beforp clearly

perceiving the'data. Under the ubual conditions of school and

homework in algebra, this prior knowledge of forthcoming operations

ariseS.rather.often. Having this prior knowledge, the pupil often

recokRizes only certain features of the algebraic expressima given ,

him, an§ omits equally essential ones. He nevertheless performs

the correct operation. If the pupil solves several (number)

problems of a particular type'in this way, then an incorrect

connection arises in him. Into its first component enter only

those features of algebraic'expressiens which he clearly recognized.

If this method of solving problems is'repeated often, the incorrect

connection is reinforced more and mere. One should note that it

is impossible'to discover the existence of the incorrect connection

as long as the pupil deals only with problems of the first type.

But later on, the pupil encounters problems whose data (a) have all

the features he clearly recognized in solving problems of the first

type; but (,b) at the same time have several other features, by

virtue of which one should perform an'operation different from that

performed in solving the first lid of problem. The incorrect

connection which aro rter may be actualized in solving problems

of the second kind. The pupil sometimes performs the operatidh he

should perform in solving preblems of the first kind, and not the

one he should, perform for solving the second kind of problem. For

example, in solving a problem on raising a power to a new one, 61e

fpupil does not multiply, but adds the exponents%
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tence of an incorrect connection which arose earlier

oblems on multiplying powers of one letter is

in this error. Into the first component of this in-

nnection enter only ese features: the presence of

two exponents, the absence of two.different bases, and so forth,

that is, features common to problems of both kinds.

Of course, the rise of an incorrect
ic
onnection in solving

problems of one kind does not always entail errors in solving

problems of the other.kind. If the pupil recalls.the relevant rule

in solving the second kind-of problem, and applies it to the data,

he of course will not make a mistake. Then, if he has correctly

solved a sufficient number of problems of the second type, the

corresponding coAxect connection will arise in him.dwIn,many

instanceS, the rise of this correct connection probably entails a

reconstruction of the incorrect COnnection created earlier, its

conversiot to-a correct one. When there is a sufficiently strong

connectionspertaining to problems of the second kind, especially

4

after the'reconstruction of the incorrect connection', the error that

concerns us at this time becomes Impossible.

However, the facts mentioned in our work show that an incorrect

connection is sometin1es nevertheless preserve& and, tlreover, seems

stronger than a correct one. An incorrect connection is actualized

more frequently whenever a pupil solves a problem by actualizing

connections.
4'
Hence, it

type analyzed.
40c

tiV to have the

is possible to successfully prevent errors of'the

First, while solving.problems in- class, one must

pupil recognize clearly each time 411 essential

features of the.algebraic expression he is given. This self-

evident methodological rule is not always observed. Second, one

must.further reduce the number of cases in whh a pupil solves

many probletris of the same kind in succession Jithout a teacher's

supervision. Mathematics teachers often assume that independent,

successive solution of many problems of the same kind reinforces

the corresponding correct habit. But the opposite in fact occurs:

conditions are created in which the rise of`a falSe connection
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becomes more likely. Third, one must increase the number of cases

in which a pupil solves in succession several.problems of 'different

kinds in which the operations to be per ormed are not indicated to

shim; he must either "simplify" the given expression or perform some

transformation. Tasks of this kind will effect the rise of a

general habit of beginning operations only after recognizing clearly

the features of a given expression. Fourth, one must arrange
,

assignments so that a correct connection pertainin. to the second

kind of problem will be stronger than an incorrect One that mi*ht .

have.arisen while solving problems of the first kind. In Other

words,the number of problems of the second tyPe the pupil solves

should never be less than that of the first type. Cases we haVa

seen testify that pedagogtal practice occasionally does not

satisfy thiademand. Fifth, one 701114 create conditions that' assure

the reconstruction of an inCorrect connection, if it has arisen.

(4) Conversely, the peculiarity of the second type of

incorrect connection consists in the fact that its fizst component

contains a feature that it should not contain. Hence, the connection

is actualized in perceiving one.kind of data subsumed under a

definite rule, but not actualized in perceiving another kind of

data subsumed undek the same rule.. This connation.arises under

.the'following conditions: (a) during much of the course,-the

pupil deals only with data of one kind from those'subsumed under

a given rule; (b) moreover, the generalizing recognition of these

facts, that is, the selection Of their generic features, is missing.

Therefore, first, whenever problems of several different

types are subsumed under a definite rule, it is essential for the

pupil to solve a sufficient number of problems of each type. This

demand is also self-evident, bUt--as we have seen--it is neverthe-

leSs not always carried out. Second,,using special exercises,

one should cultivate a general ability to conceive of each

algebraic expression as a "letter" and, conversely, each letter

As designating a complex algebraic expression. 4

(5). Several features that shoula have entered into both the

first and second components'of the third type of false connection

do not. This connection may be formed in the first stage of
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formulatingsa correct connection. It leads to the performance of

both correctand incorrect operatiOns under essentially identical

conditions. It is probably impossible to prevent the rise of

such connections. But one can and.should hamper a pupil's premature

attempts to solve problems of a definite type without recalling

the corresponding rules.

(6) One important fact should especially be stresied: in

the cases ik analyzed, the incorrect connections arose precisely

While the pupil was.correctly.(judging.by objective reSults)

solving prdblems of a definite type.

(7) Connections arising from the omissionof several links

the already existing chain of o#iginal connectivas coexist

with connections arising-directly from operations based on

recogni2ing rules. This "closing" [smykayushchya] connection does

not correspond td a single algebraic rule, but to the entire chain.

However, one can say that the closing connection corresponds to

a single operative rule, that is, one according to which problems

of a specific type, -when the pupil's ability is high enough to

solve.these problems, are sometimes actually solved. Operative

rules are not indicated in algebra courses, and the teacher at best

gives only isolated, fragmentary indications corresponding to

these rules. Hence, the ability,to solve problems of a specific

type is cancelled: that is, by omitting several links from the

chain.of deductions and transformations, the skill is, spontaneously

generated in the pupils without proper supervision. Therefore,

cultivation of this skill leading to the rise of "closing" connec-

tions is often understandably accampanied by a large,number of

errors. These errors occur because the Closing connections are

insufficiently defined in the first stages of their formulation.

It seems to us, first, that one should introduce into the

practice of teaching algebra several operative rules of complex

transformations and, second, that one should consciously and system

atically cultivate in pupils an ability to perform these trans-

formations the "short" way.
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*(8) In independent work, a definite rule is recalled only when

a special orientation for tecalling rules exists. It ordinarily

ariSes when, a pupil is dealing with a problem new to him, or with

a new type of data. Under various conditions, it possesses a

definiteness different in content and in objective reference.

(9) One should distinguish actual and delayed orientations.

An actual orientation is immediately converted into a corresponding

operation. A delayed orientation, continuing to exist, is not

activated Until a definite moment. We discovered that delayed

orientations for recalling rules arise under specific.conditions.

But other kinds of delayed orientations are probably also possible.

(10) The existence of a' delayed orientation is manifested

whenever processes contrary to this orientation do not arise eVen

though all conditions for their rise exist. kL particular', the

presence of ,a delayed orientation toward recallingtules under

definite conditions impedea the.rise of an orientation toward

actualizing connections. A mistaken failure to perform an essential

operation which, with no delayed orientation for recalling rules,

should have been performed, may be the result of this inhibition.

One must keep these facts in mind during classwork with

pupils, and especially when selecting problems for homework and

assignments. In particUlar, one must carefully work through in
a

class those types of problems in which the.inhibiting influence

of a delayed orientation for recalling rules might affect the

solution.

(11) In revising .the textbook, one should consider what we

said above in (3) and (4). Several kinds and aspects of problems

are presented inadequately in the existing text. There is no'proper

alternation of the kinds of problems that one must alternate. The

book has too few sections containing various kinds of problems in

a fortuitous order, and so forth. Apparently, one should also

introduce into the text leveral Indications of an "operative"

character.

ar.
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PUPILS' COMPREHENSION OF GEOMETRIC PROOFS*

F. N. Gonobolin

The Problem and.Methods of Research

In this article we ..9,vestigatezhe, psychological peculiarities

of comprehension of study materpl in geometry; In particular

their understanding*proofseof geometric theorems is of interest.

,
As we know, the study of geometry in school begins in the

sixth grade,.with no preliminary introductory course on this subject

in the lower grades.. At the same time, the textbook presents

nix:Ifs of geometric theorems very briefly and abstractly, a condition
4

that'often creates great difficulties for the younger school children

whenthey try-to uillbrstand the proofs. Moreover, the pupils of

these classes do-not always even recognize the necessity of the

logical, proof of geomefric theorems, especially when these proofs

are of a visually obvious character oi can easily be established

empirically.

Not understanding the value of the logical proof or theorems,

the pupils feel no nee think about the strtkcture of such proofs.

"I don't understand," ne sixth-grade girl tol us, "why it's

necessdry to prove that in an isosceles trian le the angles at the

base are equal;.anybOdy can see.that, especia ly if you use a

protractor."

Besides that, another phenomenon is apparent. Comparing the

pupils of the same class, one easily sees a considerable aifference

in the depth of their understanding of various study materials. While

some of them are limited to merely reproducing the teachers'

explanationsor stating the material in the textbook,otherssometimes

find independent methods of proving theorems and,handle solutions

of geometry problems with comparative ease.

All thiL-speal6s for the necessity ofeja detailed study of this

process from both the'psychological and pedagO1,111141 points of view.

We must ascertain the'conditions for the correct and comprehensive

*Published in Proceedings LIzvestiya] of the Academy of

Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, 1954, Vol. 54, pp. 175-192.

Translated by'David A. Henderson.
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understanding of geometric mateiial by pupils of the lower grades

of secondary school and outline the most rational principles of

presentation by.teachers and authors of school texts.

In eiitigating the above problems( our initial theoretical

prethissew avlov's statement about thought and understanding being\

proceste dudatiou and the functioning of temporal con ections:

'We must,consider that the formation of temporal
connections, i.e., of these "associations," as they a e
-Always called', is' comprehension, it is knowledge, it
the acquisition of new knowledge. When a connection,
that is, what is called an "association," is foried,
this'is surely knowledge of a matter, knowledge of definite
relationships of the external world, and when you next use
it, it is called "understanding," i.e., the use of .

knowledge ucquired by connections is understanding [2:579-580].

To study the process of pupils' understanding geometric

proofs, We turned to special observations and experiments, which

we conducted in schools 187 and 240 in Moscow, in the Moscow

Munici ai Adult Secondary School, and the Moscow Regional Secondary
,.-

Schodj.for Resident and-dorresponding Adults. First the observations

were Conducted d$ring the usual lessons ofthe teachers of these

schools. Then, for the purpose of checking variations in teachers'

explanations of the study. material to the pupils, the observations

were carried into the,experimental lessons of one of the 'teachers

of an adult school. During all the observations, we carefully

registered the t011ahers'. explanations and the following proofs of

the theorems studied by the pupils.

Simultaneously with the observations, we conducted individual

and group experiants. With this aim, the sixth- and seventh-

grade pupils were given new material that was not yet used in

school but for which they had already been prePared by the

preceding course. Here the pupils were asked to independently read'

the text of a new theorem, together with its proof, as given in.the
,

standard geometry textbook. They were allowed to read it several

times, after which they werg to reproduce what they had read and

answer the experimenter's questions. If'it was observed/that the
..

pupils did not understand the proof of the theorem, the

experimenter offered to read another variant of the expl.Anatpn,

2
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which he himself had composed. If this yielded MO positie results,

the pupils were asked leading questions and given necessary

explanations. Such eXperiments embraced six groups of sixth- and

seventh-grade pupils, with four persons in each grc;IIIII4Pincluding two

groups in the adult schools). TO ensure a greater Uaiformity

in the conclusions, average pupils were Used in these experiments.

The pupils almost always had a hard time gaining an under-

standing of*the proofs of theorems when studying them independettly

from the textbook. This may be considered normal, since the textbaSk

was not designed for independent study of geometric nroof bAt .

mainly to drill the study material after it7has 1;een preilente
,

the teacher in a form intelligible to the pupil.;'Introduction of

, the pupils' independent study of the proofs of geometric-theorems

from the textbook, hawever, was only one of the investigational I

devices, and it.permitted us to see more disltnctly those difficulties

that arise On pupils of the sixth and seve h grades when they

study proofs of geometric.theorems.

liesidbs the observations and experiments indicated above,

in one of the schools we held,systematic consultations with the
eals.

,,pupils, who cameto us for explanations of parts in the textboA

\P they found difficult.
\ During the investigtion it became netessary to define objective

'criteria for understanding, since it was not always possible to rely

on the pupils' subjective statements in this respect. Pedagogical

experiences indicate that pupils, stating their noncomprehenpion

of some material, may understand all the bas$pc details correctly,

but may not understand a single, sometimes evert' unimportant,

detail. And, on the other hand, there are times when pupils who

say "I know" are very far from correctly trnderstandii'L this material,
,

as one learns afte4further checking.

Thertfore, to determip(-the degree,of the_pupils' comprehension
0

of the material given him'in our expsriment we had to turn to more

definite criteria. Such criteria were:

l) the pupils' ability,to present the material they
read, particularly the pf-ocill of given theorems (in their

own words);
2)jhe completeness of their anawersto the experimenter's

t? t questions; these questions related,to the elucidation ts,
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of both the fundamental principle or logical scheme tf
the proof and its separate parts; H

3) their use of acquied knowledge in new conditions,
particularly in proving analogous theorems with modified
data, or:in proving new; more complex,theorems, etc.

Further invesflgatApn.confirmed the necessity of such.a differentiated

approach to eValuation of the pupils' comprehension of geometric

proofs. On fhese criteria of understanding we based the analysis

of our experimental materials.

The main cause of sixth graders' difficulty ill understanding

gebmetric material is the abstract nature of the proof of theorems.

An analysis Of the difficulties encountered here has permitted us

to make this generaf premise concrete and to outline some important

condition that assure the pupils' best understanding of proofs

of geietri'c theorems. Together with this, the observations and
....-

experiments made it possible to establish various levels of comprehension

to:the light of,Pavlov's teaching. *

The geometry textbook by 4selev[ 1] that has been adopted

in the. schools undoubtedly has many merits. Alng them are

precise presentation of,the material, aecuracy of mathematical

formulations, and taximum brevity of presentation. It should be

remarked, however, that Kiseiev's textbook takes little account of

age peculiarities In the mental development of the pupils. It is

uniformly designed for all secondary-school grades, although thd,

leVel of the mathematical development of pupils who have just begun

the geometry course and
.
of those who have been studying it for

several years is of course not identical.. Therefore what is a merit

for an upper-grade textbook becomes a de;ect for a textbook for

beginners. Tn partic ar, the previously mentioned "maximum brevity"

of presentation of tAie study material while presenting no difficulties
. -

for pupils of the upper grades, makes the textbook difficult for

sixth graders to understand.

The practical significance of our work is to direct the 1.

attention of teachers and authors of textbooks to the psychological

difficulties that arise here and the possible ways'to eliminate
,

them. We do this by nalyzing the particularities of pupils'

comprehension of the proofs of geopetric theorems.
4
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A
Twv Conditions Necessarylor Pupils' Compre-

hension of Geometric Proofs

From the formal logical poitrt of.vieW, comprehension of mathematical

study material should begin'when a new proposition comes forth

from the propositions-already known to the pupil. A conclusion is

possible only when premises that Are known and understood are given.

In fact, however, this is not always so,. The pupils can know some

propositions separately And at the same time fail to see the connection

between them.

We proposed to read Section 73, "Signs of Parallelness of

Two Lines,",from Kiselev's textbook [1.1to four sixth-grade pupils

(see Figure 1). They had not yet covered this material. At the,..

4

preceding lesson they studied the theorem of two,perpendiculars.

Knowledge of this theorem was checked, as.well as.of the theorem

stating that an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either

interior angle not adjacent to it. Thus ticie.pupils bad mastered

the material logically necessary for comprehension of Section 73.

After this, pupil K read the following from the textbook:

Let there be given, for example,

that the corresponding angles 2 and 6 ,)

are equal; prove,that then AB H CD.

Let us assume the contrary, that p

is, that lines AB, and CD are not

parallel; then these lines intersect

at some pelnt P tci the right of MN, or

P' td the left of MN. If the inter-

section is at P, a triangle is formed

in which angle 2.is an exterior angle
Figure 1

. and angle 6 Is the interior angle nonadjacent lo angle 2; this

means that angle. 2 should be larger than angle 6 (Section 44),'

which contradicts the conditions; that is, there can be no

intersection of lines AB and CD at any point F to the right

of MN. If we assume the intersection to be at point P', then a

triangle is formed in which angle 4, equal,to angle 2, is an .

interior angle and angle 6 is the exterior angle nonadjacent

to angle 4; then angle 6 should be greater than angle 4 and

therefore greater than angle 2, which contradicts the conditions.

This_means that lines AB and CD cannot intersect at a point

to the left of,MN either. Therefore, these lines do not

intersect at any point; that is, they are parallel [1:42-43].

Experimenter:IrWell, did you understand the proof?

Pupil K.: L didn't understand anything.
A
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Pupil M: Me either.

Two other pupils said the same thing. .The experimenter
put hia lines of thd text that relatedlo P in brackets
and asked the pupils to read it again.

E: Did you understand-something that time

Pupil K: I don't uMerstand why angle 2 sbou1i be greater
than angleN.

The experiiibnter made a drawing in which the extensions
of AB and CD intersected at"

.P A triangle We's formed.

E: What is e
(
2 called with respect tO te, triangle?

Th are pupils we silent.

E: But look, it is outside the triangle.

Pupil K: Oh, yes, it's an exterior angle.

E: And what theorem do'you know about the exterior angle
of a. triangle.,

The pupils state this theorem frdm memory and say that now the

\ -proof is clear to them.. TwO of them repeat it correctly.

ii

To another four Pupils of a parallel class, who were approximately

as good at geometry as the fourmentioned above, we gave the same

'text, but after the words "a triangle is formed in-which angle 2 is

an extrior.angle and angle 6 is the interior angle nonadjacent to

angle 2; this means that angle 2 should be larger than angle 6"

we inserted "according to the theorem we studied earlier which says

that the exterior angle of a triangle is larger than the interior

angle nonadjacent to it." All the pupils indeptndently understood

the theorem. c

Thieshows tbat it is not enough to know the proposition required

for a conclusion (the subjfcts all remembered the theorem aDput the

exterior angle of a triangle well), but it is important to recall

it in a aiven situation; undergiven conditions. The words recalling

the theoeem immediately"made the siyation clear where the theorem

was to be used, but thessimple reference in the text to Section 44,

which contains this theorem, was ,hardly effective.

Pupil S, a sixthgrade girl, was first ked to read the proof

of the theorem of the Agles with paralle sides (Section 79 in

,Kiselev's book). Having drawn the two a
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Having exte4ded one of the sides A '

of angle 2 until it intersected the

side of angle 1 that1 4is not parallel

to it, we obtain angle 3, equal to angle'
Q.

1 and to angle 2 (as corresponding
angles formed by the transversal of: '

parallel lines); therefore, angle 1 =

angle 2 (see Figure 2).' Figure 2

Pupil S: I don't Understand wlAir angle 1 = angle 2. How

are they corresponding angZ9s? Are 1 and 2

really corresponding angles?

E: Angle 2 is equal to angle 3 as corresponding angles

formed by CM biseoting-par*llels,AB and-Eb. Angle 3 =

angle 1 as'corresponding angles formed by ED,bisecting

parallels.CM and EF. And if two angles are equal to a

third, it means that they are hlso equal to each other.

The pupil saist: that no*Pshe- undgestood the theorem, and oshe

repeated its proof.

'Pupil L, another sixth-grade girl, independent+74640 the same

theorem twice, then said that.she did not understand the proof. Then

.tfie experimenter gave this explanation,L "The proof is reduced

;41 the fact that we first prove that angle 2 equals angle 3Ct'hen

4f
we prove angle 3 equal to angle'l." This remark was emaigh for the

pupil to understand the proof.

When this theorem was given to several pupils of the Moscow

Regional Secondary School for Resident and Corresponding Ad4lts who

had not yet covered this materials one of,them, M. I, asserted,"

categorically that he did not understahd the proof. Here is his

reagioniug on this theorem:
-0

Mr. I: What kind of "correaponding" angles are wa talking

ibout here? In parentheses it says "ad correspond-14w

angles formed by the transversal of parallel lines;'

'Eorrespo ding angles"[he emphasifzed the,s of this ?

word], aM.,before this it says "angle 3, 'equal to,

4
angle 1 an to angle so they should have written

"As acorresponding aiigle" [about angle 3] or "to

corresponding angles" [about angles 111and 2] , but

it just says "as corresponding angles."

C11,

E: But do you understand the course of the proof?.

I: INIO,I don't. And it's hard to understand when they jaist

casually mentipn something about corresponding angles.

0
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A

The experimenter felt tha9ft. just .4id not want to under-

.stand. the theorem, fo penet te into it, because of the feelinge - 4
of dissatisfa ction he got from suCh a presentation of4,4is proof.

When the experirenter stressed that the words "coriesponding-tgles

salA parallels" related to the pairs of angles 2 andj3 and angles

3 .fInd.1,. MI.. I said: "BUt it doesn't say anything:about that.,here.

3 f guess what's not'written. 6 Some kind of hint Is'needed tO

explain the,situation.,
.,

= angle 3.Tinderstood?

uyse. As corteSponding angles with parallel lines.'
,

Angle 3 angle I. Yes?'

. Sight. .

1

E: ".,So, what conclusion can yoU-mlie?

, a
- . I: If axle 2 is equal to angle 3 and avgle 3 is equal ta,_

angle'l, that means angle 2. is,equal to angle 1.

*
E: great: You've understood it all. isn't that so?

Now: yes, but it's' Very vague intthis .book.

In repeating.:the proof,of.this theorem, Mr.I,firstpointed
out: ,".Thrce angaes aie-equal: angle 2 to angle 3 ,1-1d. angle 3 to

Two angles are'equal topa third, that is, they'are equal

.to each other too.'I' Thus he,summed up the proof, stating its

scheme. This helped'him understand It and reproduce precisely'the

rest of the procif according to the textbo6k. '

We let a group from School187 examine for themselves the.
a I:,

.
, . v

. ,proa of' the Iheorem that two lines'are pardllel: if,the,interior

angles on the .same Side of the transversal. lied up to-2d (see4Figure 3y.4,
..%

In Kiselev's t'ektbook itois pres'ented thus: ,
1

.,
aVit also bl given thae angle

4 4. angle 5 = 2d. Then tre0should
concitUde that angle 4 ='angle.6,
a9 6 added to angle 5 alSo equa s 2d.
But I ngle 4 = angle 6, the line
cannoc), intersee,t; since otheiwise
engles 4.and.6 could not be'equal
<One would be an exteriOr angle.
and the otherlaald,be.theinteyi
angl'e nonadjacent to itY.[1:4.3].

/ 'a.
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The pupils aeiPthey did not understand the proof. Then the

exioerimenter redd text phrase,by phrase with the pupils'. It

Vppeared tttat manyT.ements on which the theorem was,based Were not

understood by the pupils. Especially unclear for them igas the

i

'. statement azt "the lines cannot intersect since, otherwise angles
ft

4 and 6 could not be equal." The pupils could not grasp the

conglomeration, of cAuclusions.and inferences, eild said so frankly..

"What is this 'Otherwise'? Why couldn't.angles 4 and 6 be equal?".

: they.asked.

Then the experimenterasked them to read th ollowing,variant

of the expositionlf the prooft"
. .

.-Angle 4.+.an8le 5 2d. Let us look at angles Yand 6.
.. Theralso add up to 2d, sine& they are adjacent angles, _And

" if angles.4 anA 5 = 2d.and angles 5 and 6 ...,'2d, whatAan

' be Said'of angles 4 and 6? They will be equal. Let us note

this: angle 4 ... angle 6: -If the extensions .of the linfs

were to,intersect, a triangle would be formed and consvuently
angle,6 would be an exterior angle and angleR4 would be an
interiot angle. An exterior angle .i.s.alueit greater'than
the interior angle nonadjacent to-it (you learned,a theorem..

about this). BOt we have them equal,, therefore oilr proposition

is wrong: the 1.14, cannot interseet, an& this'means that they .
..

are parallel. .
,

At first glaftce this explanation ieelonger and more Comple*..
*--

The aupposition'is developed.in detail.here, and there is.a conditional
.,

form of propositions. This text,Jtevertheless, was immedidtely

und stood by the-pupils. Why is this?

In the textbook preSentat, on the material is given precisely,

f
bUt too briefly--so briefly that.,each pi-;-rase was,a problem for the 4

_!-

puPils. They were ImMediately fac th Several Problems, and the

course of the proof was incompreh nsible.

The second variant of the pro f, which we offered, was not

'mathematically different from theyirs:t.---"But in it piere is,_firsta
. *-

supplementary, guiding phrases of purdly pdjcholgoical value:

"let us look.at. angles 5 and'6," "what can be said about aligles.,4

?

and 6,", "let us.note this," etc. Second, the 'phrases in it are .

Slceiabgrated mop fully, whlch results in the final conciusion being
. . .,

easily perceived, by,the fupilg like an ordinary conversation. In
- 4

addition, the f ental icrea,of ttle pro6f--assuving the'contrarr-
,

is rtghtlLcented.

40
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Thus in the second variant of the proof the pupils do not
)

face two or three problems, as they do in the first variant, but only

..one--to understand the idea that the extensions of the lines cannot

intersect. This idea is easily graspedby the pupils, and the whole

proof is understaidable to'them.

,We can state other similar facts. Pupils oftell announce

their lack of understanding of an exposition in the textbook

whereVer the author makes a parenthetical reference only toythe

iopriate section number .of,the boOk", instead of repeating pne
*

the previousIstatements. in the first part of that game theorem

f the'featuresof parallelism of lines..tlie;text says, . angle

2 is an exterior angle ren4 pngle 6 is the interiox angle nonadjacent

tp angle 2; this means that,angle.2 should be larger than angle

-(Section 44) fl: 401." .14ere the refer4Le is to the:t*orem of'

A

.
.

the exteriok angle of a triangle. 0

The'expekfMenter tested the kno4e4e.of Pupil. Tv a sixth-7
,

grade,girl, concerning previous material, particularlY this theoie .

The,girl.knew it well. :Having read the proof of the theorem of

the features of parallelnessof lines; the pupil said that she did
gcr, ,

not understand it; Then the experimenter requested her to read -,

the proof'aga41.

Pupil T:1 If the intersection is at I', a triangle is
formed . A '

E: Do you understand this?'

Pupil .T: Yes . [reads the' bookl ". ...in whi ang
2 is an exterior angle and'angle 6 is thd inter or
angle'nonadjaCent to angle 1.; tRis'means tha
angle 2 should be ;.arger than angle 6." There's
something'here I don't understand.,

*

E: ,%That don t you understand? You know the4theorem of the
exterior angle of a eriangle, don't you?

Pupil'T: Oh, yes. I know, L aderatand.

Later Pupil T read the proofto the la-14 and Wa-able.to repeat

it will full:understanding of. the,matter.

7a
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Three sixth-grade girls were asked to examine independently the

part in Kiselev's textbook concerning the theorem that each side

of a triaftgle is smaller than the sum of the other twe sides

(See Figure 4). In the textbook its proof is presented thus:

In triangle ABC let AC be the largest side. Extending

-
side AB, we mark off RD = BC and draw DC. Since triangle

WCD is isosceles, angle D = angle DCB; therefore angle D is

less than angle DCA and, therefore, in triangl.e ADC side4

AC is less than AD (Section 47), i.e., AC < AB + BD.

.
Replacing BD by BC, we get AC < AB + BC [1: Section 50].

4

Y.

The ils understood the beginning of the proof (the first three

sentences . It was clear to them that angle D = angle DCB. But
. .

they were confounded by the sentence: "Therefore angle D is less

,than angle DCA."
.

$

-'166.411 Pupil Kf Why is angle D less than angle DCA?
J'

Pupil S: But don't you see? Angle DCA is big and angle

.D.is small. .\

Pupil P: Of course. Angle ACD is obtuse and angle D is acute.

It is clear that the link omitted by the author--the note'tbist

the greater side lies opposite tfle'greater angle, mutely mentioned

\ in the book by the reference to Section 47--did noNome te the pupils'

minds, and they left the'logical pat of the proof, crossing over

to direct judgment'from the drawing.

Also, the pupils-were completely baffled.

by the words "and, therefore, in triangle

this about these words: "Why 'the ore'? A .

If it is sirl;ply obviou6 that AC less than

AD;'then why prove it?" Evi ntly the pupil understood that

a logical proof is required ut, in view Of the break of the

logic.ai chain of deductions due to the omission of one. element

of the argument, the proof was unintelligible to her. Meanwhile,.

jat the beginning of our conversation the pupils reltid several

, of th.e preceding theorems, Including the theorem of the greater

side being opposite the greater' angle in a triangle to which the

Cextbook made referellce. All the,pupils knew thiatheoremand 'not

ADC side AC is less than AD." Pupil K aid

Figue 4

1



only remembered itsstext, but;also it4\proof. At the same time 4

none of them thought to'-use it to Prove the new theorem, so they

did not understarid the latter, They were perplexed by the formula

AC.<AB + BD. .Also they did not'under,pemd why BD was replaced by

BC. In a word, the tileotem was nbt understood at all.
-

To escape from this Sit.Lolation-the experimenter directed the,pupils'

attention to the.parenfhetical mention of S ction 47. The girls

read this section, said they knew it, and e of them, Pupil K, .

rereading the theorem, said that now she was, beginning to understand

the proof of the theortm.

It is interesting that the previously unintelligible phrase

"angle D is less than angle DCA" waa now correctly understood by

the pupils. When the experimenter asked them why angle D was

less than angle DCA, Pupil K answered: "Because'it is equal to

, angle BCD, and angle BCD is less thA angle ACD."

We observed the samething in the.experiments with adult subjects--

the'pupils of the resident and correspondence school. Thus, Pupil R,
%

speaking of the proof.of this theorem, said "Something here is so

short that I can't grasp the main thing. Why should side'AC be less

,than AD in triangle ADC? I don't Understand anythiAg." And she

began repeatedly to reread the proof. Finalk the pupil noticed

the parenthetical reference to Section 47, loolrd at if,-reread

the theorem that-was causing her trouble, said that now she under-
.

stood the proof, and presented it independently.

Why did you look at Section 47? You already kno this
-.theorem, and it's clear that it's mentioned herg".

Pupil R: I should have looked at Section 47 long ago. I

would have proved it foi you immediately.

But you remember this theorem, don't you?

Pupil R: Yes, but it's not directly mentioned here, and it's
hard to remember when you *re fbllowing an exposi*n.

It is quite obvious th4t in the cases mentIoned above, the

ndnunderstandiog arose as a result of the absence of a connection by
0

the pupils between the separate mathematical statements x-ferred to

in the textbook. Usually the pupils remembered the thoo4m on .

72
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which the proof was based, but because of excessive brevity of

the exposition in the textbook, they did not find the link between

\the new and the old material, and consequently did not grasp the

logical course of the.proof of the new theorem.

It is fitting to recall the words of Pavlov about the fact

tnat only thanks, t.9 a connection or association "a system, an

organization is.formed [3:47]." The excessive brevity of the

exposition of p;oofs in Kiselev's geometry textbook hampered the

utilization of necessary associations and added a new problem to

tAe pupils' task, that of deciphering the'book's references, which

distracted them from the main problem--to follow the logical chain

tf references and conclusions in the proof of a theorem.

The following facts show just how difficult Kiselev's geometry

textbook, because of its eiireme laconicism, is for the independent

comprehension of sixth grade pupils. Of the 12 pupils who independently

studied the proof of the theorems given above according to this

textbook (Sections 50, 73 andk79), only one pupil independently

understood the proof of the first theorem; two, the proof of the

secohd theorem; and four, the proof of ttle third theorem.' For all

the other pupils the proofsof these theorems were unintelligible

without the experimenter's supplementary.explanations; he had ta

reconstruct the omitted or insufficiently elucidated links of the'

proofs.

Omissions of intermedi

negative effect on the cony

primarily on the comprehenG

obstacles that arise here i

omitted arguments divert th

te links in reasoning have a strongly

ehension of proofs of geometric .theorems,

on of their logical structure. The

connection with restoration of the
4

pupils' thought frOm the main problem.

Vedagogitcal experience constant* shows that it is easier for

the learner to solve one complex problem than several smaller

ones piled atop each other. Because their attention is distracted.

,by secondary problems, the pupils often do not grasp the main course

of the idea and result cannot understand the material explained

to them. 40.
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An interesting fact may be established here regarding the work

of the memory. AB already noted above, in all these cases the

pupils had mastered the material needed for comprehension of a

new idea. And still they did not understand, because they did not

think to use earlier-learned theorems to prove new theorems..

Psychologically speaking, the memory did not supply the needed

materltal f,etu past experience, mainly because the consciousness was

entirely concentrated on the new material. This resulted in lack of

understanding. There is a special difficulty here to understanding

complex'abstract material. There is reason for the pupils in this'

situation to say, '"It'S'hard to remember when you are followinp

an evosition." -Only after clearly understanding the basiC problem

did tile pupils begin to recall earlier material. Without this,

they,did not think of it.

From this a cAliusion suggests itself: in pupil's thinking

there is a chanacteristic tendency toward one-problemness, toward

eluiidating the basic problem with the greatest simplification

of secondary problems whenever they are trying to understand new materia

And this is completely natural, s if tha system of basic

connections is insufficiently ela ated,'any additional irritations

caused by mutual induction of the\ieural processes begins to slow

Awn.the main wakening centers. The negative induction of the neural

processes in the cortex that then arise is the brake that hinders
/-

the Rupils' comprehension of complex ("multiproblem") material.

,Thus, one of the"most important conditions for understanding

study material is the precise iselatlion of dts main Idea, particularly s

the basic line of the pi-oof!, wVch shOuld be examined in detail in

all its intermediate elements, but without distractidg particulars

and secondary problems.
1 0

1
The remarkable lectures by the greatest methodologists and

mathematicians (Professors Bogomolov, Koyalovich, Kavun, whom the
author was4personally able to hear) were distinguished, among other
reasons, by the fact that in them the listeners were constantly reminded
of even the trifles that were necessary to understand the main point.
Tilan4; to this, the listeners' minds,,unburdened by numerous
problems, went full speed,along tli rOad to elucidation of the
main problem, as shown by the lector. 0
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T9, explain abstract material such as the proof of geometric'

tbarems understandably to sixth-grade pupils means to eliminate any
P \

vagueness in the details, leaving for solution only the onp basic

problemkon which the 'listener concentrates; This is the first .

conclusiOn we ma ke as a result of an analysis of our experimental

material.

.
Further analysis of bhese materialsi.,-WaWidthat along with a

detailed explanation of the basic line of proofs of geometric

theorems (especially in examining the more complex ones) the pupils

mmst show the scheme of the proof, turning their attention to theift

basic courses of thought, that is, to the connection between the main

elements of the proof without analyzing them here in detail.

.
We have already cited the case of Pupil 1,who fox a tong time

did not understand the proof of t

parallel sides. She understood i

her a C.Ileme of the proof. We

We cite some of them below.

For a long time a group of pupils did

not understand ,the theorem of the inscribed

angle (Section 124 in Kiselev's book)

main1T because of.the great many data about

various angles and figures given in the eext.

e theorep of the angles with
A

as soon as the experimenter gavt

countered other similar occUrrences.

Then theoxperimenter dec ided to map out the

main idea of the proof of the theorem'like

this: "Anile B is tcige as small as angle AOC, the external angle,

and angle AOC is measured by arc AC. Therefore angle B

measured by half of arc AC" (see Figure.5). After this the pupils

4
Figure 5

easily understood the proof given in Kiselev's textbook.

Another group of pupils from School 187, during one f the

consultations held by the experimenter, asked him to explain the

theorem of the relationship between arcs, chords, andl.the

distances of the chords from the center. The theorem reads:
4

If two arcs, smaller than half a circle, are not equal,

the larger of them is cutoff by the larger chord, and of

both chords the larger one is closer4o the center rl:

Section 109] -

7 5



The proof was explained in class by the teacher, but stilt it

remalmed unclear to these pupils. They understood the first part

of the proof, but the second part seemed very complex and,difficult

4t.o them. The experimenter's questions about each element of the

proof discloed that the pupils understood the constituent

elements but could not unite them.

'I understand, but not quite," one girl dqined her understanding.

Then the'experimenter gave this explanation:

We bust ?rove that
. than OF. OL is greater
OM is greater than OF.
at, right triangle OMF;
'is the hypotenuse and'OF

' The hypotenuse is always
.than.a leg (Figure 6)A

OL is greater
than OM, and
Why? Look
In it OM
is a leg.
greater

Figure 6

Essentially this was almost ihe same as whht was said in the

textbook, rhaps merely stated moretchematically. The pupils
k ,

announce th14 they now understood the proof giien in the textbook

and then presented it correctly.
//

This kind of schematic analysis is especially valuable for

understanding the proofs of more complex theorems. Doing the-

experimenter's assignMentg a group of eighth-grade girls first

became acquainted with the pnoof of the Pythagorean Theorem in

the textbook (Section'257). The

pupils understood the separate

elements of the reasoning given ,

them, but the prpof as a whole

remaineclunclear for themthey

could not sumMarize it. In
-

this connection the experimenter

decided,to explain, the scheme

offthe proof to them in this

way: Figure 7

Experimenter: We must understand.how.the proof Is constructed.
I'll now summarize it very briefly for you,
without even using letter designations.
Look, this triangle [indicates triangle DBC

: in the textbook] (Seelgigure 7) is equal to
, half of this square [points but.ABDE].

76 /)'
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Pupil S %Why?

E: n't ask now, I'll get to that .... And this triangle

0
indicates ABH] itkequal to half of this rectangle
ndicates BI411].tut the triangles are equal; therefore

t is square [indicates ABDE]is equal to this rectangle

[indicates BLMR]. We reason the samelWay'with respect:
to the right square and rectangle. Now read the proof

of the theorem from the textbook.

Having,read it, the pupilssaid that they now understood thd
proof. \

Do I have to' explain wh9 the area of. triangle DCB is
equal to half the area of square AIME?

Pupil K: \:No, that ts clear: triangle DCR has a base that is ,

\common to square ABDE and an altitude CN that iS
equal to the altitude AB,of this square.

ft

\Thus the pupils completely comprehended.the prOof A the theorem

immediately after the experimenter had given them a brief scheme .

of it, not even using literal desighations of the figures apd angles.
2

The follaWing data ftom our experiments speak for the value of
4

this type of schematic eXposition of geometric theorems. We-asked

10 average pupils to analyze independently, the proof of the theorem
,&

about the property of an angle bisector in a triangle'lr:Séction 1400].

We asked 10 others to examine the theoreta about the relationships

between.arcs, chords, and the distances'of clds from-the center

fl:Section 169].' Of the 10 pupils, only 3 could prove the first

theoreM, and only 4 could prove the second. After a schematic

eXposition of the.proof of these orams by the experimenCer, the

pupil's correctly analyzed their oofs in the textbook. Now eight

pupils proved the first theorem and all proved the second.-

At first glance, ,the dat, seem to be in sharp contradition to

the earlier conclusion about ,the necessity of the detailed exposition

of geometric proofs withciut any'omissions of their i ermediate

elements. Really, however, there is,no contradiction detailed

proof of. geometric theorams which.suPposes the armation of connections_

2
A Vmilar method of "schematic" expositional the proof of

geometriC theofems was applied by us only as one of the experimental
,devices of investigation ''andlitet as a general methodical device

reconpended to the teacher. prom this_point of view, the device of

course needs a lole arraY of modificatiOns.

.77
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between aparate elements of,a proof Should be aepanied bx general-

ization of thelundaMelital "points of the groof, that is, by organization

of a -}§-Ys 'm of fundamental'connections. This is imme4iately

achieve in a schematic exposition of geometric proofs.

Sofnetimes such a schematic presentation of eometric proofs

should e the concluding point, but nrre often ft should be one

of the initial ones. In particular, this would be trug in the

experimenter's expination of the Pythagorean theorem-cited above.

In a schematic exposition of the proof of the Pythagorean'qleorem,
_

Pupil S raised a question at the experimenter's kirst statement:
,

4

"Why?" she asked. The experimenter answered, "Don't ask now, I'll

get to that." Thus he simply made the pupil rempor44ly forget'
4 .

about substantiating th,e individual propositions° in order to explain

the structure of the proof as a whole. This helped the pupil

understand Nhe essence of the proof of the theorem;

Such an example is often used by the pupils themselves if they

'do not immediately succeed in understanding the pro6f of some

theorem. The pupils, however, who do not think to use this device

and at the same,time who cannot go deeply enough into the material

so as to analyze it independently, finally become confused and falsely '

oonvince,ci of their inability to solve a given problem. In such Cases
,

.00

the teaaher should come to the pupils' assistance snd, in order to

rivance independent development of their thought, should advise
,i

them fo make a scheme of the proof, oinitting details.

Of course the nonunderstanding pupil may be foreedto'continue
.,

reading the material carefully, recalling what he should knqw,
3

examin,ing det ils, etc. Such demands may be useful sometimes,

training the p
%

ils''ability toilverdome difficulties indePindently.
N)

Nevertheless, this route of idtentional difficulties does not solve
f

the question of rational devices for explaining incomprehensible °-

material. The ,xplanatibn, once it is given, shouldfalways be under-s'

stanZable to the pupils; otherwise it is useless.' More than.enough

difficulties in mastering the study material always arse and there

is,no need to create them artificially where.they can be e t.irely

eliminated.

-MO
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Summarizing what has been'said, it pay, be noted that among,the,

factori promotihg comprehension of th4 study material, that is,

Fromoting establishment of, the cpnnection among its individual

elements and isolation of the main gro p of the.m, these two sho

be distinguished above all:

1) andetailed presentation of the Matdiial with elimin ion
14.

of any ligcondary difficulties,
k

2) a brief -schematic presentation ef the material, permiing
N4

one to view the, proof of the theorem at a wholek, to understand the

main idea in it, and to imagine'its structure sphematically. 4.

It must be r'emembered here that the 'brevily and amqunt of

detail of the presentation can never entirely be a'matter of the
dr'

purely quantitativeside of the verbal i4ormu1ation of the

explanations given. The brevity werefer to here-consists not .`

only in the-use Of a small number of words, but- is inAuded in a

speCial colistruction of the explanation of material which-
411..

reveals its scheme and transmits the essence of the matter inew-

woeds. Detail in the explanation does,not signify iis verbosity,

but signifies a construction of the proof, such that secondary

difficulties hindering nrception of the main idea are

eliminated.

Levels of Pupils' Comprehension of Geometric Proofs

4 In observing the indicated conditiOns for understantting--a

detailed exposition of the study material and its subsequent

schematic generalization--the pupils as a tule quickly grasp the

propfs of theorems presented to ttlem and correctly use them in

further study of geometry. Here, hOWever, such a- level (degree

oi depth)-of understanding is"not alwys immediately achieved,

-and not by all pupils. One may often encounter more elementary,

levels of understandin. What ate these levels, and what

are their pychological characteristics?

To answer these questions, we return to an analysis of v

concrete materials.

A
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Pupil V (a laxth-grade girl), proving the ,theorem of angles w'ith

correspondingly parallel sides, made a.correct construction (see

Figure 2, abcive), then Made a mistake. Instead of saying, "We

obtained angle 3 equal to angle 1 and angle 2 ('as corresponding. angles.

formed by the transversal of parallel lines); therefore angle 1

'is equal to angle 2," sfie said, "Angle 2 is equal to angle 3 and

angle 2 is equal to angle 1, therefore angle 1 is equal to angle 2."

Fm whal follIpwgd it was ascertained that this error was not a

simple slip of the tongue, but the result of the pupil's notRnowing

what to equate; not understanding the logic of the,proof, she could

not sumnarize it properly. *

However, individual links in the chain of reasoning were clear

to her.

Experimenter: Ay is angle 2 equal fo angle 3?

Pupil V: As corresponding angles formed by parallel
lines and a.secant.

E: What can'be said abdut angles 3 and 1?

'P: They are equal.

E: Why?

P: Also as corresponding angles.

E: What do we have/then?

P: Ang42.is equal to angle and angle 3 is equal to angle' 1.
That means angle 2 is equal to angle 1. 0

Thus we see th,ât, the pupil's comprehension of the.prociif of

the theorem existed, but it was still not profound enough for

a correct Vresentation of it.

Further, the experimenter asked the pupil to prove'that same

theorem, herself, not for acute angles had been;done first, but

for obtuse angles, with their sides directed to the left tristead

of to the right. 'Melt the same method(94f proof should have been
4

used. *The pupil, however, extended the side dikone obtuse angle

until it intersected the side of the other angle, obtained an

acute angle similar to the one in, the preceding theorem, thought a

moment', was about to construct a second acute angle, analogous to
*

the one in the preceding drawing, but then, understanding the



uselessness of sucha, construction, announced that she did not'

know how'to prove it. ,It is Obvious that.here we haVe an incorrect

transfer of the scheme Of the drawing of the first proof to the

second, without taking account of the conditions of the new problem.

The pupil finally succeeded in 'proving this theorem only after tha'

e4ierimenter had e ased the unnecessary extensions of the lines

apd directed attention to the similarity of the proof of this
t
theorem with both acute and obtuse angles.

K, a sixth-grpde girl, was asked

.to read Section38'ip the textbook. Here

the theorems that 1) in,an isosceles triangle

the bisector bf the-vertex is both the_median

and the altitude, and'2) in an isosceles

triangle the base angles are equal,'were

proved (Figurte 8). -As is known, both

theorems are proved by folding the

A

E'gigure 8
drawing.along the bisector BD.

t.

Having read the proof\bVen.in Kiselev's tekt twice, the Pupil,

when asked if phe understood it all, answered,that..she:understood

the proof, bilt it was not e.lear .9...;-Iregult of the
. ,

-
equality'of angleS-1 and2 (-dtAhe vegiei ), aide AB-falls onto.tide

BC (a lateral_ side)-; -

Tile' pupil fui,i.herreCiUired an additional explanation of why,

as a xesult.of the equality of angles 3 and 4, 413D is the perpendicular,

that is, the altitak. 'After-the experimenter's explanations the

pupil announced that she u;Ederstood everything in the theorem.-

But she still, Could not summarize its'proof. The explanation had
.

to be repeated before she could do this.

Another girl, Pupil P, also said tliateshe undOstood.all,,but

became confused ip transmitting the,proof. .Sh'e said only that 'AB

falls along SC"and point A coincides'with point C. eAnd immediaeely,

without proo,t4,..she.concluded that angle 5 was equal ,to angle 6 and

BD was the altttude and the median. However, t6 the question why

AB falls along BC,Ishe answered'correctly: "As a result of the

equal ty of angles 1 and 2 (at the'vertex)."' 54 also" answered

Vorretly the question why BD,is the altitude ("As a-resulteof the-
,

equality of angles 3 and. 4:"). It can be seen from this thiit the

4
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pupil, unable to transmit i connected proof of the the6tem,

correctly transmitted.it by/individual parts in tiie form of answers
-/

to questions.

Pupil Sh4 reading theproof of this theorem, could not tranFmit

it. When the experimenter asked her WhTAB falls along BC, why

point A coincides with C, etc., she,coold not answer. Then the

experimenter read her the proof by parts. Thutk thelproof was

,broken into a series of individual links.: 1) Let ug fold the

: drawing._ 2) Becausie angles i a:nd 2 are eqtal, AB will fall along'

BC. 3) Because 113 and,BC aee equal, point A, will fall on point .

4) AD.:1Alls along BC and matcITS it. Angle 4 matches

ang 3. g) Angle 5 matche.angle'.

After.the proof-was decomposed like this, the pui. announced

that she undei4toO'd it, although she could nOt sumharige it in4ppendently.
.

What 'she experienced su jectively.as."un'deratobas really

(objectively) 7,lated rt to the alole preOf4 but Only tokindiNidiaii

parts ofeit, and as a resu4 thp pupil was unable to present the

entir.e.proof,sequentially as E! it.-

ComprehenSiod of indiVidu ,patrts of the

impOssible to presient it as a whole fs one of

ofCoMprehending the study 41;aterial. in this
A

elements of the proof i?e percefve& correctly hut fain withoUt '
t . .

-the bligatory interconneciion, and As aa result the colprehension

proof when it 'is

the initiAl stages

case the.individuAl

has a scpappy, frgmentary character. This is the stdge.of _formation,
k

of'inaividual,associations (ar individual groups of associations),
,

,

but it'lacks their sequentlal crombination to fort one
.
common.:

,

chain and, moreover, a;generaliration of their system.
. ,

But many pupils with whot we conducted the work indicated

114

f

I.

another level of. understanding.
, 4 t '

Papil S, having read the proof of_ the-theGirem of angles with' .
- --,..s.

.

parallel sides (Section 79) three timesand correctly-reproducing - .

4 .

...#

it under guidance of the experimenter, announced "I understand it

all. Ate-theorem ifreasy." The'pnpil; however, was.hard-preased

whet; the exiierimenter askea ner to,prove-this theorem for

-obtuse angles facing in the Other direction.*rHer, attention had
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.

to be dira_ ted to e fact that mehare the.sa principle of proof,

it

th
l .

.-as in the irat case was to be followed, after which the pupil

correetly proved this variant of the theorem. ..

..e. t

Independent proof of the same theoremiabout anglesfacing
.

-

in opposite .ddreciions from the vertex (Figure 9) was..toally
A'

.. imp.ossible.4or Pupil S. She began by-extending.AB to its inter- .

i.
.

.section with DE and then began to prove the equality of the.newly

formed angle with th4iven one, but could go no further. .She
.

.

could not undrstand tha't the principle of roof here was the

same in. e first two cases with the onl differenar being that

here it 'was necessary to construct a suppleinentary Vertical-angle '

(Angle 3).

It was clear from further co4ersation that the pupil

'?though she repeated all party of the proof in proper seq
4

e,

/still had difficulty ascertaining its'main,idea: to tompare two
.

anglps wIth a third and, if it turns out that fhe

angles were each eqeal to the third, then therefore they are equal .

to each other:
E

C4'Figure 9 F gurg.10

i'upil T reed the theorem of th6 sum of'the ngles of a triengle
. .

. and its proof (Section 81) twice. To the exper mente;'S Zuestion .-

*Is the theorer0Elear?" she answered yes, co ctly giving the

proof'of'the.thporem. All seemed i'ogo wellmleomplete coMpreh,ntion.

,However, the experimenter's next question, "Why is angle,A +,angle '

la + angle C equal to 2d?" -(Figure 10) confused,the pupil; she vas
/

01.e4. Finally it was learned th i the pupi,l did.not under4tand

, that instead of angle A one coul take angle ECD, and instead of
A

angle B, angle BCE, since4they-were equal"tto each _other. And here

it'appeared that the put41, having correctly stated the proa),

according to the textbook, still did not isolate the basic principle,

the main idea of the proof.
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Yrom th {allows rapid forgetting Of the.prOof and inability.

of transfer or generalization, the impossibility of constructgle

an analogous proof using the same idea on different mateiial. N
Pupil Khl who correctly repeated the proof of the theorem apout,

-.,-. .
.

. .
4., .

an isosceles triangle, was,asked to ra2041h54X0444asiiatee.'-' ,
k,

.

... tShe could not 4he inditated.only that the drawing had to
,

.
.-.4.0* .

.1,

-

be' fdlied.;. She -coul,d not answer thp'experimenter's question, "But why.

does AB go along BC and angle,A cdincide with angle C?"

In alz1 these examples We are dealing,wiel a special level of

understanding by which tile pqapils.corrictly state the proof of

theorems butmithout'iSolating its main idea, or basic principle.

Because of such understanding the'pupils can correctly expla*n,

for example, why, one-angle is equal or not equal to ahother, but

they cannot reveal the logic of thea proofor answer the question

of why the 'proof is-conduated in just this way and not some other

way.. Without,isolating ehe scheme of a geometric proof, that is,

the system ofbasic connections, the pupils naturallytcannot use
t,

it (tranfer it) when proving analogous theorems.

# Unlike the levell of "fragmentdry" understanding described

above, by which the papils grasped only individual elements of a

proof wi4hout sequentially linking them with each other, this level

of understanding may he called "logically ungeneralized."

-Its basic characteristic is the immediately se'quential-perception°

of the material given the pupils, without, however, isolation of

the logical scheme. Yore precisely, it is without a generalization

of.the system of its main links.
4

)1k

In other words, at a given level of understanding we are 4ealing

not withseparate, uncoordinated associations and not with separate

groups A.-them, but with a sequential "chain" or an eleMentary system
/ .

a

- of associat.ions for which there has beenino formation of their genral-'

izedisystems.

In the study of geometry Such logically ungeneralized under-
.4

standingris quite widespread'among the pupils,'and they may sometimes

be encountgred even in the best pupils if an assignment surpasses

their pUwer. Thus, for instance, at the end of the.school year the
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expe. rimenter asked a pupil, an exceptional seventh-grade girl, to

analyze independently one of the first theorems from the eighth-grade '

course (on the incommensurability of the diagonal with the side

of a squarie, Section 149), a proof based on data known to seventh-

grade)eraduates. Oaving read th'e proof fi 0194teAhook three

times, the pupil correctly analyzed if, accurately stating the

whole course of reasoning. She dia na,p, however,.immediately grasp

the main'idea of the proof. Supplementary leading questipns and

hints were needed for her to explain it. ,

It is ap entirely different matter.regarding the deeper undee:-

standing of the study material when the pupils not only grasp all

elements.of the proof in their sequential interconnection, but

'isolate the. m'ain prinapIe of. the prodi, its logical scheme.

Fro identically successful' groups of pupAs were asked to read

difflOrene variants of the prpof Of the, theorem that the exterior \
4

angle'of a triangle is greater than each interior angle

nonadjacent to ,the exterlor one (as always this was done before

the'theorem had bn explained in class). t

, .

The first group was to read the proof given in Kiselev's
. .

text. 'mere it begins thus; '
,

4

Let us prove that exterior angle BCD of triangl.e .

,41:C (see Figure 11) is gieater than each of the-interior
angles A and B which 'are nonadjacent to it. 'Through the

midpoint of E of side BC we produce median AE and.On its
extension mark off, segment EF AE. ftint7F, obviously)

will lie within angle BP. We join F with C by a'

'straight line . . El; Section-44].
, 4

Figure 11
a

Thus, in.the presentation a series Of operations is givgn some

S.

S.

111

constructions are!made, and the pupil is completely left in t

ciallt as to whx, for what purposd, all thip is done.' Followi

'these un'clear-gperations is the proof of the theorem.'

No
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The'pupils retad the proof of this theorem in the textbook

three times and still ygre unable to analYe it indePendentli.

Of fiye pupils,- only one could correc y reprodUee this proof, but

even,she could not answer the : .3 er nter's questions "Wla did

you draw the Median? '(:)r what purpose was triangle EFC_con4ructectr

,The experimenter.gave the other group of pupils of the same

grade the following variant of the exposition'of the-proof of,this

theorem:

We must prove that the exterior angle BCD of triangle
ABC is greater than interior angles A and B. Me can Prove
that angle BCD is greater than angle B if we can construct
angle C which would be equal to angle B mid simultaneously
be only a partof angle BCD.- For this-we construct an
auxiliary triangle EFC.whose angle C equals angle B. How
dan we do thim? Through midpoint E of side BC we draw
median AE'and mark off EF AE on itd extenbion. We
join F with C by,a straight line . . .

the rest of the- proof Kos presented amItil Kiselev%s book.

After reading the proof twice, the pupils correctly reproduced

. it. lthen,the experimenter made the problem more complex asking

tihe pupils to prove that angle BCD is greOter than angle A. At

this-presented difficulties for them. But scercely had

the experimenter extended sideBC onthe dralng when the pupils
a'

shnoUnced that they underatooa, and proved the.required propositiqn

correctly. Here,it is quite clear that the pupilp understood not

only the'sequential-csonnection between individual elements of the'.

proof but*also its logical structure; the very
*
idea Or prisiciple

of the proof. This.helped them use the scheme oraoning in
4

another, alterL situation.

./t is charattéristic that when the experimenter asked

Mr. G of one of the'adult sohools, to analyze the-same theorem

independentdy, only afLer lengthy work could he decompope the
N

'logical scheme of the proof.from the textbook. In answer to the'

experimenter's question of how he analyzed it, he said:

I -concentrated on the fact th.at'an angle equal to
.angle B had to be constructed at C. For this we construct
triangle ECF, congruent to triangle ABE, and we prove
'that fhey'are congruent and,therefore that angle B is
equal to angle ECF, Ingle C is a part of angle BCD.
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Then he independently proved that angre4BCD is greater than

angle A.

The pupil's arguments prove that he penetrated the qesence

of the theorem, discovered the scheme of

how it-wasocot6tructed. For the aim and

to be clear to hiM, he had to do a great

the text.

Pupil 14:was askedoto read this theorem in Kiselevts textbook:

the proo!, 'and understood

value of each operation

dea .of Work in deciphering

In a .convex inscrihpd quadrangle the Rum of the

opposite angles fs'equalto two right angles [1: Section 119].

She also read the uncomplicated proof of this theorem. 'Tie

pupil, hawher, spent aaong time analyzing this problem, not 4t

all independently. Judging from the.questiiins She asked, her

thought was extremely Passive.

Pupil.I found herself in a different sqpation when'she was

given the, same theorem, at first in the form ofe problem: "Can
4

.a circle be circumscribed about any quadrangle?" The pupil tried

this, usinda compasa a4.d Fulel;,..to draw-, and announced: te."

Ei But are there any, quadrangles that can be circumsFribed

by a circle?
Tqr

I: Yes, probably.

Then the pupil drew z circle, inscribed a quadrangle in

it. During this process she,turned her.attention to the.fact that

the angles were ingcribed they?are measured by the,

arcs which they cut of/f. Then she considered that opposite

aides of an inscribed civadrangle cut off arcs whOse sum,cis. 360
o

,

and.that therefore they measure. 3600 .2 180, .
*4

When the pupil was then asked to riead the proof of tilts ,

theorem from the textbook, slle immediately analyzed it withot

MP

edi

difficulty'. '.

Thus, inboth,pui41s there was an understanding ofthe proofs\ .

v
of the theorem, but their levels of understanding were quite

\differoint. This is Shownty the fact that when both pupils were

IrNlater asked to'prove.the co (ii e proposition ("If in a convex..

quadrangle 1-le sum of the opposite angles 16 equal to 2d, then
f ,N t

1 -
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a Circle may bexircumseribed about it")j the first pup il could

not, whereas the second proved it correctly.

Pupil V, having twice read the theorem about angles with,

parallel.sides, 'proved it and independently dkluced a proof for

obtuse angles and for angles with sides facing in opposite directions.

Here compl:etion,of the different variants of the' proof, the ability

to use its device"in,different conditions, speaks for the pupil's

profound understanding of the main Idea of the prqof.

In these last cases weare dealing with a new, higher level

of the pupils' understanding of geometricproofs essentially

different from the first two levelsHof understanding-fragmentary

and logically ungeneralizeddescribed. above. If at the

first level of understanding the pupils grasped tile separate elements

of the proof WithoUt 'their sequential interconnection and.attained.%

.at the second level the seqbential connection of the separate ,

qements without decomposing the logical prinCiple of the construction

of-the given proof, then at the new, third level of understanding',
,

tfie Pupils.haV'd completely mastered the fundamental idea of thlf

proof, they have,understOod,the meaning of all the perforiedtoperat'iona,

.sand theyhave penetrated the essence of the material to such an'

...extent that it is ndw possible for them to us the logic of a

given argument for the proof of other similar theorems. On this

basis the given level of Understanding may be called. call

generalq!d understanding, which reveals the idea of the proof and

allows the -u'S of this idea for the proof of.othef. theoren*.
N-,

From the:physiological point of view.this highest level of

comprehension of the Itudy,material is characteriked by the appearance

not only of sequential "chains bf associations," but also/by the'

formation of,a ge eralized and simultaneously sufficiently varied

system ofthem w ich may'be reorganized, depending on'Ithe concrete -0

material. In other words, t is a matter of the Iormation of

dynamic stereotypes of a-higher level that allow the quick iqolatibn

iof the basic elements of a pfoof and their uae in plying e

vlirious geometry problems..

0
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The indicated levels,of yie\pupils'

proofs is substantiated,,pin the l'iord% of

of cognitions' and adquiked connections."

pupils have acquired and the more\this.knowledge has become

7'
syStematized and generalized, the More profound is their understanding-

.

of g4meric material. The achievement of this kind of logically

generalized understanding of geometric proofs is one of the'most

important problems in teaching'geometry in thf .school.

comprehension of geouietric,1

tavlov, by "qtil.izqtion :

The more,knowledge the

fp.

sh.

It
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ELEMSNTS OF THE HISTORICAL APPkOACH.IN TgAOHING MAT ICS*

I.. N. Shevchenko

Introduction . 1

A fruitful consideration of any qUestion is possible only if the
,

Auestion is stateci'distinctly, ip limits airicitly defined, eliminating

rst of
_ q

e shall
a 4

generally,

of its significanCe for mathematics'-itself, of ita usefulness for,the

, saientific worker wholis investigating-a proklem, or tbe like. Ctly .

the teaching'ofcertain materi41 from the history of mathematics in'

the general-education seconaary school will be discussed herd. This
. 1

-
can bethought of-dther as a neW subject included in the secondary- .

, .

school ctirriculum--which is undoubtedly imppssible, since the curriculuM

is already overburdened without it--or as separate material ifterapersed

r%
a

within the secondary-school mathemattes course.

In the last few-decades-many authors of works on the questions
.

.,

involvedin teaching mathematics h4ve'beem,saying that the study of
. . -

.

mathematics in the schools should be accompaniedd6y the co'mmunication

of material-on the history ofthis science. Tfiose who dfscuss this

include educatous _tin thtir methods manuals), mathematicians (in books -,

t

on tha history of mathematics), and sometime4authcFs of school-te2cts.

Opindons differ as to how this material should bt commun. cated. A

course in the history of mathematics mfght be taught parallel.with-the

mathematics course; brief, episodic.disc
t1

sions might be condUcted on .

;10r
individual curricular topics; lectures or eports on historical topics

.
might be,arranged,within the cycle of Out-of-class work,or finally,

an attempt might be de to design the entire teaching program aroun
1

a hisioricalap roach.

A4gtilhou much has been said and 14itten about this, still not
...

enough attention is'being given to the questiOn\of thehistorical

-*Published-in Proceedings [Izvestiya] of the Academy of

Pedagogical S iences of the RSFSR, 1958,Vol. 92, ppi, 19922.9.

Translated b Joan W. Teller.
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approach in mathematics.teaching in our schools. In most schools somk

brie1 maierial on the history of mathematics is impartea only incidentally

or haphazardly. In the main, historical questions are posed at sessions
. 6

-of the matheigaties clubs and often with no relationshig to thesclassioom
4

400 sessions.. Therefore we conclude that questions on the history.Of

A.

le-

mathematics have not'yet found a proper reflection in the .school'S teaching.

The reasons for this phenomenon consist in the following; I First,

the purposd of teaching the history of mathematics is unclear. , This is

a paramount reason. It is impossibfe to think that the history of

' mathematics can be taught in school (in whatever form) and not to know

why it is being'done. It is impossible to believe that goals for

teaching the history of mathematics are clear all, that-it goes without

sayi-ng Depending on why-we are doRhg this a e the questions

of whatdwe,shall impart from history and how it will be done, hoW much

will be included, and when. We bblieve that ifthe mathematics teaCher

was,convinced that elements of the hiStory of mdthematicS are of some use:

he would fiald binth.te.,: time and the opportunity to do this.

The seCOn%reason the history of mathematics is ncit reflected in the
...

school program s that teachers do not know-what forms-this work should
4

take. Thd third rea,son is that the history of.mathematics is not 15'-the

&\urriculume it-is,samething optional and Ois work is not Controllted.

The fourth reason is that the teacher does not know enough history of

'Llattimatics, he has not studied,it,,and heshas no,taste*or this sort
0

of-question. 'Finally, the fifth reason'is that there are few books on

"the history of mathematics.
,

. Should questions in the history of.mathematics be presented in
.

, .

school or not? The basic recommendat4gons'on this should be found in ehe

, cRurses In pedagogy. Let)us turn to them. In A number of books on

pedagogy, nothing at, all'is-said on this topic, but in the course in

pedagogy edited by .Grtizdev [36 ] these ideas are presented:
,

c.

The next requirement for curricula'isbthe,introductioh
. of the historical approacho A genuine scholaAy knowledge of

,

a subject is possihke,only with the appTlication (If a historical
approach to the study 'of it.

tr.
. Not only does a historIcal approaCh to the' study of

phenomena deepen the understanding f them, not only 9oes it
for'ma dialectical-materialist wor d-view. bu,t it heightens.
interest'in_scifence, it fostersrrespect -ol.- the great men of

science, it helps one to percelVe thAlkieaCtionary rdle of
religion'in its struggle aginst t vanguard of sciinct and

92
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, 4

scientist, it h s pme,to understand.the grandeur,of the

opportunities tha afeypenjog up for thot applicatirtof

,
science in the djofjeocatibm. The historical-Approach .

'pTAys an en9rmo 'tblemptimarily with respect to#ehe soeio-

political disci ineS.Ve-jariiliarity witA social plOnomene,

' in their histor 1 deVeloi!*nta etudy of the regularity '
.

in the develóp tied speldt4relations pro4ides an ,accurate

concept; with sciefitine7Maixist fouredation, of the future
-.4

coupe' of soci laeveloplentand tidinforCes theoretically
our movement rw ps14 toWurdscor6enism.*

, .

'Then Ihe,aut cieVotes4a ,eNc,of lines to questions Of,the
,

.
. .

...' ,
-, _ ,

historical approa h in'teaching.:language, physics, chetistry, biolOgy.
N

And finally, aft r all this, he sans': "In thealge'bra ourse for

grade 10, befor introduciqg comple* numbers, it 43 deUirable to.draw .

ihepupils' at ntion\to,dle idea of the evolution of the concept of

number and to part brief historical material on this question:"*

Here.the fact that pedagogy regirds the question that interests

us as curric ar attracts attefition. But, .unfortunately,'it is not

-sta,ted in t e mathematies:curricula Which questiont in the history of

mathemat-ic .should be stu'died, where these questions should be placed,

to Nhat ent they should bfexamined, or approximately how much time
,

the teach r should Aet aside fOT this. Recomm6ndations on the historical
,

approach in mathematicS jeaching can be'found only in the course

instruc ionptfor the'sacondary-schoolicurriLula. Here 4re these

recomm

,

ations:

Onetou draw the pwils' attention' to the kreat cultural

nd histor cal value of mathematics, tb its role in the,study of

ther subjects (physics, chemistry, geography, astronomy,

drafting, ebic.), its applications'in'technology'and in the

pitcticar work of building socialism. It is important that

atteritiVin bE2Igiven tosimparting material on the history of

mathematics lnd on the life And activity of prominent

mathematicians (Euclid, ArChimedes, Descertet, Euler, Gauss,

Lobachevstii, and others) [67;9].
-

T s,'the course instructions do not instruct the teacher to a sufficient

egree in piesenting historical mdterial to pupils.

NeverthelEss, we should take into consideration the recommends ibn,

of pedagogy, where it is stated directly that the historical app aach is

a curricular requirement. Therefo,Ts", if there'are no quest ns of

*
Page npt given in the eiriginalt .(Ed.).
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. : .

A '---_-___ .

hiStory in the 05fic1al curricnbri m,. then aPParently,-they, can be
.

inoluded,by the teachee: in_his weer'kini curriculum.
,.

- 'The p e:quotation'from a,xourse 41,pedagOgy does not discuss
4 ;

4
'4Vconcretay!Ohaugh-the way in, hich questions,of histor4, axe presented-

,
, . . , ., --,

.

41n. mathematicg lessona. .The:quotatioti states'that'the historical*
- - ,

apprOach to fhe sftidrof ..asubjeof kirovides a genuine scholar;.y knówl-
.

, edge of this ,subject... Perhaps this is true, but it is difficult to
. .,

,
.

.
eVcute ihis_sort pf réeommendat idn ;trietc -respect to

:

mathematics. To .
. . .. ..

AMplement Systemadcaily a historical,approAch in the ViVcess. of the
.

. St.Cidly cit matlienla.tics:.!it%A.s:neeeiSary t.,6. have.a.reliable te,itbook ot
..

,-
this nature.! AtA3resent there.is no 'such texbob1C. %

-.L.
, ,

..
. -, . i

. ... . .... st- . ,.:

..

,
, ..

*

4.

V

1. -Questions of'the .Piatbrical'Approiich in Methodolbgidelp Liter'ature-
.

I Now it interesting to,obsetve.how the authors of soMe of,the OFOrlts

.in mathematics'methotlogy treat'the historical .appioaCh%

In Methods of Teaching Mqhematids by ProfeSsor V,M. Bradis, we,

vo

Experience in teaching tells us with.tomplete definiteness
that the quality of" mastery.Of mathematical material/m4es

P

essential gains if each new concept, each new proposit is

' to introduced so that a relationship of it with things at are
already familiar torpthe pupi4s is apparent and sO. at the
expediency of Studying it is clear. Whaf is the most
convincing for pils is the justification of each new concept

illi
4

ard proposition trrough considerations concerning a praCtical
activity that comes as close as possible to it . . . The
genetic character of presentation.yields especi4ly gooNd
regats in ,the lower grades, bUt'its use should:be:recommended
in work in the upper grades of school, in ever ufay:'11Pssible . .

The genetic charactereof presentatiion is contrasted with the
axiomatic, in which science is presented in its more complete
form. It is easiest to insure the genetic-Character.of.
presentation on the basis of the history of a given branch

,
of science, apd the historical elements in matters
of teaching is of e ormous va ue. It is said, nbt without
reason, tat a full erstanding of any theoretical question
is attain .only when iis history becomes clear. How the
lesson wil benefit if even brief directions on various circumstances
related to the history of the euestion under acrutiny are given 1.

during the'lesson--directions that can be developed in more
detail during sessions of the mathematics clubs. The

t4 literature on the history of mathematics is great [17:44-45].
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In Methods of Teaching rathêmatics in theV.en-year'School,

edited by,S'. Lyapin it is stated:
,. - '

, . : :i.

, Although tl-le majority of the a4lidvemerits.`byRussian (

mathematia14n6 are inaccesgible to the understanding OfA)upils
in gtades 5-7, the pupilA should st,11 be acquainte&with the
biographies of Rusgian scientiSts, With ad.indication of-the
value of their diacoverits for* world-sciencel IritheSupper ...../

grades the Rupils'should be actittainted with the WcirkS of
Rtpsian.mathematicians that are aeCessibleto'ehem. ,.° .

One,can dWell'on the following Russian'scientlkts: ihler

. (1707-1783), N."1.. Lobadievskii. #1793-1856), B. ya,! Bunyakovskii

(1804-18"89), M. V. ostrogradskli (18p1-1861),/p, L. Ohebyshe/
-(182124,894),,A. .0.:Markov (1856-1922),'S.'V.-1,c4va1evskaya

(1850-1891): Ai N. Kfyldv (1863-1945).. [3:6.1].-0

The book also recommends acquaint:i;li puils with the L.ographi'es'."

of conte4orary Russian Aathematdciana: Viaogradov S. L. Sobolev,:a

r, I, Smirnov, A. N. Kolmogorov, P. S.. Aleksandtov, and others. The

'.author points outliterature that gives.much intbr,vting information on

the activity of the scientists listed above.

Ln Methods.of Algebra by Proftssor L f..Chisvakov'if ip

Since, foi the pupils., Instruction in:4 subject iar
as it were, an abbreviated relivilig df the history of. the.develop.-

ment of the respective science, which occurs under 4b specialisCs

j4uidance, then it is essential that the feader,use:Aledesions
Chat the history of the subjecCs evolution provides,
eliminating what retarded thattvol tion, and suggesting vettiods

that assist its understanding hn ogress. There folloN tht

necessity for a good,,familiarit .histpry 0f .

mathematics, and, in particular, ntary aigebraVf22:,6],

In N. M. Beskin's Methods of Qeometry therk is no special section /

on the use of the historical approach in teaching mathematica, but-the

entire.first chapter sets forth "the evolution of views on the fou4daions

of geometry." .Here the possibility of tracing three periods in the

evolution of these views is disCdssed: the pre-Greek (empirical), the

Greek (intuitive-logical), and ehe contemporary? where geometry iA

presented as'a logfcal system. In the las't (fourt section,of this

chapter, the author draws pedagogical conclusions con Sting in the

fact that:

These three periods eorresponb to those three stages through

which every pupil passes if he gets far enou4,in the study of

-geometry. The first--the pre-Greek period--correspo4ds to geometry

instruction in the lower gradeS (. .elements of geometry in the lower

grades. . .enter into the arithmetic course). . . The systematic course

in geometry, beginning in grade 6, corresporicto the secondthe
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Greekstage. The third--the contempdtaryseage is hot
refleCted,in the secondary school. 7iia is the step which is
ascended only by tholk pupils who _choose mathematics as theii
specialty. .The approftiate questioqs in the 'fOundationf
of geometry piesent good materiAl.for,the,wo'rk of the
mathematics.circle in the higher grades [12].014

Thus, although the authof doea not diseuss directly the historic,a1

P
appiroa in the teaching of geometry,. he indicates that in'the

proce s of instruction the historical stagelOare repeatpd and that the

e4ucaor can draw some lesSons frok, the hiatory of science. .

in.the journal,'Ma ematics.in the kSChOOI there is ah,article ,

0by-A. M. Frenkel' Urz mai)* "Eletents of the .fiistorial Approach in

Mathemitics Teaching." In trs articlée ead: .

It is scarcely necessary, to-prove again the.immense .

educational vafue pf elements.pf the historical approach in
teaching any'SubfPct ih secondary school, For the Soviet'

- teacher this posItion has become an indisputable truth.
Maetematics is a science in whose.creation and dPvelopment one of
the most honorable places belongs to the Russianescientist; a
solence ,i.n which an enormous contribution was made by Soviet

,

mathepaficians presents broad opportuatties in this respect.
.And It is entirely proper that the introductioh of the ,

historical eleMent in the school mathematics coufse is envisaged
by the course instruc ons for the working curriculum. The
execution of this reqh4remnt is obligatory for the Soviet0

teacher.
.

The following forms of introduction of the historical
approach in mathematics teaching can be indicated:

1. A historical digression at the lesson, discussions
from 2-3 to 8-10 minupes.

2. The commuhication of historical material organIcally
connected with individual questions of theory or
with problemse

3. Special lessons in the history of mathematics.
4. Mathematics.iircles (a special history-of-mathematics f

' circle can be organized).
5. Historico-mathematical evenings.
6. The use of a wall newspaper-or the organization `

of a special mathematics newspaper.
7. Reading in out-of-school hours.
8. Compositions and essays done at home by the students.
9. The making of albums and almanacs.

10. Work on collecting "folk mathematics."
11. Communicati& by the teacher, or by a pupil who is

given advance preparation, at a class meeting.
12. Discussions, lectures, and talks by the teacher

or by invited.scientific workers.
13. The viewing of specia145cientific-historical films,

slides, etc.
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The fiirst andlasic form Ajntroducing the'historidal I,

pproach toithe feachink of mathetatics is the episodic com1Iunica7

tion of historical infermation. The.teadhing of mathematics

hs of every otlier discipline,sbould be'accompanied by historical
digrbssions, comparisons, and historical problems. This infoTma-
tion, ae a rule, should take up little time and shbuld not lead
the pupils far afield from the immediate interests of the topic

, under study.. Sometimes it is us'eful to give these hiistorical
_digressions in beginning the covettige of subject matter,
sometimes to raaate to a definite question of a,topic. lesson;
or:pven problem, and sometimes to the conclusion of a lesSon.

Thrs lnfickmation canlaometimes be,limitedtto a few werds, and
sometimes thlmhistory of a questids. or bidgraphieal information

on,a mathemagfcian caA be elucidatiEd in greater detail )[27].

In the journal Mathematics and Physics in Secondary School,'
----r-r

there an artl,ele by F. Tsigler, "Eletents of the History of Mathematics

in Secondary School.'
t In it the following ideas are expressedl

The history of mathematics.has an enormous significance
in teaehing mathematics in secondary school prtmarily because of
'its education41 value. The history of mathematics clarifies
the mathematician's-role'and place in hnman pradtical activity, ,

as a-result Of which our pupils are trained to approach'properly
the objects of our mathematical knowledge., But the historyeof
mathematics has an even greater instructional significance.
Historical material awakens a love for and an interest in
the subjectx, a striving for scientific creativity,, a critical
attitude'toward facts, a4d thoughtfulness. Finally; the history r .-407

.of a question is'a key to the understanding of its logical

essence. What sometimes seems to no purpose, a superfluous IL
detail, acquires logical sense as.soon -as its historical deve1op

ment has Veen made clear. Mathematical Concepts that seem
fixed and paralyzed in the present, come to life in the past
and, in their historical dynapics, become closer to th pupils.

But the question arises of how to construct a course in the

history of mathematics. As an independent subject? As periodic

reports on historicul information? So that historical features
penetrate the systematic presentation orithe course, forming
a single unit with it, as it were? I think that the last two
of these three possibilities can take place in teaching
mathematics in secondary school [7iJ.

The transactions of the scientific-pedagogical conference of

teachers of Leningrad, entitled The Ideological Education oi Pupils in

the Process of Instruction, carry a quite valuable work by Professor

I. Ira. Depman, "The Historical Element in Teaching Mathematics in

Secondary Schoof [24]:' It is true that this work is intended for the

teacher and is mainly 'devoted to clarifYing how much history of

mathematics is esSential for a teacher., Nevertheless, so many

interesting and useful ideas are set forth in Dephian's work that it

is utterly impOssible to pass it by.
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The author says7that the prerevolutiOnafy mathematics teacher
,

,

/had to-prove the significanee for him of t,14 hisfory of mathematicki,

. ,
/ which the lateTrofessar V. Va Bobytin.did id his time, at the All-
/

. . . .
/

Russian conventiona. The Soviet mathematics teaNer does not have

0

e
.

tq prove the necessity for knowlpdge of the'history of mathematics:

We 'shall make twd remarks apropos of this.

. First, lohynin, in his talk at the First 41,7-Russian Convention of '

Mathematics Teachers, iir:7,ve1 not that the bistory of mathematics 1.6
4

4ne1for the teacher, but thatit should be'taught in the secondary e

.educational establishments. 4
. .

. 1
Second;'Depmanisays tilat the Soviet tedehpr does.not need proof

, , .

of the necessity of atudying the history of-mathemaiics, Alas! The
.,

-.

7 4 _

teacher, the pedagogical iastlIputions of higher learning, and the state
< A

'institutions, pn whom the,supprvision of phe 15edagogical institutions

of higher learning depends, have a,hundredfold need for such proc5f.
;-

If everyone understands the necessity,o,f knowing tbe.history of

4

'40 mathematics then what can explain the factthat the history of mathematics

is in the background everywhere?
, -

Professor A. I.. Marushevichi* in a talk at the session of the

Academy of Pedatogical Sciences of the RSFSR in June, 1949,1stated

the following:

From the course in physics or chemistry, the pupil will
find out about the most outstanding scientists of our and ofj
other lank, and about firecisely what they introduced into
science. The material of the course itself is such that it
is impossible not to talk about these discover es and
about their authora. It is impossible to glear similar
informatiOn from the mathematics courSe. In an lgebra
textbook one might read one line in small type a out the
Arabian scientist al-Khowarizmi and not learn tha this is the
great Tajik mathematician, Mohammed, the son of MuSa of
Khwarezm. In the first part of a geometry text Is
solemnly announced in large prine 01-4, in 1873 the Aglish

9
mathematician Shanks found 707 decimal places for the,number 7
It might have been added that he did not succeed in \

carrying out even this vain enterprise properly: all the
places beginning with the 528th are*incorrect. On the other
hand, one can read about Lobachevskii only in small print
at the end of the second part, where tne following is said,

4and I quote': 'In the first half of the 19th century, the

*Source not given in the original (Ed.).
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Russian mathematician and pro
Kazan, Nikolai,rvanoVicii Lobe
mathematician Janos Bolyai,,
Karl-Fredrich'Gausa:express
'confirmation of their idea

t ,

Arid so-on, in'the saMe me nilp

fe sof of, the University zlf

evksii,t1le Hungarian
d the German mathematician
a hold`idea'. . . .As a

hey.construntted a new geometry

5=11 ip the level 'information' on the history of

mathematics that is;co-u nicated by-oar school textbooks.

'It would be much b'ett r if,this 'information' weie not
there at all.

7

In the light vf these requireuents, the defects in the:

working,curricul b are especially vividly revealed. No

movement of the :0:lematical sciences is presented in it;
, .

it provides 'no iackgroundin which.stientific:diacoveriis

thoWn.
. *

We,can draw he,follawing canciusion4 from'the w6rks.we have

examined on pa ematics ii-thodo

A cOtple e unders nding of any question ts attained, only when
4

itg historr becomes clr (Bitadis).

It i .useful to ac uaint.the pupils wit( some biograpies, of
, )

Russian nd Soviet mathematicians in particular -(1,yapin)i

-
, It teaching it is essential to use the" sons that are provided

by t history of a stbject's evOlution (Chistyakov).

n the study of geometry the pupilS should 'vas thriUgh those

s ages that mankind has passed through (Beskin).

Elements of the kistorical,appach'have an enormous educational.

and instructional value (Frenkel').

Historical materiarawalAps a love for and-a interest in the .

subjece., a critical attitude towarda facts, and thoughtfulness (Tsiglerl.

We can agree with these conclusions. But objection could bee

raised to scime points made by these authors. For exampae, sOme

authore name many dtherent forus of introducing the historical

approach into mathematics teaching, IThich would cre'ate an o'verload.

We believe that the historical approach in mathematics teaching is a

totally new matter which has arisen in unplanted ground. Here one

cannot intimidate the teacher who has'an abundance of tasks already

facing.him.. It is n6cpssary to involve the teacher in thisicwork

persistently but deliberately.
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2. (1_ etions of the Historical Approach in
Works on the.Bistory,of Mathematics

lo

B. NZ. .Gnedenkb, in the patphlet "Brief Diauss1ons on the
.i .,

Origin and Development of Mathematly says: . .,

The interest that a teachek'succeeds'in arousing in the ,

pupil has a well-knOwn Value for the mastery of a subject. In

the presentation of the mathematicscourse. in secondary
school there aie many leans
pupif's, heightened 'Interest in.
,himi to treat lie.ach stage of the

'These means might J,e a felic
beautilullY' executed sketc
apfilied and yogniti:ve imp

$

t aid In maintailiing a
he subjeCt, means that compd1
course with unabat4attention.
us clpice of problems,
OT a vividly dIstidgurshad'

ance of the ilermation thit'is
Impart ,ed. .

..
.. .

, . -
b

$
.

:Amish to dwell Ifej.I.on.a method that attfai h'its objective,
'at.a.11 sages of instruction-vbrief digressionS intb the history ,

.of sc'ience. The history of mathematics is the richest source
for these observations, digreagions,comparisons, disc sions,
ths,selaectIon of problems for eXercises and for,illus rating.

I. the exposition of the Diggessidns into the hist
scienee are, the more a oyriate as they as ist grea
improving the general cultural level of ils a
them to a knowledge not only of,what has becote the o
historical treatises, but,also of what is characterist
modern science [33:3].

Ty of
ly in
awaken
ect of
c of

In the preface to G. P. Boev's book, Discussions on the .History

0of Mathematics, Professor V. L. Goncharov wrote:

At present it can be regarded as universally recognized
that the teaching of masthematics is not at its propir level if
it is unaccompanied by the communication of Notorical informa-

l' tion that clarifies the general culiural significance of the
question being, considered. Teaching the history of mathematics,
,as such, in secondary school is, of course,.out of the
question, 'and therefore it remains for the teacher to use his
opportunities during teaching itself, or apart from it, totmake
a historical dtgression. One cannot overestimate the value
of these digressions, not only in a general-educational sense,
but as an excellent means for enytvening the instructim
and raising the pupils' interest'as weil. However, hiTiorical
digrtbsions present particular difficulty for the ordinary
teacher, who does not have at his disposal ap exceptional
fund of knowledge of the history of science, culture, and .

technology; if he wishes to.give the pupils proper'and accurate
tnformation, he inevitably has to turn to rarely accessible
alid overly cumbersome sources just to read a necessary page or
to find a few necessary lines. Moreover, teaching, as it is
currently practised, does not give enough attention to
elements,of the historical approach in mathematics lessons and
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has not established any tradition in this natter. The value .

..
of.such a manual for the teacher fs therefore clear--a*anual
that woula, on the one hand,'permit him to Rdt the necessary
references and oould,'on the other hand,.aggest the ided to hilit ,

. of UsinCcertain.:features in teaching for historical 'digressiona
/ ..... . ,

. J
'Professor'G. P. toe'v saxs, ill hid' book, DisCassions on the History

_.
\ '

'Of Mathematic's: V
V

op

t 4

The introdtiction, of elenients of do history o mathematies
into the school mathematics-course can have two o jectides: "
tkcquainEing pupils with baslc facts in the histo of.science,,

a notion of whish_rmakes op an essential part af_a gendral tduca-.

tion,.and'reAsing the pnpils', :inte;est in,therCurri6ular
knaterial. In the end,,the,secondary-schdbl.gpadOate ohgold;
`Have a rough conceptiqn of howthe.sum:.of itnowledgethat is
.called mathematics was obtainedXY mankind, of what compe14:,

matheMatician to press forward, and aT the kind of-
dif'ficuities that have been overCOmealong the waY.

t A basic difficulty in executing the historical approach
in mathematids teaching is that mathematics did not Sevelop
hisprically in the same order as it-is presented in the ,

systematic coursean secondary school. The method'of imparping
historical material to thb pupfls in connection with indiAldual

quest)ions of the.curriculum as these questions are covered
should serve as a way out of this difficulty., Aeturns to the

same historical epoch and dome anticipation are thus inevitable.

'For tel.:ample, in seventh grade, during the study of the unit on
first-degree equations, it should be mentioned that simult43pously
with Eirst-degree equatTnns there developdd the theory of equationsw-,

of the second, then of the third and fourth, degree. Not

only IA such anticipation not dangerous, it .is'useful, since

it giVes the pupills a perspective for their studies. The

teacher will return to the history of equations for a gecond

time apropos of' quadratIc equations in grade 8 and, apropos of

binomial equations in grade 10.

Another difficulty in methods is the ditificulty pupils have
in understanding the dialectic aspect of the historical develop-

ment of science. The pupil in. grades 5-7 tends to,conceivb of

history in an oversimplified way, demanding explicit answers
to sluch questions,as: Who was the first to solve quadratic

equatIons? When was the litmberIT found? Taking 'into account

'the psychological features of each age group, the teacher should
permit a certain sketchiness in'history in the lower grades and

then should gradually depart from that sketchiness ana reveal

before the pupils' gaze a picture of the contradictions, deludions,

and interlacings in the paths along which the development of
mathematical knowledge has proceeded. Of coprse, facts from
the history of mathematics must be given, so far as possible,
against a background of the general characteristics of the
respective epoc).k.
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FinallY, t ere is one more serious di ficulty'tn
effecting thell orical approagh:in the elementary iathematick
course. This di culty is the nonelementary.nature of the
.problems of mathematicafthat.,have Made,up the front of its
deveiopment throughout histoq. Notionslof the profound

.connection.between mathematics and astronom, and, consequently,
of"the tetseIopment of spherical 'trigonometry, of the grist
algebraic discoveries during the Renaissance, Of the.1.7ifh century'

. discovery of ile analysih of infinite small quantities as
Ca language of lecha ipa,, of tile o in of probability theory4and4.
its subseqUênt role 'in he naturl sciences, of the great 19t.1
centAry discovery7-Lo Ac4levsk14n geometryaid th??e should come0

within ie scoi§e of secondary education. The teacher is obliged:,
:.to toual upon ad. thse'elements.in some place in discussions of

'history, but tile discuss4ons on these topics should,be Of A
descIsiptive natureaneshObld bveri onty eletentary; popular

ofgthe appropriate maillemaiial concepts
r

in the p'tliaCe..io G. V4eitneO'boOk; How 1:icidern MatheMatit
.,.

Was-Born, the following is'stated:

Almost eVery instructor; as-well as almost every Pupil,
now knows that one can fully understand science in its modern
form onll' whercone knOws its history. ,This demand io undirstand
how basic scientific ideas and methods arose is felt particularly
keenly durling the'tansition to new provinces of.sgience devoted
to distinctive methods that are new tO the.pupil and that
sometimes,..require strained.thinkingoof him (especially at first).
gow it wad possible to reach such a depth of thought? How could
such complex ideas arise 300 years ago? Why and how did these ,

nigmerous curves, integrals, and differentials vpear? These
are questions.that everyone who begins a study of higher mathematics
inevitably asks himself..

But i is not only the search for answerS n-these questions
that inducei the pupil to turn to'a book on 4e, history of
mathematics. He also hopes to understana, with'its aid,
thewtrue sense of abstract reasoliIng and of formal conclusions.
However, disappointment usually awaits him here..iL It turns out
that, to read books in the history of mathematick, a knowledge
of mathematics itself,in its contemporary form is essential, but '

_these books are often so.laden with petty factUal,material of
.a chrongj.ogical, bibliographical, and even,simply Of an

4 archival nature that it is almost'impossible to use them for
-clarifying the most essential, typical features of'the history
of the delelopment of basic mathematical ideas and methods [82

I. Tropfke, in his History of Elementary Mathematics in a Systematic

Exposition eays:

The high value of historical investigatio s in.science
in general, and in particular th6 importance f impditing

-historical information in teaching =the:net cs, are so universally
recognized that it would be quite unneessary to enlarge on this
in detail ..: In our elementary mathematics textbooks,
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* unfortunately, a place is seldom,provided fOr historical1-

material. Only,a few offtithe newest_manuals follow'
.

Bal'tser's example, which'is worthy of im±tatioll. The

author would haVe been sufficiently'rewarded.for his workif
the abundant material he presented had introdnced certain
changes in this respect; it is for tNis purpose, that he has Moat

willingly set aside-the resatrof his labor. It:Coul4 be

considered a success and thei Some if t'he numerous 9
inaucurate,.but, unfortunately4 too firMly rooted names
finally dlsappeared from tellehing.--for example, diophantine
equations, Cardan's formula, ;he galderi section, the lunes
of qippecrates, aUdde's method: tha Gangs plane, and many, Others--

/and if-the latest acCurate explanations...would supzlant the
inaccurate ones that Are the,favorites of everyone [724 Vol.LI,
Part I, Preface].

-041n.q4. Popov's'book, Viseory of.Mat4matics't62Ii. there is
4

,a Sec4un called "The_Oecessity of Studking the History' of 'Science
, f

and the Use of This' Study." Here the Author advaAces ajnumber of

arguments in favor ol the necessity of studying the history'of

" rathematics. He expresses many interesting ideas, butIthey are of

V.

value for teachers who are working creatively in the realm of mhthematics,

and not for ehe teacher in the schools.

V. P..Sheremetevskii uses as an epigraph to his Eslays on the

History of Mathematics [68] , the idea of the linguist A. Schleicher, .

"If we:do not know about how something Was generated,,we do not'under7

stand-it,''.and a'quotation from the well-known mathematics'historian,

P. Tannery, "History bY no means )as as its only goal the satisfaction

of vain curiosity:. the study of the past should ultimately throw

light on the future."

We S an draw the following conclusions from our' examination of

wOrks in t history of mathematics.
-0

The interest that theteacher is able to arouse ip his pupils has

a great signifi ance-for tha stery of a subject. Brief digressions
.

into the histo y of science bel ng among the methods that are capable
-..

'of arousing Laterest. Historical "digressions" are all the inore

.
appropriate in that they assist greatly in raising the pupils'

general cultural level (Gnedenkep.

Mathenatics teaching is not at its proper level if, it is not
#

accompanied by the communacation of historical material that will

clarify the general cultural value of the question under consideration

(Goncharov):'
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Elements of history in-the mathematics course can spursue two

objectives: aiquainting the pupils wlth ba t.facts of thd histow of
..

. _

. science and raising the pupils' intdrest in-t e curriculAr material ,

,(Boev). .

,

N
d.

Cue can fully understand science in its conteuorary form only
$

when one knoWs its history (Vileitner)."

. One can.beciame oriented among the'numeroUS.ram4ications.of

*science only whevne knows how the main currents of
f

thought arose. Iplollting the history_of science,.
'T.
to be persuaded of the indissoluble bond between its

and the progress in scientIfic ach*eyements in other

knowledge (Sheremetevskii).
k

.

scit,ntific

it As important

development

provinces of.

. Questions of the Historical Apilroach at the All-Riissian
Conventions of Mathematics Teachers

/

'The question ofelementsiA history" n tdaching matheistits, as,
we mentioned above, is not new. In this century the question wast

posed distinctly at the first All-Russian Convention of Matheuati
. .

, TeacUers (December 11, 1911-January 3 1912). At the general meet

of the con

Y

ention, an address was_ given by Bobynin, On the topic,

.,"Objectiy .s Forms, and Means of Introducing Historical_Blements into
*

, .

the Svaild4iry-,Schop1 Mathematics Course."

As is evident from the title, Bobynin cZear1y understood how.this

problem must be posed; he saw that one ct speak of the histprical

approach in mathematics eeachtng without dicating "objectives,"

and that, after defining the objective: tjce forms'of introducing

.historical elements in teaching should be'discussed.

What objectives does Bobynin suggest in hip address? First,.he

points but that in the general public, mathematics is often seen as

a useless science, that not only persons remote from eduNion but e&n

educators of fame,--Kapterey, for example--express the&o.,,tion that "in

the school general-education course there is not sufficient basis for

making.mathematics compulsory for everyone: it is too abstract and
,

remote from life, tco difficult for many." Finally, Bobynin points
.

out that eveg such,a person of world renolip as L. N. Tolstoi "regards

the sciences, includingimathematics, as endless trifling, because
$._
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there is a beginning-and at end to work but there can be,no,end 0

. r$ trifling" (from Bobynin's address a; the. 12th Convention of4kustiian
/

naturalists and physicians). .

The sieeker further satd that i?vpils often have4oubts about the
.

?-

useful' ness of mathematics: , ic lip
,

Among pupils the questi6; of the usefulness'of matfiemat#$
,berises when it arose in all tankind, that is, after the',,
transition ftom lessons in the practical ait of calculation

J and in'measuring elementary geomettic distance to the study
. of theoretical geometryand pf the elements of theoretic41

arithmetic_and algebra ... Upluntil this transitiOn there
Was no-roomfor doubt ab6ut the valite or usefulness of
mathematics, sAce everyday life e.xperi;ence, as,well as the
selection of-problems, has shpwn ehei pupils its prac,tiCal.i.ty;

4 After this traniition, t1T -previous clarity of the Value and
usefulness of mathematics gave place to complete vaguenesavinot

.
only ft,r the secondary-school pupil but for such minds as
that of Socrates and many other philosophers as well.

In their ti'me., teachers and authors of textbooks have discussed

the usefulness of mathematic's,
1
but without enough succeas. Bobynin

o .

poilied out that instead of all this, "to achieve an influence on
. 1"

pupils at leastrconcrete examples borrowed from the 'History of

Mathematical Sciences' should be set in the direction under,considerat-

tion." This, in Bobynin's opinion, is the first and the 'chief goal

of teaching: the history of mathematics in .the school.
,

'I'he second goal eonsists in-the fact that "in the secondary-

hool methemItics course there are articles that, within the present

organization of teaching,not only come to the pupils with difficulty

in elementary study, but for most of them secondary schoolig remains
.

A

iesufficiently and superficially mastered." As an example Bobynin

cites articles (for arithmetic) devoted to systems of numeration

(primarily the decimal), their laws and applications, and in geometry--

the.use of the method of-exhausting the,ancients' modifications ofthat,

method. Deepeni4 Ihe pnpiis' understa;ading of these subjects to a
t

sufficient extent is"possible only by a familiarization witly the histery

of their. development.

Thus principal attention should be paid, in the first of
the cited instances, to the history'ofthe development'of
the systems of numeration and of their'applications, the
chief among Which are verbal and written nnmerations,, and in the,
second inskance, to the presentation of the most characteristic
and example-laden methods'of exhausting the mathedatical litera-
ture of ancienit Greece...
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0 ,

I
. ,

A : one.° thforms 0,1 usefulnespich pupil,* caD

elt.cit Li'' theAntr ducti:i,k,ofilhl#erical elements intb - (
..--A, ;

0

,mathematics teaChing sed lkfhool., onei'should poInt 4

outsthe ilOnds betwee die ividual, platrits--tf elementary, ,

mathemat/cse real'i9ige4 produced by the personalities of
scientists nd by histories' facts, as wal As between thp -4

. spiritual ideas from-the.pro4inc& of logic And philoppplly.
This conneceionc:...is a power.fl means.of fortifying,inthe
ptIPT$0' memory the'content of the elemeataryltanematits chat
has beenAlught to them..._

Bobynin:waS,of the. opinion that historinii elements can be%
4 $ ,

introduced 'into ? matheriAticS'tk.aching insf on dry sch1 a in one ,o.f.f
. , ,

, , ). )., v 3

two WayS: systematic form or else in an4epJ,so4,ic seudy of thg-history
-gf -

.

of elementaty mathematics. v
,

. ,

'.. ,

. ,

In the 'discussions over Bobynip a dre5s, v rious aspe s of-Wel
,

issue he had posed w&re elucidated. Among the particiAnts ere
.

( / .. ,

fervent adherents.to the historica approgth, and spoktsmen:of a tore, -

moderate turn af mind. In particular, the following'ideas were
. ,

expressed: the history of mathem4ics cannot berregarded as a univergal
... .

rememdy for all ills; at wh4t age a pupil should approach elements of

the history of mathematics 'must be iltdicatecP;.-it is us4ful to study
4...

<4.1

the biographies of oUtstanding mathematioglians; it is better to iitdduce
I

the history of'matheydatics as a separate sgbjedt and not to inclUde
,

it in the mathematics course, in order not to divide the Pupils'
,

"attention; the essay method of acquainting pbpils with the'histo*

of mathematics should be used; it)is useful to reco

the history of mathenatics to the pupils for oUt76f-cla

t 1111 d WQPICS in

ealing;

some elementary and more detailed books on the history ce mathem;tics

ss at the

musibe published.

More than forty years have passed since Bobynin

first convention. During this tine great social changes and ve

significant progress have taken place kft people'scaneciousness. Now

it is impossible to find persons who do not believe in mathematics or

who,do not kiow about it,. Therefore, inthe second half of the .

4
?Oth century, Bobynin's first and strongest argument for using the

historical approach in school mathematics teaching has fallen away. ,

In our day, if an occasional pupil shows-a skeptical attitude toward

mathematics, the modern teacher does not follow the deviouipaths'
%
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of tife historical apprLach, but he cites the counties examples of

the application of mathematics in physics, chemistry, astronpmyl
w

technology, aa4 in all forms of human productive activity:.-

Questions of the Hiptorical Approach in
Mathematics Teaching, in the'Modern'SSage N

One of the main reasons that elements of the:history of

f7

A

mathematics find their way into the.school withltuch difficultY is

the° circumstance that quite general, rather than concretw, ariuments
-1

are. often expressed on this topic. Sw.
'

. It seeps-to us that there-,are three groups 'ad higtorIca:l

cfuestions that can f4 a ydade In the school ipstrnction.

HistorfEal information related to cUrricular questiOn's of

mathematies. The currigaum in maMmatics for secondary Sehool undergoes

some changes almost annually, and it'can undergo a great oscillation ,

1,

a .

over a century. But these changes"Most often concern details and cmpot °

be 90 radical as to change the aspect of school mathematicsroo

and branch. The elements of arithmetic, elementary algebra,' -el4entary

itibometry, and trigonometry are included in the school mathematics

curricalum. To this can be added the'modest material from analytic'

geometry and mathematical analysis, coftring approximately 80-100 hours.

Historical information that is related to these substantially settled

questions of mathematicg can be taught in the school.

B. Historical Information related to the development of mathematics

in our country. The,mathematical facts that can be discussed here

__pre related to the-ligher realms of mathematics and, as a rule, exceed

the bounds of the school curricUlum. Here mathematical facts related

to,the 19th and 20th centuries are chiefly taken into consideration.

C. Bio&raphies of prominent mathematicians.

Let us examine each of the§e itnces.

4storica1 Information Related to rcular Questions ef Mathematics

In the sources we examined above, the aims af introducing the

historical element into school mathematics instruction are not always

distinctly indicated. Some authors do not indicate these Eats at all.

"Iyopfke [72] is among elem. We cannot treat his statements with
4,

complete confidence. He says that there is no need to demonstrate the .
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usefulness of,historical, informa on in. mathematics teaChing. On

the other hand, Simon [693,ad edulator who is no less well-known

in Germany, declares that teadhing the history of mathematics,in

German schools is "in the background." Itaeema to us, that the state4

dIf affairs cannot be such ths. t everyone understands the necessity of

the historical appro4C1 in"Mathematics teaching and at the same. time

this historical approach cannot carve ita way into the schools.

We believe tgat the main task of every author who writes on this

, topic consists in formulating the aims of introducing the historical

element tato mathematics instruction. Underethape conditions the

teacher will find time both to acquaint himself with the history of,
_

a.

mathematics and to devote atten4on to it in mathematics lessons.

These aims are presented to,us in the following form,

. 1. The'history.of mathematics stlould indicate the reasons why

the mathematical facts, concepts,
4--

arose. Mathematics develops its

reality, and then it cements the

by itself, it cannot indicate the

and methods that are studied in school.

theses by proceeding_ from objective

selected ;Acts means of/fogic, but (9

reasons Why certain conptrycts arose.

2. The history of mathematics should indicate the goals that the

w creators of the mathematical science were striving for when they

introduced a certain fact or studied 1 certain matheMatica1 phenomenon.

.This circumstance also escapes the 9eld of vieion of mathematics

itself and can be reflected only in its history.
a.

3. When it is a matter of some mathematical phenomenon which

covering some time, changed,, develoPed, pr passed froth tne form to

another, these facts can be examined only In a historical aspect.

4. The study of the history of mathematics has (if we may so

express it) a methodological. value. This 4ea must be understaod in

the following manner. Let us imagine that I wit to present a

. mathematical question to pupils. How can thiS be done? One can even
.

think of a nonelementary question, because eldmentary questions are

presented in textbooks, and the way to present them is clear. Therefore

let us take a question of a higher order. Suppose I wish to prove the

transcendence of the number e. This proof is found in various books--

in particular, in Ilfein's book [42] where it occupies seven pages and

is conducted accordlfg to Hilbert. In an encyclopedia of elementary
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mathematics by Weber and Wellstein [88] six ages were set aside for

this proof.' The prgof occurs in a little ooklet by Drinfield,* where

it occupies four,and a half, pages But.th first proof of this truth

was given in 1873 bY kermite 'and occupied significantly more space.

The question arises: 'What will methodology say apropos'of using

bne proof or another? The first proof (Hermite's) is the "longest,"

but it is also the most naturAl. As you read it, it is as .if you are

*present'in,a'scientist's laboratory. But such a proof, precisely by

virtueof its volume, does not get.into textbooks, which give preference

to short proofs. 'In textbooks, second, third--in short, later--proofs

aryited, which are m40.11 easler to find, as soolleas the first proof

has been found%

' .Thus, from a pedagogical point of view the first proof is more

valuable but it.does not get into an official textbook, which'is always

hound by the number of hours allocated 'for the topic in the curriculum.

Thus, in answering the question posed above on how to present a new
4

"topic with methodologi al expediency, we should say: it' ought to be

learned from historyja. t is necessary to see how this topic wag

elaborated by.pionelgE in it, what way they used to reach definitive

results. Of course, this path is thorny And not the shortest, but

it is the most natural and the most instructive. The school, as

a rule, is not in a condition to follow such a path, but Aileen'

venture, in certain especially impottant instances,.to uae this method.

,We deliberately took as an example a question that goes beyond

the limits of the school cur)rium, and we did not use any theorem

from the elementary course in,geometry. It would have been hard for

us to pursue-these arguments wifh respect to the theorem on the sum

of the squares of the diagonalsof a parallelogr34, for example, betause

,
the elenientarY geometry studied in secondary school was created 1

at once, so to speak, by the genius of Euclido/at least, that is,the_

impression bne gets).

Thus, the everyday presentation of minor mathematical theorems Can

be carried out in the textbook, using the second, third, perhal3s even

the tenth-proofs, but in presenting major questions, large-scale problems,

*Source not given in the original (Ed.).
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s useful te.turn to tlie history of mathematics: There.we sometimes

meet.unrigorous and insuffrciently polished arguments, which are.

instructive in many respects,. hoWever, They show how searches for the
(-N

truth proceed, not alonraa_even road, but. on .the contraryljthrough

tortuous paths*Snd that even a genius does not create instantarieously,

and'that the truths that are now COMM= property evoked doubts,
f '

hestiation, and distrust in their day.
a

5. The history of mathematics id Vert of the history.of

and in this sense the study of it has the.same object as the

the history of.ealture. 4Tbat is, it acquaints a person with

culture,

study of

the facts.

of the cultural life of mankind and it shows .the stages to which, people

have'risen.4owly, over 'a millennium, before they reached their pre;ent

condition.

The elements of thi historical approach in mathematics teaching

are essential primarily for mathenatics itself. )3ut, in addition, they

'are essential for widening our pupil's horizon, for raising his cultural \'

level. Wben exaMined from this aspe8t,'the "elements of the historical

approachl constitute part of the history of culture and'therefore cannot

be presented in isolation from that history. But,*for the mathematics

teacher to bp able to presgnt the history of 'Nature easily and .

freely, he should be trained in this himself. He should, be trained'in

this by ;he particular.style ofwork of the pedagogical institutes.

This style* by the way, should excludeltasy, superficsial reading of

random, cheap, empty books. On the contrary, from the first year to the

last it should be characterized by a study, against a background of the

history of culture, of the monuments of world literature, architecture,

sculpture, painting, music, tecbnology, ett. An educator thus trained

will be able not only to teach mathenatics but to.show the pupils its

general cultural significance as well.

,At the same time,. we should make one stipulation. A natheMatics

teacher who is already established must not be treated too unmercifyly.

One must take into accountthe indisputable fact that the pursuit of
,

the mathematical sciences over many years leavesc definite mark on

a person--he has, we might pay, worked out a particular style.of behavior

andthought. We might describe this style.as deductive. In inviting



our mathematician to switch over to the historical, we nevertheless
.4

compel him to renounce the style of work he is used to.

'The fact is that the method of presenting facts, like the one used

in history, often scares away our mathematics teacher, who is trained

in Euclid. In mathematiCs he is accustoMed to.the logical method, and

in history (even if it is history of mathematics)'he should use the

historical method.
-

The historic:al method is characterized by a study of events in a

definite sequence, and therefore chronology acquires considerable

significance here. The historical method links each event witiva

definite place (localization), and therefote it is impossibie to study

the history of mathematics without a geogTaphical mac and.without

imparting the geographical information to which a given mathematical

phenomenon is related.

Certain persons,inevitany participate in the historical process.

Accordl4g1y, the study of the history of mathematics presupposes a

familiarity with the biographies of some historical personalities. The

historical method can be characterized as inductive, since history has

as its subject th'e study and description of facts that took place at

a definite timetand in a definite place. All this is, to a certain

extend, alien to tht mathematician, who resorts mainly to the method

of deduction in his Trk. Nevertheless fhese quite necessary aims, which

we haye formulated abOve, should be fulfilled because only under these

conditions do we extend the content of the inforMation.that constitutes

the su'bject.of malhematics.

The presentation of historical information cannot-be.diverted'from

the study of mathematics itself; it is set forth either before the study

of a definite topic, or afterwards, but not separately from it. In

the school there is no subject called history of mathematics, but there

are individual historical discussions, lasting from 5 to 30 minutes.

We think that a real history of mathematics might be taught in the

school, butthis is a luxury that no curriculum could bear.

Consequently, it is a question of .orgsnically blending mathematics

and its history. Apparently, it should proceed.in this way: the teacher

presents some pieces of information, and then explains how they arose.

It is clear that this cannot be done in every lesson. If the pupils
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are spending a number of lessons'studying Operations on algebraic

fractions, or the solution of first-degree equations, or operations on

radicals, the historical information.is not imparted in every less n,

but-ppce after a number Of lessons, when generalizing or revieki

We have already said that histbrical information can even be mpa ted

before studying a definite topic. fg"

Hietorical Information Related to Extracurricular Questions of MathematicS

.
It is no secret to anyone that the mathematics created in hoary

antiquity is What is studied in school. This is clear. It is true

with respect to arit4metic and geometry. As for algebra; we encoUnter

facts of a later origin. However, these facts almost never go beyond

the 17t1 century. We must remember thatithe limitatibn of mathOoatics

to such remote information is utterly insnfficient for a seLndary-

school mathematics echication. At present the person who completes

secondary school cannot manage without the concept of a function,

without a knowledge,of the elements of analytic geometry, or the ideas of

the analysis of infinitely small quantities. We do not doubt

that in the next few years the mathematics of the 17th century will

penetrate the secondary school, but matters will not go farther than

this date. The mathematics of the 19th centruy cannot be studied in

school: there Is not time for it, and now it is becoming a specialty,

not a subject for general education.
.

t

However, teachers often tell the children in school about the ,,

achievements of mathematics in the 19th and even in the 20th centuries.

How do they do it? What do they relate it to?

The historical information imparted by a teacher in connection with,
o

say, the study of equations ofhigher degrees or of lbgarith , should

'illuminate these questions from a historical, rather than a ical,

point of yiew. In connection with this the names of Abel, Galois,

Napier, Burgi, Stifel, and others will appear. But to introduce any

20th century mathematician in this way is rather difficult for the

simple reason that he has not studied the questions of school mathematics..

Here we must find a different way. /pa finishing secondary school,
- .

the.pupil should be familiar with the progress in science, technology,

and the arts in the countr5= of which he is a citizen. The mathematics

teacher cannot accomplish this task alone; all the specialtsts, working
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.in secondaryschool"-physicists, chemists, historians, biologists,

geogripherS, etc.--should solve it throUgh combined efforts They

should allot among;themselves the information on thjbisor y of

culture in our'land and should teach it to the chil en.

. How and when can this be done?

.1% feel that it would be possible, for example, beginning wIth

grade 7, to arrange annually, over four years, two discUssions on

questions in the history'of culture and.mathemat4cs in our,land.

Material for these discussion's can be found in Gnedenko's book, Essays

on the History of Mathematics in Russia [34]. One can use the other'

books (they are rare, to be sure) that are cited in the accompanying

list of literature.

But in conducting these lecture-discussions it is not enough to

read one or two books on the history of mathematics. The leCturer

should first describe'the epoch, preparing the background out of which

certain mathematical facts arose. He must thus become acquainted

with the historical and socioeconOmic literature.

But a basic difficulty is not how to find literature on a given

question but how to present nonelementary things in a poptlar,form

to'the pupils. Let us restrict ourselves to just,one example. If

a teacher wished to tell his pupils about M. V. Ostrogradskii, it w.ould

be senseless to say that he.was concernedwith'thecalculus'of variations,

but it could be said Olathe worked inie province of algebra and

the theory of-numbers.c..Alt should be pointed out that Osttogradskii was
A

not studying the algebra tht is learned in school, nor the arithmetic

that is set forth in a standard textbook, but was concerned. with higher

. branches of both disciplines. It becomes clear that arithmetic as a

science ddes not terminate in sixth grade, nor is Algebra terminated

in tenth grade of secondary school.

Biographies of Prominent Mathematicians

In presenting individual faFts from the history of mathematics,
r

one must, of course, give various names (Euclid, Archimedes, Heron,

Newton, Lobachevskii, Descartes, Napier, and others). In mentioning

these names, the birth-and death-dates and nationality are cited. In

a few cases two or three more sentences are added about the work of the

given mdthematician, about his place of residence, or about his
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,'Slithematical"interests. All of.this is the sort of information that

almost never stickilin pupils' meMtles, "But in many schools (mainly

during extracurricUlar time) more extenSive biograr&cal information'

is given to the pupils. An acquaintanOwith such informatio&sahows that

it usually does not go beyond the boundao)fAbiographical particulars.'

This means that not only are the dates of.tirth and, death given, but

the educational institutions

the institutions in which he

from which a mapleAatician graduated,
\," 4

serVed, and the *rf, in wAth his most
k

important works came out are indicated.

No special pal is set for imparting' this igorMation, and since

there is no goal, there is no clarity with respect to c4Lat to consider .

important and what to consider not worth mentioning 3a 'perSon's

biography. \.

What considerationg should guide pie educator in the.\study of
y

biography? The mentora of the rising generation haye alwayl Used the

biographies of great persons.for educational purposes. For this, brilliant,

prominent, extraordinary--rather than ordinarypersonalities Wave been

, chosen. This is understandable. The school, in training the risi.ng.

'generation, should confront the pupil with great tasks and high goals,

should form social idealso tor only under these conditions will it

fulfill its purpose.

The school in our time places before its pupils the ideal Of a

thoroughly educated, trained person of high moral character, an active

builder of communist society. On account of this, it it'advisable

to show that at different times and in different countries, personalities

appeare'd who stoo head and shoulders above their'envionment, who

sometimes perfor dAdeeds that were incomprehensible to their contemporaries

and Who were eva ated only many years later, aft.er their death, persons

who lived in the name of science, sometimes renouncing private-life,

money, glory, every external advantage, and working all their lives in

the name of the welfare of mankind.

Clearly, the biographies we are speaking of should be detailed.,

'This means not-one or two pages, but at least a booklet'of 3-5 prInter's

sheets. flow and when can they be studied and how much 'biography can

be given to our pupft? We feel that it is not within his powers to

study more than two biographies a year. When there are a few copies
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of a biography, they can be given to the pupils for preliminary reading
0

at'hôme, then a Separate hour can,be set aside for collective examina-

tion of 4,4-let has been read. If there is a single copy of a biography,

it can be narrated either by the teacher himself or by a pupil who is

good at Speaking..(after suitable preparation). It would be good if
0

all the pupils would start a notebook on,each biography and would fill

it up with their extracts.

One.cannot read in earnest the biography.of a great man at the so-
,

called mathematical evenings, where theatrical productions are arranged,

various tricks are shown, and even dances are organized. At these

evenings there is no room for serious, sincere, and reflective work.

5. Historical Information of a Curricular Nature

Tn composing this section, we used G. P. Boev's book, Discussions

on the History of Mathematics [15].

We have already said that at present it would'be premature to

require the teacher to construct mathematics teaching on historical

bases. Such a requirement would be beyond his strength. But one

cannot relinquish the elements of the historical approach in(teaching.

We should, move forward with each year. What this means was-discussed

above. Let us briefly repeat our ideas: it means that a staff of

teachers who know the history of mathematics wel.1\-slieiini-)be trained in

the pedagogical institutes, more books on the history of mathematics

should be issued for teachers and pupils,and historiCal information should,

be instilled in mathematics'textbooks And in methodological literature.

But at the same time, without waiting for the results of these measures,
;

one should introduce elements of the historical approach into mathematics

teaching in small.doses, from time to time.

We indicate below .tust what materials should be imparted, and

when It should be imparted, to pupils in the study of mathematics.

We assume that some simple material from the history of culture, in

a form accessible to children, is imparted in the first four grades

Not'wishing to encumber our exposition, we shall not touch on this

information, and watherefore begin with what it would be useful to

present in secondary and upper grades.
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Let us cite a model list of histdrical discussions.

Arithmetic

1. The decital system of enumeration.

2. Prime numbers.

3. Decimal fractions.

Algebr

1. Historical introdctioi to algebra.

2.. Negative.numbers.

3.. First-degree equations.

4. -Equations of second'and higher degrees.

5. Logarithms.

6. Functions and graphs.

7.. DevelOpment of studies of numbei
4t

4 Geometry

1. ystoridal introduction to geometry.

2.. Trisection of an angle.

3. Pythagoras and his time.

4. Squaring the circle.

5. Euclid's fifth postulate.

6. Duplication of a cube.

7. Conic tections.

8. Euclid's Elements. The foundationd17;eometry and
other ways in which geoMetry developed after Euclid.

'Trigonometry

1. Historical introduction to trigonometry.

2. DevelQpment of modern trigonometry.

OD the following pages we shall give explanations for each

topic.
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.Topic: The-decimal system of numeration.

Time of presentation: In grade 5, afte; a review of the decimal system

of enumeration.

Literature: t9, 10, 83].

Content of topic: Roman numerals. Slavic nUmerals. 'Various systems

of enumeration. Evolution of numerals. Auxiliary means of

calculation (abacus). Large numbers with the Greek mathematician

(Archimedes) and in Old Russia. The role of the Hindus.in

creating the deciMal system. The penetration of Hindu numerals

44to Russia.

Topic: Primeenumbers.

Time of presentation06In grade during the study bf the divisibility

of numbers.

1Literature: [23, 34].

4111b

Content of topic: Mathematicians were occupied with the stdily of primes

in ancient times. First, it was interesting and of course

important to solve the quest n of whether it is possible, by

gradually going over the set of atural numbers, to reach the

..guatest prime number, after 4hiè only certain composites occur.

Euclid studied this question 300 B. C.) and established that

khe number of primes is infinite.
-40

After Euclid, the mathematician -and geographer Eratosthenes

(275-194 B. C.) studied the question Of the search for primes.

He set himself the task of singling out the primes from the set

of natural numbers. His method consists in first all numbers

divisible by 2, except 2 - x, being cut off from the set of.

natural Aumbers from 2 to a, then all numbers divisible by 3,

except 3 - x, then all numbers divisible by 5, by 7, by 11, etc.

(Eratosthenes' sieve).
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The French mathematician Pierre Fermat, proposed that the
n

formula a.m. 2
2

:I- I should yield the prima numbers. This hypothesi's

was refuted by L. Euler, who proved that when n 5, the formula

yields a nutber divisible by 641.

In the 19th century the question of the nature of the

distribution of primes was studied by many mathematicians, but

P. L. Chebyshev (1821-4894) achieved especially significant results

in this area.

Topic: Decimal fractions. .

Time of presentation: After covering ordinary fractions, and before

the study of decimals.

LiteratUre: [15, 21, 23, 72].
\

Content of topic: Basic atteiation in this discussion should be devoted

to showing that decipal fractions were a true blessing for mankind,

because they made calculations easier.

tn the study of a course in decimals, the
teacher's chief goal should be for the pupils to
arrive consciously at the inevitable conclusion ft

that decimals are much easier than ordinary
fractions in the method of their notation and
for performing operations with them. ,In this
respect decimal fractions have had no luck in
school: pupils are firmly convinced that ordinary
fractions are much 'better' and easier than
decimalsthis antipathy to decimals then remains
the whole life long. For examplei the English
writer Arome K. Jerome Writes, in his Diary of a
Pilgrimage: 'From Ghent we ;.eft for Bruges, where
I found pleasure J,n throwing a stone at a statue
of SimoirStevn, who tormented me a great deal in
pchool; as he/invented decimal fractions [28].

In presenting this quegtion, the Uzbek mathematician and

astronomer, al-Kashi (15th century), Christoff Rudolff von Jauer

(16thk,century),and the Flemish (Belgian) engineer, Simon Steyin

(1548-1620) are mentioned.



Topic: Historical introduction to algebra.
110

Time of presentation: In grade 6, before the study of algebra.

Litexature: E21, 47, 68, 73, 82, 83].

Content of topic: For every beginner in the study of algebiS, the

queption naturally arises of what algebra is and of what he will

be learning in this science.

The School algebra course is primarily a continuation of

arithmetic. -This means the followiftg: in arithmetic, integerh

and fractions and operations with them have already been studied.

Still others kinds of cumbers tall be studied in algebrar after

integefa Ind fractions, first, negitive numbers will be studied,

then othei kin4p of numbers. As in arithmetic, we shall study

operations on these new numbers: at first the same four operations

examined in arithmeticaddition, subtraction, multiplicat±on, and

divisionthen still other operations.

Here is the sense in which school algebra is a continuation

of arirhmeticit studies nunbers and oper4t4ns with them.
-

Equations are the next and at the saMe-fime the central

question of algebra. Elementary notions of them can be given"

to the pupil.s by showing equations of the type x 4. 10 15,

Which are familiar to them from'arithmetic. Hitorical material

on equatioas will be given later, after familiarization with them.

Here one should touch on the matter of letter designation.

the modern letter notation wad the result of a long historical

development. Three stages can be traced: a) rhetorical algebra,

b) syncopated, and c) symbolic.

In presenting the topic, Diophantus, Mohammed ihn Musa'

al-Khowarizmi, Luca Pacioli, Cardan, Stifel, Vista, Girard,

Descartes, and Wallis can be named among the scientists.
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Topic: Negative numbers.

Time of presentation: In grade 6, during ihe'study of negative numbers.

Literature: [21, 48].

.
Content of topic: The gradual penetration of mathematics by negative

numbers. The attitude of the Greek mathematicians toward them.

The role of the Hindus. The vieWs of Homammed ibn Musa al-Khowarizmi.

Negative numbers among the algebraists of the 16th,century

Luca Pacioli, Tartaglia. eatablishment of the "rule of

signs." Vieta's atiitude toward ntgative numbers. The significance

of the, work of R. Descartes for conSolidating negaiive numbers in

mathematics. Girard's geometric interpretation of the negative

roots of an equation.

,Topic: First-degree equations.

Time of presentation: ,After composing first-degree equations, before

passing on to systems of.equations.

Literature: [151 23, 47, 68].

Content of topic:1 Problems that lead to firsp-degree equations were

known to the Egyptians. In the "Rhind Papyrus," written approximately

1700 years B. C. by Ahmes, there is a section devoted to the

"calculation of piles." Methods of solving these problems.

Problems om equations in a second-century collection, known under

the title of the Palatine Apolosia. Diophantus' "Arithmetica"

as a significant step forward in the'province of solution of

equations. The appearance around 820 of a treatise on""algebra" by

Muhammed ibn Musa al-Khowarizmi and the features of that treatise.

Omar Khayyam and his algebraic works. Features of Leonardo

Fibtnacces work, Liber Abaci (1202).
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Topic: Equations of second and ligher degreeS.

Time of presentation: In ggrades 8-10 in connection with the study of

the Appropriate sections of the curriculum.

Literature: [15,21, 68, 73, 74, 83, 68]..

Content of topic: Information on equations above the first-degree,

up to the time of Diophantus. The quadratic equations of

DI.ophantus. The quadratic equations of4Muahmmed4ibn Musa

The role of Omar Khayyam. Subsequent development

of a7/7heory of solving quadratic equations (Stifel Vieta).

Solving,equations of the third and fourth degree (Fe o, Tartaglia,

'Cardan, andvFerrari)., Subsequent developm4nt of the theory of

solving equations of higher degree (Gauss Ruffini, Abel, aalois).

Topic: Logarithms.

Time of presentation: In grade 9 during the study of logarithms.
,

Literature: [1].

Content of topic: 'The first attempts at simplifying calculations with

the aid of the compositioli.of progressions in the 16th century (Stifel).

The tables of Burgi and Kepler. The invention of logarithms by

Napier. Napier's method of calculating tables. Briggs and his

Nrork in simplifying the system of logarithms. The latest tables

of logarithvs with a various number of decimal places. The

calculation of logarithms with the aid of a logarithmic series.

"VP
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Topic: Ftanctions and graphs.

Time of presentation: The.pupils should be familiari2ed wieh the

proposed material during their entire Stay in school.

Literature: [41, °55, 81].

Content of topic: (In the exposition of this topic it is useful to

dwell on the various forms of functional relatlionhhip. It is '

important to note the idea of the graphic representation of functions.

AmOng the scientists, one can name: Galileo, Newton, Leibniz,

' Fermat, Descartes, Euler, Lobachevskii, and, depending on

circunstances, some 19th century mathematicians.

4

Development of studies of numbelip

Time ,of presentation: In grade 10, in.connection with the review of

algebra.

'Literature: [48, 81, 84].

a
'1

Content of toOlc: During their stay in school the pupils haVe already

become acquainted with.natural,fractionlat, negative, and irrational.

numbers :Now, when the level of their mathematical development

. has attained its higheat,peak, a survey can be made of concepts

familiar to them, but So to speak, from a higher point of view._

This will be the lastthistorical discussion in aliebra, and in it

the instruciOr can allow 'himself to make broader,generalizations,

without fearing that the pupils will not un4erstand him, In

presenting the question.of complex numbers, the teacher cen

derive supplementary Information from Simons book,[69], in,

Chapter V, "The Didactics of Arithmetic and Algebra," the section

on "The History of Complex Numbers."

'vt
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Topic: 'Historicarintroduction to geometry.

Time of presentation: Grade 6, before the study of the geometry course.
%

Literature: [1.5, 46].

Content of topic: Geometry in Ancient Egypt. .Tke prectic.al nature of

Egyptian geometry. Tbe role of geometry in land-surveying and in

the construction of various buildings, The nature, of Egyptian

mathematics. The lgometry of the Ba Ionians. Its origin tn

)

practical activity. Geometric design. Divisi.on of a circle
A

into 6 equal parts end determining the side of a regular inscribed' "

hexagon. :Ile first Greek geometersThales and PytIlegores. *The

possible, influence of Egyptian and Babylonian geometers on them.

Topic: Trisdction of an angle.

Time of presentation: In grade 7 (at the end of the course). ,/

Literature: [49,'68, 73].

-
Content of topic: The problem of dividing an angle ,into 3 equal parts'

with the aid of a compass and straightedge is related to a number

of famous gemmetric problems of antiquity. Att8ipti at,solving

this problem date from the oldest times. The Pythagoreans knew

a particular case of this problemthe division of a right angle

into three equal parts. Hippies of Elis apparently wai one of.

the first Mathematicians to.study the solution to t1;is problem.

According to the evidence of Proclus, he faind a particular curve

(the quadratrix), with the help of_which the problem could not

be solved. The same Proclus seys that Nicomedes divided an angle

into three equal parts with the aid of the conchoid. Pappus ot

Alexandria points out two more solutiOna-;71-Wis problem. In

modern times, Descartes studied the triseciion of an angle.

Besides Descartes, the solution to the,problem was studied by

Newton, Clairaut, Schell.
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Topic: Pythagoras and his time.

Time of presentation: In graae 8,-4uring the study of the metric

correlations in a triangle and a circle.

Literature: C15, 21, 68, 73].

Thl characteristics of the epoch can be found in history

courses. An exposition of Pythagorean teaching can be'found in

det4ed courses in the history of philosophy.

Content of topic: Historico-biographical data on Pythagorag. Particulars

of the Pythagorean brotherhood. The liythagoreans' work in geometry.

Their arithmetical works. Their discoveries concerning physics

(laws of the vibration of strings) and aseronomy (the daily

'revolution Of the earth).

Topic: Squaring the circle.

Time of prestntation: In grade 9, during the study of the area of a

circle.

Literature: [15, 491 64, 73].

Content of topi : This problem is related to the famous problets of

Yl
I

antiquit . On Plutarch's evidence, even Anexagoras stUdied the%
c

solution of this problem. The same problem interested Hippocrates

of Chios. AntiPhon's attempts. The use of the,Auadratices,of .

Dinostratus and Nicomedes
4

Solution of the problem by Archimedes.

The words of the Hindus. Later authors who atudied the solution

of the problem: Leonardo Fibonacci, Adriaen Metius, Ludolf van

Ceulen, Huygens. The work of Lengendre and Lindemann.

.t
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Topic: Euclid(a fifth postulate.

Time of presentation: In grade 9, before beginning solid geometry.

Liieraturet [88]:

Content of topic: The Greeks' postulate:of parallel lines. -Proclus'

information about the atWmpts at proof. The Arabs' postulate-

of parallel lines in the Renaissance and in the 17th century

(Clavius, Borelli, Wallis). Forerunners of non-Euclidean geometry;

Saccheri, Lambert, D'Alembert, De Morgan, Laplace, Legendre, Bolyai.

The creation of non-Euclidean geometry. N. I. Lobachevskii.
*

44,

Topic: Duplication of a cube.

Time of presentation: ,
In grade 10, during the study of the volumes

of polyhedra.

LiteratuTe: [49, 68, 73].

Cdtent of topic: The problem of-duplicating a cube (or the Delian Problem)

belongs among the famous geometric problems of antiquity. Hypotheses
-

concerning the origin of this problem.1 First attemps at solution

by Hippocrates. Solution of the problem by Archytas of Tarenium.

The method proposed by Menaechmus,'. Among the ancient mathemabicians,

Apollonius and Diocles studied the golution of this problem, and

among later ones--Vieta, Descartes, Newton, and others.

Topic: Conic sectiOns.

Time of presentation: In grade 10, "during the study of solid geometry.

Literature: [68, 73, ,01, 82].

Content of topi: The theory of conic sections prior to Apo,llonius. The

conic sections of Apollonius. Properties of the conic sections

discovered by Apollonius. Focal properties of conic sections Polat

properties. The subsequent application of cOnic sections: the .

trajectory of a projectile, orbits of planets, and others.
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Topic: Euclid's "Elements." The foundations of geometry and other

ways in which geometry developed after Euclid.

Tine of presentation; The final discussion in grade O.

Literat [25, 88].

Content of. topic: The discussion ithe f4nal One. Three questions

can be touched on in it. First, the:Pupils can become fandliar

(quite btiefly, of course) with,the content of Euclid's

"Elenents." Second, if thee pupils mathematical preparation

.permits, they can become familiar ,(quite briefly) with modern

constructions according to Hilbert.. Third, to give the pupils

an opportunity to feel the perspectives of the subsequent develOp-

ment of goeuetry, they.can be given a fewyords on the history of

the development of projective or descriptive geometry.

Topic: Historical introduction to trigonometry.

Tiue of presentation? In grade 9, before the study of the systematic

course in trigonometry.

Literature: [21, 73, 74].

Content of topic: Table of the chords of Hippatchus. The conneCtion

between astronomy and trigonometry. The tables of Ptolemy.

The words of the Hindus in tFigonometry.f The works of the

Central Asian scientists (Abu'l-Wefa).
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Topic: Development of modern trigonometry.

Time of presentation: At the end of the first auarter of grade 10.

- Literature: [15, 21, 73, 74, 81].

Content of topic: Some trigonometric.facts were established in

antiquity. As was indicated ahwe, the first tables of chords
-

were composed by HippUrchus in the second centruy B. C. Trigonometry

takes on a more modern form almost 15 centuries later. First,

the merits of Johann Muller (1436-1476), born in Konigsberg iLnd

known under the pseudonym of Regiomontanus, (Mould be mentioned

here. The Englishman, Bradwardlne, can be named among his

predecessors. Vieta (17th century) deduced a series of formulas

in trigonometry. Besides the persons mentioned, many prominent

mathematicians worked in the field of trigonometry: Napier,

Pothenot, and Euler. 'The German mathematician Mollweide, whose

name is connected with formulas that are familiar to the pupils,

can also be cited. Furehermore, J. Bernoulli, De Moivre, and

Lambert contributed to the. progress of trigonometry. Euler can be

regarded as the founder of the modern teachings on trigonometric

formulas.
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6. Historical Material of an Extracurricular lipture

We have observed that the historic'al information.that belongs

to the cUrricular material is Presented tOgether with thiS material.

Historical information related to mathematics which does not enter

into the school curriculum has other goals and cannot be presented

-in the scheme in.which curricular, questions are considered.

The information we are discussing in this section can be considered

in connection with familiarizing pupils with the history of culture

in our land. In order to impart o the.pupils some information'on the

history of mathematics in our country; the teacher should not only

read some books on the history of mathematics in Russia but should

become acquainted, first and foremost, with civic history and the
,

history of culture. This, of course, involves an expenditure of extra

time, the selection of literature, and the mastering of a method of

historical exposition that is unusual for a mathematician./

We have said,that discussions on the history of culture in our

land.shoulê be held in school not oftener than roughly twice a year,
N

according to a definite, previously gutlined,plan. It is riot hard to

make such a plan, if one sticks to the divtsion into periods which

has taken shape iil history. , The circumstande that the first discussions

on the htstory of culture will be held in fifth grade, and the last in

tenth, is most,important, edagogically. Consequently, there should

be an enormous difference a ong theSe discussions. In fifth grade,
,

the children have a quite limited stock 61 historical information, a

poor' vocab a y and,weak skills in thinkinglogically.,Therefore ,the

information c above should be given to them in a maximally

inte1,ligib4e tom. The teacher'has to do a great deal of work in
- .

order to biing,material from a book closer to the,understanding of fifth

graders. In the upper grades, the teacher.should gradually make his

discussions more complex, approaching a lecture style in grade 10,

although in fifth grade an unbroken discussion covering 40-50 minutes

would be tiresome.
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T. The Study of Biographies

It was stated earlier that the study of biographies has an

instructional value. The work.of studying biglraphies, we feel,

should be divided ameng the school teachers according to their SpecialtiAs.

Which biographies.do we recommend for study? It is difficult

to answer this question for a number cat reasons. In Particular, our

recommendation might be impracticable if the biography section of a

school's library is very poorly represented. Then the teacher must use

the biographies which he has near at hand.

In section 5 we recommended familiarizing pupils with the scientists

of various epochs. This' is useful-in that pupils who become acquainte.t

with a person's biography obtain information about the epoch"in which

that person lived and worked. It should be made a rule that 4-person's

biography cannOt be divorced from historical and geOgraphical coriclitions.

Without trying to impose our lews On the teacher, we shall cite\

a sample list of names Whose biographies might be dwelt upon in school.

"Euclid (300 B.; C.) Biographical information about him is extremely

scanty, but we give this name because an entire epoch is Connected

with it. Some information on Euclid can' be found in courses in the

history of mathematics and the history of culture. Vygodskii [85] provides

some biographical information in his article an Euclid's Elements.

In the presentation of this topic particular attention should be paid

to the characteristics of the epoch--the flowering of the sciences in

Alexandria in the epoch of the Ptolemies (the library, the-museum, .

and academy of Alexandria).

Archimedes (287-212 B. C.) tuclid,and Archimedes were close to

each other in date. In discussing Axchimedes, we wish to stress the

difference between these great mathematicians of antiquity. Euclid was,

so to speak, a theoretician in science. As for Archimedes, engin ering

or technological work (speaking in modern language) attracted him kto

a significa4t extent. There is literature about Archimedes. Besides

biographical information in books on the history of mathematics,

individual works can be cited [31, 38].

Ptolemy (87-168). Very little is known about his life. In

4
presenting this topic, attention should be paid to the charactertstics

of the epoch and a survey of the works of Ptolemy. His-main works:
te.
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the Almagest (the Arabic distortion of t4e author's original title), the

Planetary Hypothesis, and the Risings of the Stars, Reference Tables.

One can read about him in books on the history of mathematics, for

example, Fatstsari [26], Tseiten [73], Sheemetevskit [68], and others.

According to the evidence of Proclus, Ptolemy made An littempt to prove

Euclid's tifth postulate. Ptolemy's geocentric system lasted up to

Copernicus.

Brahmagupta (598-660). We are mating Erahmagupta hecause we

feel that a.discussion.about the nature and acheivements of Indtan

mathematics can be developed around this name. The names Aryabhata

and Bhaskara can be mentioned in thig discussion. One tan read.about

Inglian mathematics in Ts'eiten's book [73]. MIL material on the geometry

of the HindUs can be found in Schall's history of geometry.*
.

Mohammed ibn Musa al-Khowarizmi (820). Biographical information

about him is ex remely scanty. .But it is very desirable to dwell on

his activity, s tnce the very term "algebra" originates in his works.
i

Literature can.te tited: [23, 26, 47, 68, 73] and Essays in the History

of Mathematics by Popov [61]. Mohammed's personality should be shown

again'st a historical background. The role of the Arabic language should,

be pointed out.

.Nasir ed-din (1200-1274)1. An astronomer and geometer, he directed

the observatory in Maraga and wrote in Arabic. In presenting this
,

topic, a nt.imber of mathematicians of different nationalities, who

also wrote in Arabic, can be named. In the,historical'scheme, the
Arabs' tole in spreading and commenting upon Greek authors should be

discussed. The works of Nasir ed-din embrace almost all branches of

human knowledge. The translated Euclid, accompanying the translation

with commentaries, and Archimedes into Arabic. There ia an article by

B. A. Rozenfel'd in Historico-Mathematical Research; istue TV..

Leonardo- ibonacci (13th century) and Luca Pacioli (1445-1514).

-ntme---teget-ite-r- +het& mathema-tie-lana,--who--are-separatcd -by- more than

tytwKI0 centuries. They are little known to the general public, but they

:-havr a great significance in the history of ma.ehematics. We dare

-Eaxtbat, by not(eferring to them, we would permit a gap of almost

*
141,,

*No Source given in the original (Ed.).
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400.years in the history of lathematicst One can read about

Leonardo Fibonacci (Pisano) in Tseitep's book [73]. There is much

information on Luca Pacioli in volume I of History of Scientific
0

Literature in Modern Lansuages [60].

Isaac Newton (1643-1727). The literature on Newton is40,Ubstantia1.

Of the old editions we can cite the..Pavlenkov biography and these books:

Vavilov, Isaac Newton [80]; Marakuev, Newton, His Life and Works [54];

and Kudryavtsev, Issac Newton. For the 300th Anniversary of Newton's

Birth. A Collection for the Tercentenary of his Birth [45], An

index to theliterature can be found in A. P. Yushkevich, Soviet

Anniversary Literature on Newton [90].

,Gaspard Monge (1746-1818). In connection with the bicentennial

of his birth, the USSR Academy of_Sciences issued a collection of

articles [70]. In addition, Starosel!skaya-Nikitina's book can be

cited, Essays on 61e History of Science and Technology in the Period

of the French Bourgeahs Revolution, 1789-1794 [71].

Gaspard Monge was Ale of the men who introduced the metric system

and was a member of the comndssion of five, which was formed by the

National Convention in 1790.

LeonHi Filippovich Magnitskii (1669-1739). Biographical informatio

about Magnitskii is extremely scanty. On account of this it is

useful to acquaint pupils with his "Arithmetic." Since this,book-is

a bibliographical rarity, Baranov's book,'The Arilhmetic of Magnitskii'[7],

which is an exact reproduction of the original can be used. This book

was published in 1914. Only a small part of Magnitskii's arithmetic,

up to the division_af whole numbers, 767fted in Baranov's book, but

an introduction in the book presents biographical information on

Magnitskii. In addition, we can cite Galanin DO] and Section 4 of

Gnedenko's book. [34]. In the elaboration of this topic, the epoch

of reform under Peter I should be pointed out.

,
Leonard Euler (1,707-1783). .Biographical information on_.F.u.ler can

be found in Gnedenko's book [34]. In the old edition of Pavlenkov

there is a biography of Euler. The,following sources can be cited:

Krylov, Leonard Euler' [44]and Luzin, "Euler" [52].

3
Nikolai IvanoNach Lobachevskii (1793-1856). From the littrature

on Lobachevskii welshould firat cite Materials for the Biography of
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N. I. Lobachevskii. In general, there is rich literature both on

Lobachevskii and on the non-Euclidean geometry'he created [3.,r3f,

39, 40]. A'series of books wss issued for the centennial Of the

discovery of nos-Euclidean geometry [65.: Vol. 2, 3, 4].

Pafnutii L'vovich Chebyshev (1826.71894) is the most prominent

mathematician of the 19th century,,the closest to us in'time. 'One

can read about him in Prudnikov's book [63], in.Molodshii's article

L[58], or Ginzburg's artic16[32]. There is a biography of Chebyshev

in the first edition of his works.

8. The History Of Mathematics in Extracurricular Lessons.

In extracurricular'lessons there are more opportunities to study

the hWory of mathematics than in class. But extracurricular work,

for Ali of its positive qualities, is fraught with one danger, which

is that it is possible unwittingly to overburden the pupils with

nunerous variants of this work and of preparation for it. There is a

danger that extracurricular work could turn into an end in itself_

and/could eclipse (at least, in the student's budgeting of his time)

the.class work.

The,class work should take firstTlace both in the amount of time
\#

exptrided and in proportion A secondary, and'thus quite modest place

should be given to extracurricular work, and this work should by

no means burden the pupil, nor should it demilka considerable

expenditure Oflime from him. jhese can be rather rare lessons,

short in'durationv Apparently, these assignments should be in the form

of mathematics club classes.
sal

, In the programs for these classes, published in 105 by the

Administration of Elementary and Secondary Schools of tIle People's

Commissariat of Education of the RSFSR, it is pointed out that

nmathematics clubs can be of two kinds: 1) clubs of a mass naturep,_

the tasks of which are to raise the mathematical culture and

interest in mathematics among the pupils, to cause individual pupils'

inclinations for the Aathematical disciplines to be manifested, or to

replenish and extend the pupils' knowledge? in the elementary mathematics

course; ancf2) cldbs for a limiCed number of pupils, the task of which
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is to aid in theipcquisition of more extepieve knowledge on

individual topics by mbre gifted pupils or by those who have special

interests in mathpmatics and technology.

In their leasons in the mathematics club, the pupils,acquire:

a). knowledge in those branches of mathematics that do not

' enter into the secondary school curriculum and cannot be studied with

a the methods of elementary mathematics;
,

b Skill in 'reading independently a matIlematics book of varying
-

difficulty on the varying level of their mathematical development;

c) skill in choosing, abstracting, and.systematizing mathematical

material;

d) skill in presenting their ideas coherently on questions of

mathematics, in lecture-form--written or Oral (in circi,es for the upper

grades);

e) skill in applying mathematical knowledge in practical life.

A place in the mathematics club can always.be granted to the

history of,mathematics and the study of biographies.. The history of

mathematics is useful because it does not divert the pupils' ehought

fromitathematics. In It the same equations; radicals, functions,

logarithms, areas, constructions, and probl'ens are discussed with

. which the pupil has become famtiar during his class lessons. When

he meets material that has been covered, this time in a historical
,

scheme, the pupil reviews and reinforces that material.
.

Thus,,lessons in the history 4:mathematics cap take a high-priority

in the programs of the mathematics clubs, wefh cannot be said of other

topicsin the program for extracurricular.lessons. For example, it

is clear on many counts thdt dramatiZations of sham-mathematical topics

are arri6ged in the sctiools. In a great many schools, pupils perform

on stage "the arithmetic lesson" from Fonvizin's comedy Nedorosl'
, .

(The Young Hopeful), and this dramatization'is certain to be connected

with the mathematical evenings. But what relationship to mathematics

does this scene have? What is instructive about it, from a mathematical

point of view? If the pupils wish ta,have amusement or to show off
,

their acting skill, they can either play Nedorosl' entire on the school

stage or ablect certain acts from it, but to put forward the afore,-

mentioned "lesson" as a mathematical nutber for a school evening is'

intolerable.
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We wanted to show by this example that exceptional scrupulousness

is needed in the choice of the qUestions that would be eesirable and

useful fpr preaentXng to children during extracurricular lessons.

Taking local conditions into account, the teacher should decide'

the question of the form of the historical lessons (a .story by the

teacher, lectures by the students, readings aloud, and so forth).
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4

OVERC ING STUDENTS' ERRORS IN THE INDEPENDENT

SOLUTION'OF ARITHMETIC PROBLEM;

O. T. Bothkovskaya*

Common mistakes made by stUdents in solving certain categories

of problems have been mentioned in print many tides. These mistakes

persist in the solving of simple problems of the second level of

difficulty -- to which we shall for the time being relegate problems

connected with the concepts of difference and ratio --,and in problems

of the third level of difficulty -- by whidh We shall mean problems

in finding unknown components of the arithmetical opeiations

and problems whose.content corresponds to the content of second-

level problems, but whose reletionships are not expresged in direct

H form. Studepts make a significant number of errors doing complex

problems whose component elements are"the simple problems mentioned

. 'above.

The causes of these mistakes have been established. To solve

a problem,,one mustAunderstand the diverse relationdhips and de-

pendencies that comprise .the substance of it. That is, analytic-
.'

synthetic mental activity takes place in problem solving. Under-

development of ihis activity, brought about by the System under

which problems are worked out, causes students tO make.mistakes

when they are solving problems by themselves:\ A fallacious system

for working on problems is to use analysis and synthesis separately

and to underestimate the importance of encouraging the students'

'intellectual activeness and independence.

c Raising the level of students' skills and eliminatin their

mistakes in solving problems on their own is possible under a system

thatris free of the defects mentioned. This system must satisfy

several conditions

*Of the Leningrad Municipal Institute for Teacher Improvement.
Published in Reaorts Ep_oklady] of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences
of the RSFSR, 1960, Vol. I, pp. 23-26. Translated by Linda Norwood.
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First Condition

An expedient order of introducing problems is needed. This

order whould take into consideration the difficulties deteriinek

by the mathematical content and structure of the problem, and use

datafrom psychology to mark the way to overcome the difficulties

arising in mastering problem solving. Furthermore, the broad gap

between the introduction of certain kinds of problems needs to be

From this standpoint, there is no justification for putting

certain kinds of simple problems off to the second and even the third

year of instruction. The calculatlon methods used in first grAde

in studying the operations give the pupils.their first notion of

finding both an unknown addend ("How muah must be added to 7 to. get

10?") and an unknown.sabtrahend. .

Iven 4ividing objects into equal groups (by content) iS crucially

important to perceiving corredtly the.first division into 'equal part

0 Any pre-schooler can divide objects into equal groups without trou

whereas dividing.objects into'equal paits requites mastery of the

division technique. In order to divide a certain number of objects

into, say, three equal parts, it is necessary to take a group ttf

three objects each time and 4istribute them one at a time. lf,

however, each object is taken one at a time from the whole group

of objects to be distributed, a mistake is *evitable because one

does not always remember in which "email greup" to'put the,object.

And the second st4e of division into equal parts under: the ,heading

of "verbal operations" is difficult without recoarse to equal groups,.

Of which the'dividend is composed.
MI

A

Our observations indicate that it is expedient to use division

of objectd into equal groups to prepare for division intq equal

parts, postponing the solution of diviepm-by-content problems,v

insofar as it consists of two logical links. This sequence eliminates .

the gap between the two kinds of division and precludes the difficulties

in mastering division by content that are continually obsexved in ,

schools from the moment division by content is put off until second

grade.

41
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11.

Eliminating the wide gap in familiarization with problems Whose

cOn.tent is a single concept with different.unknowns or differently

expressed relationships helps children to form precise ideas of the

meaning of a problem and of an arithmetical,operation, and helps

them to surmount the mistakes mentioned above.

Second Condition

The arrangement and order of problem work should utilize the

opportunity of spurring the mind to action. This opportunitY should

be utilized to effect the second condition of a rational system of

4problem solving, which consists of systematically developing the

students' mental analytic-synthetic activity and furthering their

independent search for problem.solutions.

In this,plan, the first adglitien problems (finding the sum of

two numbers), where the children's pre-sehool experience has paved

the way for Ehoosing opeiations," serve as a basis for understanding

problems in which a number 1.6 increased by several units. Addition

proble9s kfinding411113um)-and subtraction problems (fieding a remainder)

are the basis for understanding problLs in which one must find the

unknown components of these operations. Problems that include the
.t
concept of a difference and ratio (increasing and decreaSing numbers

by several units and increasing and decreasing them several times,

where the connection ia expressed directly) precede and are compared

with the same problems, but with the relationship expressed indirectly.

Simple prbblems of all categories form the basis for the corresponding

complex ones and must precede them. ProblemS with fewer operations

prepare the students for solving problems with more operations;

problems with small numbers prepare them for problems using units of

measure; problems with a directly worded relation prepare.them for

problems with a more difficult wording.

To develop the students' mental activity, the teacher's considered

use of visual aids and questions is extremely important. Thus, in

disclosing the concept,of differen-ce, one must not be limited to the

visual perception of two groups of objects differing in number. Such

a comparison, though ensuring a correct answer

143
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does not lead to an understanding of the particular features of this

problem group'and does not guarantee that the choice of the nuMerical

data for doing thg arithmetieal operation-will be correct. CoD.

prehension'can be ensured only by aetual doing, when the pupil takes

a portion of theobjects away from the total number (for example, '

three 'saucers from live).

In developing proper conceptions of how quantities are related

and how.the elements of a problem are connected, it is no less

important to prevent mistaken connections- and generalizations, as

well as to remove any possibility of extending relationships that

are-meaningful only for a limited number of problems to a larger

groupnf.problems. This.cOuld be said of the verbal stereotype that

is used in analyzing problems: PTo-find.out...we need to know...,"

47hich causes difficulty in applYing the analysis method to solving

problems in which a relationship is expressed in a complicated way.

Formation of this stereotype can be prevented by a series of

exercises consisting of systematically varied questions gbout the ,

same d:ata, as well ad different data with the same questipn. Such

exercises propte flexible and mobile comprehension of relationships

and, lead to a formulation uniting the three factor) used in solving

problems: the question, the number data, and.the arithmetical
..

operatio . Basically, this formulation pould be expressed like this:

"To answer the problimys question, knowing such-and-such, add or

subtract, etc." or:"Knowing such-and-such, we can obtain the answer

to the problem's question by addition... ." Such a statement

precludes separation of analysis from synthesis and still removes

the obstacles that usually arise When one attempts to use analysis

separately from synthesis to solve problems composed ef simple
..

problems of.ihe third level of difficulty. Furthermore, when

analysis and synthesis are no longer used separately, the habit

of-selecting arithmetical operations on the tasis of the entire,

condition of the problem is developed.

i

Third Condition

Of no less importance in a system of teaehing problem solving,

, is the development of self-reliance of the students-in the'problem-



'

solving process. Observance of the first two conditions without

the third is no guarantee that problem-solving skill will be developed.

Spirited activity hy ever7 poll, which is expressed initially by

his industriously imitating the teacher and which gradually becomes

creative self-reliance, is at indispensable condition for a system

of problem work, the aim of which is to improve the qu44ty of

problem-solving skills and to root out the mistakes students make

when they solve problems by themselves.

. In the elemsntary grades, the pupils develop activeness and

self-reliance as a result of the alternation of work with fhe class

as a x'4hole -- led by the teacher -- with individual work by every

pupil. Knowing that they will have to do subsequent assignments by

themselves mobilize, the children's attention when the 'material, is

first explained. Appropriiitvisual as and the questions the_ .
,

teacher asks while sUpervising)he children focus their attention

.S

on e essence and particular features of new problem forms, of

whi the children eventually hecome,aware when'they do the of3erations,
---*---.

themselves.. They will be endouraged to greater activeness.and Self-
.

reliance if each age,group is given forms of studying the text of

a problem that it can understand. ;Initially, these forms are ex-

pressed in the selection of individual: counting-kits and number-

boxeS corresponding to the condition/of the problem, pictures or

written numerical 'data; later, they/consist in composing schematic
/

notations Of the condition, in drawings, in graphically isolating

words that express the special,features of the problem, and last,

in independently selecting numbe'r.data for problems and in making

up probleMs.
,

/

The students can be made,to became more active and self-reliadt,

when solving a problem if they are taught forms of planning a, solution

aAd the habit of thinking through the/entire solU"tion of the problem
I

beforehand. .These forms will be varied gradually in proportion to

the pupils' Skill and knowledge. At first, thinking out the solution

is accompanied by putting aside a4thmetical operation Signs or

by writing them with an_oral explanation following. Later it is

'expressed by using -- besides the operation signs -- other numerical

data in the problem, then by ordinary questioning, and finally by

devising a numerical formula for the solution.
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Development of the stUdents' self-reliance requires ruling out

any chance to copy a problem's solutiomfrom the blackboard, even

- if it has already been solved collectively in verbal form. But

an opportunity to check one's solution with the one done on the boaid,
f

is an essential aspectof learning how io Solve probleMs. The

solution oE the problem can be written on the board and the possibility

of its being copied can be.prevented by using a ,,screeo or movable

board panels to cover up the solutiOn -- which is doni On the bo rd

while the class is writing --.until it l'S--time to check. When comparing

one's work with that. on the blackboard, tiee abilit to notice a

discrepancy and to establish the nature of tkxe mistilce is of no

small importanCe in 'eliminating errors.

Thus, errors made by students in,solving atithuiftic problems by

themselves can be overcome by a system of problem work. Under this

system, the purpose of the content of the problems, their order,

and the method in which they are done is for the students to discover

the manifold connections and relationships that make up the problem

and po develop self-reliande,and active minds. Thus, they are armed

with techniques for tackling problems and with the ability to apply

'these techniques when actually solving and composing problems.

ft
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STIMULATiNe. STUDENT ACTIVITY IN THE STUDY OF FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

4 Yu. I. Goldberg*

Ac ording to academic tradition, when functtons and graphs are

being studied, the development of njibers is not touched upon. That

is, the study of functions is isolated from the study of numbers.

Ihis investigation had the following purPoses: to.study the effect

on the students' intellectual activity of including within the study .

of functional/ relalionships matters related to the development of the

nulr concept, and to study how interweaving number concepts.into

the.study of functional relationships affects the mastery of knowledge

a

of,functions and,numbers. Ie effect these'purposes, a teaching experiment.i
A
was organized in Moscow secondary schools No. 585 and No. 187. The

investigation was carried out in the scientific-educational láboratory,

of the Lenin MSPI under 'Professor I. T. Ogorodnikov'.

The students discovered the properties of the function y .,kx by

givOvthe teacher answers to such questions as these:

1) Are the values of the functien positive
or negative when the values of the argument
are positive? Whyq When the values of the
argument Are negative? Why?

2)' What numbers--whole numbers or fractions--
express the values of function that xorrespond
to.whole number values of the argument? Why?
To fractional values of the argument? Why?

3) How does the function vary when the argument
is increased? Why? When the argument is decreaSed?

Why?

4) How do the absolute values of the function
.vary when the absolute values of the argument
are increased? Why? When the absplute values
of the argument are decreased? Why?

a

*Of the V. I. Lenin Moscow State Pedagogical Institute. Published
,
in Reports (Doklady) of the Academy of Pedagagical Sciences of

the RSFSR, 1962, Vol.4, pp. 2326. Translated by Linda Norwood.
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5) Which are gieatei, the absolute values of the ,

argument or the absolute values of the corresponding

, functions? Why? Can they be equal? Why?

6) Are positive values
than the corresponding
oAre negatve values of.
Why? Is the zero value
smapller?,Why?

of the argument greater or smaller
velues of the function? Why?
the argument greater or smaller?
of the argument greater or

7) How does the function vary when the absolute valuea
of the argument glYe increased indefinitely? Decreased
indefinitely.?

Results of the experiment .

After studying the function y ,3x, two eighth-grade classes studied

the function y -2.5x. -In answering the above questions, many stuants

incorrectly stated that mhen the argument is a fraction, the values for

the function canoonly.be fractions.

A large part of both classes had problems telling how the functiOn

y -2.5x varies when the argument is increased (or decreased). Even

e aLter seVeral particular values of.the argument were talcen and the

corresponding function values obtained, many students answered

uncertainly and clung to the positive argument. Yllf.the argumentis

positive," declared Student V, "then it increases; but since,the function

-here is negative, the fqction decreaaes." Here that long-standing

misconteption, so difficult to root out, WEls being expressed; No matter

what and no matter Where it-occurs, studenta identify a nlus sign with

an increase and a minus sign with a decrease. This was exemplified in

the answers Student L and Student T gave at the next lesson, when, they.

said that when the absolute value of the argument is increased, the

absolute Value of the corresponding function does not change, since

both are positive. Students N and G thought that the absolute values

of a function are obtained by multiplying the absolute values of the

corresponding argument values by -2.5. They wer,e corrected by students

L and N. When stud8nt N studied the game function, y,- 2.5x, she com-
--.

Pletely disagreed that multiplying thp absolute va3dres of the argument

by.2.5 increases them, but when Student G explained it again, N agreed.
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Only inaiVidual cases of students' not knowing and not under-

standing elementary ideas concerning number and functional

relationship have been cited here. There were Lany ofqlothese

instances at,the beginning of the investigation; they were

encountered at every step. As the teaChing experiment progressed,

however, there were fewer and fewer instances; the students felt

more sure of themselveA in matters of functional relationship,

after having speht time and energy (thoughlnot a greaf deal), than

:
under the usual approach to these topics. -

In the homework, they'were to answer the first three questions

in.regard to the function y -4x. A check of her homework revealed '

that Student.P did not"Unow that negative values of the function

corresponded to positive values of the argument. Students A and T
OP

incorrectly declared that when the values of the argument Are

fractions,the function can-have only fractional values. For .the

game function, Student L said, "When the arguMent increases, the

function decreases, since the product of a negative

number and.a positive one is always negative, and a negative nnmber

is less than a positive-" Here a good pupil failed to understand

_the idea of a function or the idea of a relation; she did not
4

understand that when values of the argument vary, the corresponding

values of the function change -- regardless of whether they are .

positive or negativ

QuIstiOns 1 -

-forrce the,students

m4thematical ideas

e.

7, which were examined in this inves4gation,,

to actively Eomorehend the meaning of other
#

and facts and eo penetrate.their essence, as

well as to study number evolution thoroughly. Student R brought

up nothing about the argument's fractional values buttalked only

about.tlie integral ones. Apparently, what was being expressed is

the prevating tendency of students to deal only with whole numbers

as far as possible. FUnctional relationship is not fully under-

stood. 'Without any explanation the student wrote "When the argument

is negative, the function increases; and when it is positive, the

function'decreases." No reasons were given why the absolute

Values of the function would-increase or decrease when the' absolute
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values of the argument vary, and it is not values that werei

-' discussed, but a value It'is not clear how the function can

increase or decrease when the argument has one,and the same

value4 The pupil did not understand the notion of correspondence;

he did . not understand that the values of at function under

'consideration could vary only with.different argument values, that
.

only definite function values can correspond to values of the argument.

If'matters,of number development are raised, th54students are

able to consider matters of functional correspondence effectively

'alid actively, and positive results may be arrived at with both

topics.

.Besides the functions y = 3x, y = -4x, and y = -2.5xthe
i(

functions y = x and y = -2/3x were considered in the experimental

work with the students.

Analysis of the results of the experimenst

. In the contrak classes, the majority of the students did not

have a proper idea of the absolute value of a nuMber; in the'

experimental glasses, the students had mastered the concept of ,

absolute yalue. An overwhelming majority in the eontrol clagses

tended to allow the argument (the functionY either positive or

negative values only; in the experimental classes; the students.

considered all possible numerical values of the argument (function).

AlmOst all st4dents in the control classes, even though they

would sometimes discuss certain properties of certain numbers

,correct14: talked about them when there Was po need,rwithout any

connection with'those properties of the function being,studied that

they were trying to'substantiate. Such instances occurred rarea4e

in the experimental classes where they were observed only in a

few students.

Most students in the control classes who managed to perceive

certain Pmperty of ao.functlen correctly either completely failed

0
to explain It4 by the number properties that conditioned ,this'

property, or explained it incorrectlYi In the experimental classes,

such instances were very rare toward the,end of the work.
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Many students in the control classes en compared the size

of positive and negative numbers incorrectlyç In the other two

4 Llasses such cases were not observed.

.Mahy students in the control groups failed to see thwnumericalM
values of a function, did not understand.that both.the function and

the argumentstake numerieal values. In the experimental classes

such cases occurred only at the beginning of the year. '

A deckesse in anything at sli Was immediately asiociated with

4
negdliye numbers and an increase with positive numbe'rs only

during the first half of the year in th'e experimental claSses;'

in the control classes, on the other hand, suell occurrences were

observed'quite frequently even toward the end of the year.-

In the control classesven at the end of the year,

many students in their reasoning immediately connected:Multiplication

by a fraction with a decrease in the'multiplicand; this hacC

stopped by the end of the year -irithe experimental classes.

: Almost all students in the control classes(actually did not

understand the idea of a functional correspondence, discussing .

.the value of a.function or the value of the argument instead of the

,set of their values, and they.did not understand -- even in the

elementary cases discussed -- how the values of the function vary

depending on the change in the values of.the argument. The

idea of even the simplest functional relationship -- direct

,proportionaliiy 7- remained something indefinite for them4 although,

the classes did almost all the exercises in the Standard pi.oblem-book

and textbook that b4onged to the section on functional relationship,

with bipth teacher and pupils giving them seripus attention. In

the experimental classes, when functional relationship was being

studied, atkention was directed to the nature of the numerical

val,ues of the variables, to te ,fact tilt certain properties of .

. the argument and function are conditioned by the properties of

the numbers that are in the range of the function under discussion.

Therefore the errors mentioned'were not obserized here in the

students' comprehension of functional relationship.
to'
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4

Mont students in tfie contra classes did not know the limits

to which the argument and functi n can vary; the students in the

experiment& classes knew them for the basic functions.

Mosl students ,in ;the control classes tended to ascribe only

natural.values tip the argument (fpnction), a smaller number

mentioned negative values, and an even smaller number had in mind

any values for the argument and function. These defects were
,

bserved in the experimental classes for a long time, but then the

students began to discuss all possible values Of the argument and
4

functit!

The control classes uvally did not understand how to discover

whether a function increased (or decteased) when the argument

increased (or decreased). The students in the other two classes

handled this with.e'ase.-

The entire course.of the ttaching experiment, the teacher's
.

detaiiederecord with notes on all the lessons conduCted', the

substance and results of the checked and analyzed homework, class

work, and test papers 'all permit the following conclusions

to be made:

1. The attive study of.functions, with analysis ef the
development of the number concept, is fully possible
for all eighth-grade students.

The work is interesting for the students, provoking
them to ask many serious-questions, and the children

.

wOrk actively.

3. The work doe's not demand additional expenditure of. -
school time compared.tothe traditional, isolated
treatment of functions and numbers in secondary
school; the interweaving of both subjects has a
positive effect on the way students learn.

The control work for com ring the two experimental
,

classes With th. entrol'classes, proves that when
the topics of humbers and functions are treated -

in isolation in the traditional manner, students
demonstrate yany grevieus defects in their knowledge
of both numbers and functions, while this was true
only in,isolated cases in, the experimental classes.

Thds, under the method of studying functional relationship

generally in use, the students learn the meaning%and properties of
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idea w

into t

the students

ely and formally. Every gtep of the experiment

on of this. With every new step of the gtudy, this

er substantiated: When number problems are woven,

y of.functional relationship, the mental activity of

is stimulated, and t nature of functional relation-

stlips,as well as the basic properties of numbers, is clarified.

v
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PSYCHOLOGICAL GROUNDS FOR EXTENSIVE USE OF

UNSOLVABLE PROBLEMS

Ya. I. Grudenov*

The authors of several methodological works ([2: 72-3;

3: 14] and others) have come out in favor of using mathematical

problems that have no solution. There is a very small number of

such problems in Ahugova's workbook [1] and in several other work-

books. NeveFtheless, the fact that these problems are not contained

in most workbooks evidently indicates that their authors either

ascribe no special attention to them or view them negatively.

In this article we copsider three problems: 1) proof of the

expediency of using unsolvable problems, 2) the technical aspect

of organizing the solution of such problems, and 3) the most

expedient form in which to put these problems into workbooks.

The following statement of psychological Principle I appears

in Shevarev [4]: If some repeated features of 'problems solved in

the etucation process are such that cognition
1
of them is not, in

a given situation, a necessary condition for the completion of

correct operationst then the degree of the cognition of such features_

is more or less reduced.

Beginning with this principle, one may deductively prove the

expediency of using unsolvable problems extensively in mathematical

instruction. Say that the pupils solve n homogeneous problems while

studying some mathematical topic. Let us denote the processes

of the solutions of these problems schematically:

AlB Mi; A2B -H5 M2; AkB Mk; AnB M
n

*Of the Kursk Pedagogical Institute. Published in
Research,in the Pedagogical Scienceg, II," Proceedings
of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences,-y64, Vol. 11?,
Translated by David A. Henderson.

1
The word cognition is used here as a generic term embracing

sensation, perception, Conception, and thought.

"New
[Izvestiya]
pp. 108-112.
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where B is the common feature of these problems, whose cognition

is not a necessary condition for com;letion of correct operations,

Ak is the set of all the other features of one of these problem,

and M
1,

M M
n
are various operations in the solutions. Under

these conditions, according.to Prineiple I, there can arise inmany

pupils an erroneous generalized association, whose first element

contains cognition of features AI, A2, ..., An but not of feature B.

The root of the problem is that in the solution of homogenebus

problems only of the type AkB the error of this association is not

discovered, since regardless of whether the pupil recogniies

feature B or remains completely unaware of it, he w ll obtain the

same result--A0 M. Therefore the pupil is o y apparently

successful; the'teacher may not even know that'many pupils who

solve,the problem of the type AkB correctly are not fully cognizant

of the conditions. That is, they are unaware of feature B.

If pupils who make this erroneous association are given three

different problems of the type AO, Ak, and AkB , where B is p

feature oppostite B but externally similar, is very probable

that they will solve these problems in the same way: AkB -- Mk,

Ak --) Mk, and AkB --> Mk. In the last two instances the answer

will be wrong. Thus the incorTectness of the association is revealed.

If, from the beginning of the study of a given topic, the pupils

are given problems of the type Ak (problems with insufficient data)

and A,B (problems with a contradictory condition or of opposite

nature) together with problems of the type AkB, then those, pupils

who make the incorrect association will make the mistakes

AkB -H` M, and Ak -4> Mk. Such mistakes will indicate ,to the teacher

that the pupils are not aware of feature B. Analysis of the mistakes

permits an erroneous association to be corrected in the pupils

before it can be reinforced.

It follows, therefore, that the negative influence described

by psychological Principle I is most simply and expediently

eliminated by introducing unsolvable problems and problems with

superfluous, insufficient, and contradictory data into the system of

. exercises.

To confirm this statement, we cite some examples.
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All Problems that are usually solved in teaching the feature

of the congrvency of triangles having two corresponding sides

and the angle between them equal have a constant factor: equal angles

in the triangles are enclosed between equal corresponding,sides,

As long as only such problems are solved, a pupil can correctly .

solve any one of themeven if he is not cognizant of this feature.

This means that, according to Principle I, the pupils' recognition

of this feature is narrowed. This was contirmed by our observations

in several sixth grades in which the pupils learned fairly well

how to solve problems on proof according to prepared drawings of

all the features of congruent triangles. In two of these classes,

where unsolvable problems had not been used previously, not a

single pupil was aware of the fact that in an ordinary problem on

proof with a prepared drawing, the equal angles of twol'triangles

were not contained between equal corresponding sides, although

everyone formulated the appropriate theorem correctly. In the classes

in which the pupils had previously encountered unsolvable problems,

on1y a few of the better pupils noticed that the proposed problem

had no solution. After several such problems had been solved

in these classes, most pupils immediately noticed whether equal

angles were contained between correspondingly equal sides of given

triangles.

All problems usuallly solved in the study of'the theorem

about the property of the angle bisector at the vertex of an

isoceles triangle have a constant factor: it is always a matter

leof only the bisector of the angle at the vertex of an isosceles

triangle. As long as only such problems are used, cognition of
4

this feature has no influence on the result of the solution; -

hence, according to Principle T, many pupils cease to recognize this

feature when, solving problems. Our'investigations in several classes

confirmed that if pupils are given a prepared drawing with the

unsolvable problem in which one must.calculate the segments idto

which the side of an isosceles triangle is cut by the bisector

of a base angle, given that the sides are 6 cm each, almost all

pupils will answer "into equal segments of 3 cm eae(1." The

solution of such problems has the result that most pupils begin

toturn their attention to this feature.
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What is technically involved in organizing the work with,unsolvable

problems?

The pupil,hiMself-should discover that a problem cannot-be

solved and why it cannot be solved. In such cases it is established

how the condition must be changed so the problem will have a

solution. Theatpil corrects.the conditien of the problem and

solves it.-,

The entire essence of such problems lies in the fact that the

pupils are not told beforehand about the cOntradictorv or incomplete

condition. If a pupil does not turn his attention to the essential

ate, he "solves" the problem and falls into the trap.
rto

When such problems are solved systematically, the pupils becoMe

morg careful and try to read the conditon of a problem more attentively

and thoughtfully. But if some pupil hurries and, without thinking

out the condition Ofan unsolvable problem, "solves "At,. this

will evoke laughter from the class. Better than any comment by

% the teac14er, this laughter will force fhe pupil to be more careful

and attentive. Both he and the other pupils will now better.remember
k
the essential feature that made the problem unsolvable.

Unsolvable problems add interest and enliven the classwOrk,

but only Chen at. ,east some of the pupils have Mastered this fact

(the absence of a,solution). The pupils who are first to discover

the error in the condition of a problem usually wait with baited

Allitto see how their friends will.react to the problem. And

as soon as some "fool4"begins to "solve" the problem, there ia a

burst of laughter in the class and a forestof hands goes up.

Everyone hurries to tell what he has guessed and his method of

changing the condition of the problem.

The effect of using an unsolvable problem is sharply curtailed

when the teacher does not preserve an imperturbable, impassive

appearance and smiles or asks a careless question hinting.that the

problem is unsolvable. Thek the pupils have no need to be careful

and attentive, for there is nothing for them to guess.

Such problems im;st, of course: be solved with a teacher's

supervision so that any incorrect solution will be discovered

and analyzed immediately and-will not pass unnoticed by the pupils.
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In the 1960-63 school years many teachers (about twn hundred)

of Kalinin Oblast used the System'of Exercises in Geometry for the

Fourth Grade, composed by he author of this article and printed by

the local Teacher,Improvement Institute. In this system of eXercises

.there are a great many unsolvable problems,. Almost all teachers

who returned the questionnaires noted that the pupila Showed increaSed

interest in the unsolvable problems, as a result of whieh thesepupilS,

became more attentive and careful..

In the 1962-63 school year eight teachers from Kalinin '(in

19 sixth and seventh,grades) worked on the project of a geometry

textbook and workbook (written by the author of the present article)

containing unsolvable problems. Observations in these claSses

confirmed that unsolvable problems add interest to the classwork.

All eight teachers participating in pie experiment noted,that,

extensive ube of unsolvable problems resulted in the Pupils' solving

problems more thoughtfully, their critically approaching the

conditions of problems, their learning to get out of difficult

situations independently, etc.

Let us consider an illustration. In an eighth grade the pupils

solve orally problems wr4t n on'the blackboard:

1. Calculate the side of a square if its area is

578.2 sq..cm.
2. The area of a rectangle with,equai adjacent sides

is 28.34 sq. cm.- Calculate its sides.
3. .Calculate the side of a rectangle if its area

is 435 sq. m.
In solving the second problem some of the pupils, of

course, did not recognize the essential part "equal '

.adjacent sides." But they obtained the correct result
(which, unfortunately, occurs quite often). They solve

the third problem. A minute's pause. Almost everyone
who did not examine the condition of the problem was trying
to find NTST. One hand goes up, then another, then
a third. Some pupils look at the condition Again, glance
at the imperturbable teacher, look at each Other, and'

indecisively lower their hands. All the better pupils
feel someimisunderstanding intuitively. The poor

and average pupils do not notice this, and the number
of raised hands increases. One girl raises tit hand, thgn
lowers it. The pupil called to the blackboard says,
"The side of the rectangle is 20.86." Immediate

laughter. Everyone instantly grasps the difference
between the seolond and third problems. A forest of

hands goes up.
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As;mentioned at the beginning of this article, Abugova's

Workbook' 1 Contains several problems (numbers 278, 317, 498, 503,

and_other4 that the authors probably present as.unsolvable

prObl

4vest,io

he texts of all these proble+, however, are accompanied

wall as: What condition do you have to supplement

the pr+ et! h?; Isn:t there some contradiction in the.pr blem's

condition? What data in the condition of the problem is s erfluous?

in so,ivircg such problems the pupils no longer need be atterftive and

......--- careful; there is nothing for them to_guess at. On the ot hand,

if the unsolvable problems are not accompanied by any hints or

answers, the erroneousness or incompleteness of the conditions of'

individual prob?ms may be passed by unnoticed by,the pupils. The

experitent described above showed that it is profitable to follow

up each unsoyable prAlem in a workbook (with one or two intervening'

problems) with problems or questions that returd the pupils' attention

to the unsolvable problem.

7/4bNo. 385. In trelangle AEK,LA = 62°, LE = 75°,
LK = 530 Calculate the external angles of the
trianglSr.

No. 386 (or'(387). Eltminate the error in problem 385
and solve it.. Can the amount of Data given in the
problem be reduced?
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. PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUPILS'

ASSIMILATION OF THE CONCEFI\ OF A FUNCTION

I. A. Marnyanskii*

Mathematics methodology-has given mach attention to 'problems in

learning one of the central concepts of the school algebra course --.

the concept of a function. Yet, this concept remains the Achilles'

Ileel of mathematics instruction. One reason for the failure of the

current methodology of the study of this concept is that the psychology

of pupils' mastery of ;his complex concept has been poorly studied. True,
A

in our educational psychology there are several investigations [3, 5)

of the pupil\ mastery of functional relationship, but these investiga-
,w

tions deal only With the introduction to the concept of function.

MethoHolOgy of the, experiment

.i.'rTo determine the psychological difficulties-involved ih secondary

school mils' mastery of the concept of function, the author (with the

cooperatioh of teachers and students ai the pedagogical in'stitute)

conducted experiments (1958-1962) in the schools of Rovno. The experiments
.

were predominantly exploratory 0.nd were conducted in the form of

written questiohs and discussions. Th e experiments encompassed 132

pupils of grades e-10 in five schools.

Although the written qqestioning (in addition to the control work,

the pupils were asked to answer one or two questions, explaining the

motives for their answers in detail) was ineffective (usually the

answers were too brief and the pupil's train of thought could not be,
. e

established), it did show what paints in the concept of function are

incorrectly or imprecisely mastered. This made it possible fot us to

choose questions for the discussions.

The discussions were held with groups of from three to eight Mils,

mostly above-average. On the day before the discussioq the teacher

told selected pupils of the topic to be discussed, so they could

*Of the Rovno Pedagogical.Institute. Published in New Research

in the Pedagogical Sciences, 1965, voa. rv, pp. 79-86." Translated by

DavidAA. Henderson.
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Prepare for it. Before the discussion the pupils were told that,

although their answers would be recorded, they could safely say any-

thing they thought about the questions, since any errors in their

answers would not affect the evaluation of their achievement in school.

Experience showed that without this information an upper-grade

puptl.who was doubtfulabout the correctness of an idea would often

answer very briefly oiremain silent altogether.

Each pupil was given one or two questions, and, when he was ,

ready to answer, the discussion was begun. The other pupils were

also invited,to take part, and thus we could determine all the pupils'

lopinions cin questions given to each of them.

The discussiN ended with an explanation of the correet answers."

and with control questions for establishing whether the pupils under-

stood the nature of their mistakes.'

Results of the experiment

One of the first tasks of the experiment was to check whether

the pupils had a clear awareness [4:45] of the concepts on whidh the

conct of function is based. Such concepts include the variable

quantity, tte set, and the functional relationship.

Almost all,pupils understood the meaning of the concept of a

variable quantity and gave examples of vaiiables from geometry and

physics.. But, as we learned during the discussions, the pupils could

not explain precisely what -4..s mel,nt by a quantity in general. This

is not merely a matter of their inability to describe the concept of

quaniity.correctly (the individual answers were close to the truth:

"Quantity is what is measured,: "Quantity is th'at which is large or

small"), but of the tendehcy toward an improper expansion of the scope

of this concept when concrete examples are tonsidered: "Animosity can

be a quantity since it can be great or small,""Studiousness is also a

quantity -- it can be measured by desire," "Responsibility should be

considered a quantity, since it is greater and lesser."

The subjects' understanding of the concept of a set was imprecise.

Of the 46 pupils questioned, only three gave a positive answer to the

, question, "Can a set contain only one number?" Other pupils stated that
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"a set means very many," or "a set is an aggregate, and an aggregate

means several."

Another error often repeated by the pupils during the discussions,

was a misconception of the properties of infinite sets. In particular,

they did not imagine the existence of infinite number setsilot containing

the smallest number. Thus, many pupils stated unhesitatingly that in

the set of all rational numberg there is the smallest nUmber, since .

"the very first nuMber should be there." They were often unable to

distinguish the finite and the infinite set.

Thus, one of th lnith-grade pupils, answering the ,question of the

finiteness or infini ess of the set(of all apples on the Earth, said:

"The set of all apples on all the trees.of the Earth is infinite', since

while we are counting, new ones will grow." And one tepth-grader

stated, "There is no infiniteness in itself; it is like an abstract

number.;l Several tenth-graders gave the number Ii as an exampleof an

infinite number set.
,

In the pupils' understanding of the concept of functional 'relation-
,

shJrp two tendencies were pbsetved: unsubstantiated restriction of the

scope of this concept (when relationship is taken to mean only several

simple kinds of relationships, and only the causal connection in

examples with concrete content from everyday'life) or,extreme expansion

of its scope (when quantities are considered functionally dependent even

when their connection is undefIned, i.e., when there is no directed one-

to-one relationship between their values).

These tendencies may be illustrated by three responses to the

questions whether there is a functiohal relationship between the amount

of rainfall andkcrop size: I) th'ere is no relationship, since with an

increase in the amount of rainfall, the crop also increases at first,

but when there is too much rain the crop begins to decreaser 2) there

is a relationship, because in a drought the crop is bad, that-is, low'

rainfall causes a poor crop; 35 there is a relationship because.the

orop\-is connected somehow with the amount of rainfall.

The subjects' vague awareness ci the concepts examined above led, ,

of course, to errors when they were solving the problem of the presence

or absence of a function in a specific case. .Thus, the subjects'often

regarded as functions things that were not quantities at all ("A pupil's
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success is a function of his attentiveness:" "The quality of work is r

a function of the mood of the worker"), or clid not consAder quantities

functions if the set of thAr values contained only on nuMber ("The

sum Of the functions x2 and 2 - x2 will not be a function, since irt

is equal to 2, and 2 is a constant"), or they disregarded the require-
ment that there he a ape-to-one correspondence between the values of

quantities ("The crop is a. function ofple area seeded, s'ince,the.crop

depends on.the area of the field, on how theafand is worked, and on te..

amount of rainfall").

The experiment showed that in moat pupils' minds the "strongest"

features of the function were not theone-to-onecorrespendence between

\the values of two quantities, but the chanieability of the quantities'

and the presence of a general or a causaiLconnection between them. For
example, the subjectslieepeatedltmade statements like:. "The height of
a mran is a function of his age only,up to age 25; after that his_

height stays the same, and there'is no function because a function

cannot stand still when its argument clianges," "A function cannot

assume identical values, since each value 6f the argument corresponds

to a,specific value of the,function, i,e., another value," "eere is
Jer

functional relationship between the time -in motion of an auto that

makes a stop along the,wayand the toute it travelled if the auto

makes only short stop -- then the route is almost constantly changing."'
VIt is clear from the last argument that several pupils are beginning .

to understand intuitively the baselesshess of their requirement of

uncondAional change. Here is one more interesting example, which
shows that in the pupils' opinion there should be at least some visible.k

evidence of the change: "A function\taking only one value An exist,
Nrkt but then it must 9e written: y

4

It is common knowledge that in solving problems with operete content
from everyday life, the suf:d t may make secondary associations thae

hinder t e actualization of his conceptions [6 ] . Hence besides4 ,

practical problems from everyday life, the pupils were given problems

,in which Vie functional relationship .appeared in a pure form. But

even here the number of incorrect answers was significant.

Thus, mord thain half the pupils questioned either did not answdr

or gave a negative answer tojthis question: If a.quantity x takes only
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'integral, positive values, and .quan'tity y is equal to One uten the
,

value'Of x is even, and equal.to zero when the value of x is odd, is.'

y a function of x? Pupils answering this question negatively (they, '

conStituted more than a third of those questioned) indicated that "hre

.y can remain umahanged while x changes, but a' function must. change Vhen
/

Its argument,ebanges.
,

.

'Pinally, let us-note the following circumstance, which is:

amazing at first glance. The experiment showedthat the general.

conceptip A function in,tenth graders, who'know.a'large number -

,?..12.,4'

,of functis-4:4.1.' almost the same as that of eighth graders 'wild have
NN-6j

) us t b e g91 atu.ying eleMentary functions.

4.

,AnalySis of the resUlts:,-,

'Let us now try to give a-general picture.'of the psycholo ical

difficuliies in mastgry of thebconcept.of a function and_asce tain the .

causes of individual misconcerions.

Teachers AU methodologists often try to eltplain the pupils, poor .

,mastery of the condeptiof a'function by asserting tbaC.the concept is

too abstract and hence difficult for the pupils, to inderstand. But

.such an-explanation is not tOnvincing. First, ehe'amore abstract is
.not always more difficult psychblogically. For example, the concepts

-"kinsman" 'and "polyhedron" see no less incomprehenSible 63 the pupil

than th6. c'oncepts "grandnephew" and "truncated icoSahed'ral pyramid.

Second, In,the'Schoil mathematics course there are concepts (e.g., the

;concept of'the-cOMplex.nutabeir) no less Abstract tJian the"concept of a

function, but which the pupils master better than the canCept of a function.

The'main difficUlty in mastering the concept of a function is that

this co&ept exceeds tie bounds of what is ordinary for:the pupil, that

-it does not remind the pupil.of any familiar Concepts (unlike complex
.

numbers, similar.in.nany Ways.to reaI,numbeilt, with which thetpupil is

.qutte

Up uni41,the study ol the' concept of a function, the pupil'thinks

mainly in termS., of individual ima.ges hn4 is,not uied'to thinking in

terms of groups of objects; Prafticall , 'he reMains trained in operltions

with ,OnstAhts. Actually', the introduction of functionaLrelationshi,p
,

in .school almost'wholly conaises.of amiliarizing pupils with facts

such as the change lir the slim 1.7hen the e is 'a change4 in an addend, the

41401ei
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,

.

change in the size of a fraction when the numerator or denominatOr is

changeld, the dependence of the value,of an algebralc expression on the

number value of the'. etters entering Intolhe expression, and so on.

Hgre the main attributes offunctional relationship 7.-Hthe concepts of

the set and the one-to-one relationship

reMain hliOden, Indeed, the pupil is in

,independently, for example, the fact,of

between element's of two setp

no position to reinterpret

the r'elEitionship of the sum to

the addend,when he'Seet at example of'the%one-to-one relationship of
It

numbers of two aets (the set of values of the addend and
)

the set of

values of the sum)-Pupila'in. general attribute no special importance

to a statement of the type, "If we thange the addend, then the.sum is

changed." ManyobelYhe pupils (as questioning of sevefal fifth-graders

showed)'elther do not Icnow why they are told suth facts, or perceive such,

a statement 4*sone of the cautions against changing the addend arbitrarily,
s

sincehis can lead to an incorrect result.
0,.

This is why _the pupil', when becoming familiar with the variable

quantity'before he studies the'concept of a function, perc'eives the

vlriable aa a,unique object, is,raware of the set of nuMbers (aaa

rule,-an infinite sei) concealed behind.it Under.these.tonditions the

definitiOn of the function.given in ContemporaA school textbodks is

entirely. justified. This definition Speaks of. tlio variables, ana not

.cf two sets-and their correlatiOns. It-its easier ,for the pupil to imagine

the connection between twO single objectA (variable'qUantities) than

between two sets. HoWever, such,a"definition'can serve only as a rough

basis for fOrming the concept of Elfunction per se in the pupil. The . .

next step should be for the pupil to interpret the:fact. that the'

definition of function de41: with the'Correlationof two sets consisting

4

of values of quantities distussed .earlier in this definition. %But the

pupll is not prepared ,for this by the introduction practiced at present.,

For proper mastery ore concept (especiallli a complex one),

being familiar with a large number of objects- encompassed by this

,toncept is not at all sufficidnt. In developing aj)ttecise notiorik of

OP 4

a new concep,t, it is iMportant to compare it with other concepts,gomehow

butnOt identical to,the given one. Indeed:eyen.contepts like

"wrpendiculár," "polynom/%1," and,"cone" are easily mastered by the

pupil owing not only to theirfsimplioity ad....uhe large number of
0

1.6,8
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examples considered, bUt also the the pupils' familiarity with objects

like "incline," "monomial," "pyramid." 11enc6for the best assimilation

of the concept of a fungtion, the pupil.should have an opportunity to

41!

compAare the function with ther objects that are not concepts but whose

peculiarities remind one o functions. Bue there are no such objects

(they-nay be called "pseudofunctions") in the schdol mathematics course,

'and their construction and inclusion in the school textbooks is

evidently colsidered.useless by method4ogists anciteachers. Let us
e lr

remark.that it was pseudofunctions thatLepabled us not only to re'Val

a' number pf misconceptions in th4,pupils, but also to-explain the

meaning of the subjects''errors to the subjects themselves.,

Sources of the pupils' erracis

.The pupils' vague awarenest, of the concept of magnitude, or

quantixty, is explained primarily by t4e iextak's Lailure tePdesoribe
4

this concept'predisely and by its Ire-e uof the term "magnitude"

("comparison of angles by magnitude," "t0e magnitude offTactions,"

"the absolute magnitude of a number"). Moreo'veA the.eXamination of\

examples of pseudomagnitudes is not practiced in the school, although

it essentially helps (as our experiment Showed} delimItation of all
A 4

essential peculiarities of this concept (the magnitude must somehow ,

A

be measured AnA expressed by a number).*

The pupils'Irefusal to regard a one-element set arg a "legal"

exampii qf a set, as well as their idenitification of the 'concept'of

dependency with the concept of causal eonnection is explained 11;ainry

by a certain influence from'the everyday meaning of the ter "A set'is

very many," "Salary depends on responsibitity") on themaStery

the concept 11] .

The puPils' confusionoin Oest16ns dealing with infinite sets has.

several causes. Poqrly informed in these ckuetions, the pupils autipmatical

Ascribe to such sets properties, known from eXperienie, of finite

sets ("A set has to,have the first number"). Such logical analogy'is not

- difficult to explain psychologically:: 'we observe here one of the

phenomna of Aat cr;mon'peculiarity of thojght'-- the.*nclinatiob 'toward

, the stereotype. A striking phenomenon of this inclination in the'study

of the'funAPon is the pupils fr.wiently observed gonfuston when

16-9
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symbols with which they are accustomed to designating the argument

and the function are replaced by new letters. In this connection let

us_note that a particular phenomenon of that same peculiarity of

thought is that when solving geometry i)roblems the pupils "follow

the drawing." Therefore, we cannot agree with P. Ya. Gal'perin and
#

N. V. Talyzina when they say that this "is explained not by the'
/

peculttrities of children's thinking, but by the peculiarities of the

methodology otginstruction [2:34]." It would be more correct to'tay --

without disputing the tendenciis to follow the drawing -- that the
,

effectiveness of opposing the negative influence of this peculiarity

depends on the methodology of instruction. .

It ia also not hard to explain pupils' arguments of ,ghis type:

"There is no infinity as such," or "The set of all apples on Earth is
r

infinite."' These'arguments show thirtthe pupils imagine Infinity
,,.

only'.as potential infinity. This is explained not only by the fact,

that potential infinity is in essence\closer to the very familiar

concept of the finite than to the concept of actual infinityi it also
,

results from the ptiPils' conception of the Variable as somethitg

eradUally running through an unlimited number of values. For this
- ,

. . ,

reason,:pupils'. answers often show no actualization of knowledge of

)'faMiliar eXaMPles of actual infinity (the set of alNoints of d

segment,.the set of all ratiorial pumbe
\16

, etc.)., As for including n in
,

.infinite sets, here the need to use,an infinite number of decimal places
.

for writing this .nuMber'is associated with the process of changing

a variable quantity, and the latter with the infinite set.

That many pupils conslUer unconditional variability of aturiction
(

its most important p.royerty (as we established-above) may be, e'xplained

in two ways: ,Firs4jin the textbook the concepts- of variable and

conatant are presented only as opposites, and the variable is,called

a function. Second the introduction to fnnctions, focusing its artention
1

1.

on giving pupils-an idea of What a vAriable is, creates a unique

"variable hypnosis."
.

, As we have observed, tenth7graders' general idef the function
,s

is not,much more predise than that of eighth-graders. This paradox

Occurs because, after having formally studied the definitiOn'of'a
.

fUnction, the pupils do not use it in practice. They have no need to



.A

resort to this definition', either when selking functi o s from among

examples of all possible functional and nonfunctional r ationships
.

between objects (notla single subject could cite an example of a relation-

ship that resembled a functional relations but was not), or later,

when trying to convince themselves that each of the concrete functions

studied was indeed a function.

The present investigation allows several conclusions concerning

methodological order to be de:, .

1. The introducpion tjI functional relation hip in the. school

should include fandliarizg the pupils with the concepts of the number

set and the correlation tween the numbers of two sets.

2. There is a need to develop a system of exercises to help pupils

recognize typical inessential ffatilres (e.g., the variability of the

values of a function)'and generalize the essential features of a

function.(single-valued'part of.a function or a one-to-one relationship).

It is important that the pupil himself be able to cite an example of

a function having some peculiarity, including functions having a

"pathological" property, like remaining constant over some interval,

or constancy in general, which would heli, to transfer the pupil's

attention from variability to the single-valued, unchanging correlation.

1. To form a precise idea of the concept of function in the upper7

grade pupils, it is necessary to.explain to them the meanilig of the

term "variable" as the general designation for nuibers of.sore set.

4
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